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INT]ìOì]iJCT] ON

This Introduction wi I l, f irst, ir-rdicate tìle subject of

tìte inguiry, then briefly discuss the primary and secondary

sources on tìris subject, followed by a discussion of my

approacÌl Lo it; f inalIy the reasoìls for undertaking tlìe

inquiry will be stated.

The subject of this inquiry is the creek word, P€itno.

I'he meaning of this word is usually given as "Persuasion".

Pej-tlro as a concept bears on pol-itics, religion, philosophy,

and the erotic. The Engtish word "persuasionrr has no such

immediate connotations. Therefore, the rendition of Bg!çt:o

as rrPersuasionfi is doubtful. It is also of some interest to

the student of polÍtical- thought that a concept which was

associated with the poJ.itical business of the public

assembly should be equal-Iy associated with the erotic

activi-ties of private lif e. This inquiry proposes to

examine the context of the use of Peitho in order to expJ-ain

this connection of the political with the erotic and to see

hov¡ f ar I'Persuasionil is an adequate rendition of Peitho.

The chief aim of this inquiry is, however, to show that the

meanings of words do not remain static, that the conceptual

context of a word. does shift over time, and that the meaning

of a word can only be explicated within the terms of its own

social, political, and historical context.

contemporary scholarship on Peitho is scarce. Fränl<el

(1) has a footnote; Guthrie(z) gives us a page; Mourelatos
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tras a chapter(3) in which he attempts to assimilate Peitho

to other concepts in the thought of Parmenides. All the

above appear to be indebted, to (though they do not

specificalJ-y cite) the unpublished Ph.D. thesis of Pepe(4)

who attempts to show Peitho to be a political concept. This

view is criticized by Buxton in another Ph.D. thesis(5),

later published as a book( 6 ) : he denies the poJ-iticaJ-

interpretation as the baslc context of Peitho in favour of a

view of Peitho as a basically erotic concept. Benveniste(7)

provides a linguistic analysis of Peitho and its cognates.

There is a small and highly specialized scholarship v¡hich

focusses on the extant art portraying Peitho and its

archaeological aspects with reference to the Peitho cult;
whil-e tlre dates are uncertain, this data appears to be too

l-ate in origin to be rel-evant to the present study.

The only written primary source for the Homeric period

is the Homeric corpus itsetf. As these poems cannot be

preciseJ-y dated, the archaeol-ogical record is no sure check

on the data embedded in the Iliad and the Odvssev. The

dating of the Homeric poems is a matter of some scholarly

controversy, but this discussion is irrelevant to the

present work, âs the proposed dates generally fall" within

the period outlined below.

Likewise, the only written primary sources for the

Hesiodic period are the poems of Hesiod. The dating of the

Hesiodic poems is a matter of some controversy which will be

referred to be1ow.
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Alkmants situation in the rrorder of eventsil of Spartan

history is not a matter for controversy although the precise

daLe is not known for certain. Our writt.en primary sources

for Sparta at this period are the poems of AÌkman himself,

and those of Tyrtaeus. The lyric poets in general

Theógnis, for example form our written primary source

knowledge for the Archaj.c period. The 5th century,

especially at Athens, is much better known, al-though dating

is often imprecise.

These writings, forming a part of the public verbal

discourse of the societies which produced them none are

private communications are taken, following Havel-ock( B ) to

be an affirmation and reinforcement of sociat mores, a

reflection and representation of general societal attitudes.

Such evidence is scanty, and often inadequate, but it is all

that we have. The argument from silence is scarcely an

ideal method or procedure, but in some cases it is

unavoidable. For exampì-e , Homer t s f ai l-ure to stress

agricultural poverty, juxtaposed with Hesiodts preoccupation

with the possibility of food-scarcity, Ieads us to the

conctusion that more individuals in Homerts period v/ere

better fed than in Hesiodts period.

Finley exptai.ns some of the difficul-ties facing the

scholar:

the lack of primary sources for long stretches
of time and for most regions of the Mediterranean
creates a bLock not only for a narrative, but also
for the analysis of institutions. There are
periods and places about which r^/e have
considerable knowledge this happy situation
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should not l:find us to the inadequacy, often to
the hopelessness , of the avai IabIe eviclence f or
the rest of Greece outside Athens A

compticating factor is the random naLure of
the documentation that has come down to us " ' (9)

For the centuries before Atexander the Great,
AtÏìens r¡/as unique among the Greek c ity-states ,

¿publishingf' a remarkable variety of documents
tñe survivors nol¡¡ number in the thousands
v¡hereas Corinth, f or example , Ïtas produced
virtualty none, tlre Greek cities of Siciry only a
handfut. That the contrast is nothing more than
the result of archaelogical accident can no longer
be maintained: ctassical Corinth, for exampÌe,
has been thoroughly excavated down to virgi-n soit.
It. must follow that we have a reflection of
Athenian democracy on t.he one hand, of corinthian
( and othrer ) of igarchy on the other hand' I say
(Atheniant because none of the other Greek
democracies fol-l-or¿ed Athenian practice . . . ( I0 )

the epoch-making discovery of J-lteracy r^¡as

followed for centuries by the survival of a
fundamentally oral non-literate society The
verbal transmittal- over many generations of
detailed information about past events or
institutions entails considerabl-e loss of data

For the great bulk of the narrative \¡/e are
faced witfr the ¡kernaÌ of trutht possibilitv, and
I am una\^Iare of any stigmata that automatically
distinguish fact from fiction. ( I1 )

The barest bones of any historical narrative, the
events setected and arranged in a temporal
sequence, i-mply a vaLue judgment ( or judgments )

... rfte study and writing of history, iri short, is
a form of ideology I speak of ideology
roughly as defined in the Shorter Oxford Enql-ish
oictioñarv: 'a system of ideas concerning
pfrenomena, esp. those of social Iife; the manner
of thinking characteristic of a class or an
individual' I retain a rather old-fashioned
notion of history as a Systematic account over a
long enough perioo of time not only to establish
retãtionships, connections, causes and
consequences but also to show how change occurs
and to suggest why. (I2)

This study has attempted to bal'ance

giving relatively greater attention to

sAthenocentricityt by

non-Athenian sources

h.as necessari IY laidof data. BY so doing, the inquirY
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considerable stress on what migìrt appear to be very minor

appearances and applications of the subject. I contend that

these rnlnql applications of Peitho are of ma-jor importance

in that they form our only evidence for the pre-Classj-cal

that is, pre-Athenian, - use of the term, and that without a

thorough understanding of what early Greeks tlpqght about

Peitho, w€ cannot hope to comprehend the Athenian

(Classical) meaning of the word. The purpose of this study

is to provide rra systematic account over a long enough

period of time to establish retat j-onships, connections ,

causes and consequencesrr; given the paucity of the evidence,

to try rtto show how change occurs and why" would be an

impertinence: although the evidence wil-l- impl-v that change

in the '"/ay the word Peitho is used is the result of change

in social and political mores, the evidence does not show

that. We cannot, under the circumstances, show rthov¡ change

occurs" or rr,srhyrr. What will be done is to show that change

did occur, and that this change vlas accompanied ( or

preceeded) by changes in the economic, social, and political
ordering of society. The i.plication that the thought of a

society is determined by its economic base is there; the

demonstration that this is the case is not. Frankly, I

think that, given the current state of the evidence, such a

demonstration is not possible.

The root of the present problem \¡/as exposed by

Havelock. (13) eriefly, this amounts to an assumption,

general in classical scholarship, that the ancient Greek
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l_anguage is a system whiclr is representative of a comlnon

culture ; that Homer and Aeschylus would, hypotheticall-y,

have been able to converse r¡Íth one another, and each with

Aristotle, despite some obvious differences in tlreir

respective political cultures. Havel-ock attributes this

assumption to the way in which Greek is formally taught:

students learn Greek from passages chosen for relative and

graded ease of translation, regardless of period of

composition; in this in/ay dif ferences in l-anguage and

expression come to be viewed, sub jectively at l-east, âs

idiosyncrasies on the part of the composers* rather than as

expressions of the cul-ture of a specific historical period.

The texts which are to be examined were intended to be

communications betr¡/een the composers and a wider audience

rather than rrartrr for the sake of the composers t personal-

self-expression. They formed a part of the pubtic verbal

discourse of the society. In no v¡ay were any of these texts
private records or private communications. As public

discourse these compositions were a part of the societyts

attempt to define itself.

Greek society v/as based on the oj_l<o_q, rrfamil-yrt. As

Vickers explains

The oikos, family, included father, mother,
cfrilAren, fands, possessions, animals, and staves:

*The word rrcomposerrr is used throughout in preference to
rrauthortr , because alf of the texts to be discussed were
either created without the aid of the v/ritten word (Homer)
or with writing serving merely as an aid to composition, or
as a mnemonic aid, for the purpose of public performance.
None was intended for an audience of readers.
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the rrestaterr, kl-eros, plus the dead ancestors and
the notions and rites which constituted the family
cult; it looked to the fut.ure, to its continuance:
marriage r¡/as subordinate to the needs of the
oikos; even marriage of women to their nearest
agnative relatives was permitted if this v/as
necessary to ensure the continuance of the mal-e
line. Expulsion from the oikos would cut off the
individuat from the famify worsfrip ancl might call
his citizenship into question. (f4)

Thus the Greef citizen \^/as an adul-t mal-e member of an oikos.

[l\iith the exception of f ounder-members of a colony or the

very rare grant of citizenship for services to the state,
citizenship was a function of birthplace; slaves or metics,

resident aliens, could not be citizens as they were regarded

as citizens of their own ptace of birth. Politica1 rÍghts,
as distinct from citÍzenship, appear to have been a funct.ion

of mit-itary usefulness, at l-east at Athens. The reforms of

Solon, (see Chapter 4) which l-ed to the establishment of the

democracy at Athens, followed on the devetopment of hoplite
(heavily-armed citizen infantry) tactics, which broke the

mititary monopoly of the aristocratic basiteis ; the

extension of citizenship rights to the thetes (tfre poorest

property class ) in classical- Athens foll-or¿ed on their
mi litary importance as rowers in the f l-eet. The mi titary
force of a polis r¡ras the asseÍrbly under arms; the assenlbly

of a polis \¡ias the army in session to deal r¡ith civic
matters. The ne\4r importance of rhetoric (and hence of the

Peitho that rhetoric r¡ras designed to produce) in classical
Athens, was co-incident v¡ith the extension of
politicat rights to the whole male citizenbody.
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ft wilÌ be shor¿n in Chapter l that Peitho j-n its

primary meaning of rrobeyrr , \,vas a word applicable "t-o the

response of the assembly to the exhortations of the

basiteis ; Peitho was not applicable to rel-ationships between

persons of equal standing. The use of verbs from Peitho

implied a dominance/sub-domj-nance relationship. Chapter 2

r¿i1"l show that, with t.he emergence of Peitho as a deity, tfie

concept \^/aS personified aS a goddess of erotic charisma and

as a condition of human we j-l-being. This change in the

conception of Peitho \^ras co-incident r¡1th changes 1n the

economic, social, and political aspects of the society.

Further economic, social, and political changes in Greek

society, some specific to Alkmants Sparta, are shown in

Chapter 3 to accompany the emergence of Peitho as a directly
political concept, although as yet the specific application
of this concept to political affairs is absent. Chapter 4

wi tl- shrow that , in the early 5th century B. C. , alongside

the by no\^r traditional- concept of an erotic and an undefined

political view of Peitho, Peitho appears as a central-

concept in the phitosophy of Parmenides, and its specific
application to the achievement of political- unity is
promulgated by Aeschylus. PoJ-itically conservative Thebes

v/as the home of Pindar, whose traditional concept of Peitho

is contrasted witn the innovative concepts of Peitho

advanced by Aeschylus and Parmenides, both of wlrom lived in
politically volatile situations. Continuing fierce
political struggle is shown in Chapter 5 to be the
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background for the work of Empedokles, \,rhose concept of

fç_i_t¡o is shown to be essentialty similar to that. of
parmenides the product. of loqical- discussion. The

poJ-iticat stresses, internal and external, to whlch the

Athens of the later 5th century B. C. \¡/as sub ject ,

accompanied a variety of attitudes towards Peitho, âs

Chapter 6 shows. Peitho retains its erotic context with

magical connotations , sti ]1 has the basic sense of rrobeyrr 
,

but is now seen as being produced in a number of possibl-e

\../ays , incJ-uding speech, compulsion, reasoned discussion,

falsehood, truth, and empirical evidence; different
perspectives being the property of different individual-

composers. Peitho however it is produced, v/as perceived in
this period to be a morally superior means to achieve a

given end as compared to Bia, rrForce'r , even when the end was

not itself regarded as desirabl-e. Unlike the eartier 5th

century, Peitho rá/as not perceived to be a panacea for
political disunity, but it was perceived to be a "best
possibteft means to achieve ends.

The present 'n¡ork relies heavily on the previous work by

Buxton and Pepe. Buxton is a scholar of literature whose

judgements are in l-ine v¡ith his academic preoccupation witfr

Greek t.ragedy of the classical period. In the introduction
to his thesis he states

I shal1 not be treating the pl-ays of Aeschylus and
Sophocles as documents, as sources of evidence for
what the Athenians in general, or Aeschylus and
Sophocles in particular, might have thought about
peitho... What witt concern us is how a
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is realized

In contrast, the present study treats all the primary source

materials which are discussed as documents, âs sources of

evidence for what the composers and the people around them

t.houqht about Peltho. The present writer lras no pretensions

to literary scholarship, but is chiefÌy interested in the

way in which people thj-nk, and in the connection between

thought and environrnent. As is inevitable, where Buxtonts

anal-ysis is lacking for my purposes, oL when he seems to me

to be simply r¡/rong, I crit.icize the appropriate points; at

other times, where I have no argument'"/ith his exposition, I
rely straightforwardl-y upon him for textual sources,

exposi-tion and interpretation. It is more difficult to pin

down Pepe, âs his thesis lacks both introduction and

concl-usion, and the chapters are independent studies whose

only connecting link is the subject, rpeithon. I have,

however, a good deal of syrnpathy lrith Pepets approach, which

is generally simi lar to my o\^rn an attempt to explicate
meaning from contextual use. As with Buxton, I rely on

Pepe, âs the authority which he undoubtedly is, when I have

agreed or at l-east have no argument \./ith his exposition, and

criticize (or, more often, add to) the exposition when I
feel that I have some valid contribution to make to the

point at issue.

Now f must ansu/er the question: rrwhy peithozn It is
possible that ê4y moral-emotive-ethicat concept would have

done as 's/el1 to demonstrate the existence of a linkage

part icular
in precise

facet of human experience
dramatic terms. (15)

I

l

I

iF
:l

1

I



lretween envirorunent and thought. However , earlier studies

had indicated that. Peitho was an important concept in the

thought of Parmenides. And Peitho, being a concept which is

at once erotic and poi-itical, is a concept of intrinsic

interest to the student of poJ-it j-cal thought, of f ering as it

does insights into the thought of the composers in whose

vrork Peitho appears. This study has attempted to avoid the

preconceptions of scholars such as Mourel-atos, who states

that Peitho

appears as the patron of civitized life and of
democratic institutions. Peitfro in this context
is t.he spirit of agreement, bargain, conLract ,
consensus, exchange, and negotiation in a free
pol-is. (16)

This study will show that this definition of Peitho does not

hold for the period prior the sth century 8.C..

Mourel-atos has fallen into the trap, indicated by Havel-ock

and referred to above, of perceiving the Greek l-anguage as a

whrol-e, ratfi.er than as an evolving system 'øithin which words

shif t cont.extually and meanings of words alter over time.

As Chapter 4 will- demonstrate, Peitho is an important

concept in the thought of both Parmenides and Aeschylus;

their understanding of the concept can only be val-id1y

explicated by ascertaining the history of the concept. up

until their time, together with an analysis of their usage

of the concept and that (if any) of their contemporaries.

To look to the lat.e 5th century or later still for evidence

about the meaning of Peitho in Parmenides or Aeschylus would

be quite anachronistic. Mourelatos t definition of Peitho
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witt be slrown in Chapt'er 4 to be the concep t of Pei-tho (or

part of it) promuÌgatecl by Parmenides and Aeschylus; there

is no evid.ence to Suggest that such a Conceptualization of

peitho vras yet general. This study proposes to examine the

evidence for the meaning of Peitho stage by stage, in

chronological- sequence, withrout anachrronistic intrusions of

evidence from one period. into the explication of the

evidence of an earlier Period.

A NOTE ON SPELLING.

An older tradition of scholarship rendered Greek proper

nouns in their latinized form, Lhus: socrates.

Contemporary scholarshi-p favours direct transliterations of

the Greek lett.ers, thus: Sokrates. This practice is rarely

foll-owed with ful-l- consistency. It would be most unusual to

find PLaton for Plato in EngJ-ish-l-anguage scholarship.

There ltas, and is , a practice of retaining what a scholar

perçeives as ¡¿e11-known words in the latinized form and

giving less-common words in their Greek form. In the

present. work the contemporary practice of direct

transliteration of the Greek is generally follo\n/ed, although

force of habit may occasionatty result in the use of the

Athena rather than Athene. Quotations,

of course, retain the original Speltings of the passages

quoted.
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CHAPTER I

PEITHO IN HOMER

I

INTROÐUCTION

The study of Peitho, cortmonly translated as

rrpersuasionrr, must begin '.¡ith its earliest occurrence in

Greek literature, in the ftiad and the Odyssey, Lhe Homeric

epics. ,Although a developed Greek-speaking culture, tfle

Mycenaean, had existed in Greece prior to the Homeric

period, its extant script known as Linear B conveys

mainly fists and accounts, and is almost entirely confined

to the receipt and despatch of goods. Account records are

an unì-ikely place to find abstract nouns, and indeed the

Mycenaeae Graecitatis Lexicon(1) does not l-ist. eitho in its

vocabuJ-ary. f n any case , the Mycenaean pal"ace-cuÌture

appears to have been organÍ zed, politically and

economically, in a fashion which was essentially similar to

the organization of the other near-Ea.stern palace-cultures.

Peitho , âs a component of political- discussion, may wel-1

have had little importance in such an autocractic

governmental system. The management of public affairs

portrayed in the Iliad

matter.

For the purpose of

wilI be conventionally

and the Odyssey is a very different

this study the Itiad and the Odvss ev

regarded as the cultural expresslon
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of an historical- period which wilI be calLed rrHomericrr. The

question of whether the works assumed roughly the form in

which \^¡e know them as the compositì-on of one or of severaf

persons is not relevant to this study as the ans\¡Ier if

such a question is answerable - would not affect the matters

under examinat.ion here: the way in which the word pej-tho

was used during the I'Homeric periodil will be shown to be

muchr the sane in both epics. It t¡ill al-so be assumed that

the Homeric period is historically prior to the .perÍod of

Hesiod and that the Homeric period was prior to the Greek

expansion into the Western Mediterranean and the Balkans.-

that is, before 75O B.C. as there are no references"to

hlestern Greek foundations in Homer. Hesiodts period can, oû

internal evidence, bê taken as the period of population

gro!/th and expansion onto marginal land which preceded. the

migrations to the Balkans and the West.

II

THE HTSTORICAL BACKGROTJND TO HOMER(T)

Following the colÌapse of the Mycenaean palace-cuIture,

Greeks had established foundations in the Eastern

Mediterranean area, along the coasts of Asia Minor, â[

imperfectly known movement vthich is referred to as the earJ-y

migration period and began c. 1l-00 B. c. . Subsequently,
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beginning circa 750 8.C., a second round of colonization

took place which resul-ted in the Greek foundations in the

I/,Iestern Mediterranean area and in the Btack Sea area, a

movement which is known as the second cofonization period.

Homerts Greece is post-Mycenaean there is no trace in the

epics of the Mycenaean large-scale palace bureaucracies

despite the |tMycenaean memoriestr (boars-tusk hel-mets such as

the one borrowed by Odysseus II1iad, x, 26L-265] are

archaeol-ogi-cal]-y known to be Mycenaean artif acts ) ( 2 )

preserved in the epics. Homerts Greece is al-so post-early-

migration-period: the rrCatalogue of the Ships't (Itiad, II).

appears to date from the Ionian period. (3)

The Homeric period can thus be roughJ-y placed between

l-,000 B.C. and 800 B.C. The society of Greece during this
period is shown by archaeol-ogy to have been characterized by

a settled village Iife, increased prosperity, and a rising
population. (4) The grave of an Athenian arist.ocrat, dated

to the middle of the 9th century 8.C., is an example which

demonstrates considerable affluence, as it contains fine
pottery, imported jewellery, ivory, and gold jewellery made

to local tastes by oriental techniques. The find indicates

both the presence of a great deal- of wealth in the society

and 'r intimate assoc iation of Greek and Oriental- " . ( 5 )

Nevert.heless, our knowledge of sociat structure and manners

derives from the internal evidence of the Homeric epics

themselves, as does our knowledge of the conduct of public
I

(
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affairs. The foJ-lowing interpretation of social structure

and manners is thus derived from the Homeric texts.

The forum for public affairs i¡/as the agora, I'assembJ-yr',

a term which Came to mean the place of assembly and, much

l-ater, a marketplace. The participants in al-I the Homeric

asSembl-ieS are mature maleS; ttimportantt' Citi-zens are the

heads of gf¡Oi , rthouseho ldsrr , whrose . pedigree t i s usual ]y

suppLied. Such persons dominated the assembly by virtue of

their social Status; thei-r weaftlr v/as the visible proof of

their prol¡/ess in both peace and war. Persons without family

ties did not take part in the assembly, were not citizens.

The chief man of the communitY hras the basileus ("kingrr is

probably a mistranslation); his relatively greater wealth

provided him witfr superior armamenLs, giving him greater

confidence and making him more effective in armed conflict'

than his feLl-ows. HiS status also gave him the confidence

to speak fluently in the assembly. The assemblies of the

Iliad are something of a special case, comprising aS they

did a number of basil-eis together witfr their fol-fo\¡/ers, the

v¡hole forming a confederate army. OnIy the basileis speak

in t.hese assemblies there is a possible exception in the

speech of Thersites (Iliad, II, 2L2-242), but he is not

Specifically named as a ¡commonert and they form a counciÌ

separate from the assembly. In the assemblies of the local-

communi"ty the lesser dignitaries spoke in a agora which was

presided over bY the basileus. The absence of the Ithacan

bas i l-eus Odysseus, is given as the reason why there had
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asseilì-b1ies r¡/ere called, normal-l-y, at f requent trut

Lleen no assembly held for tv/enty years (Odyssey, I, zo-27 ) ;

irregular lntervals.

In the Homeric works , ãs wi I1 become c l-ear , reported

formal decision-making can hardly be said to have taken

place at aI1. Hohrever, the focus of community political

life was the assembly. In the agora opinions v/ere aired on

matters which were perceived to be of moment to the

community, either immediatety or possibl-y in the future.

Buxton, perceiving the assembly and its conduct as they

are portrayed in the epics as a literal account of normaf

procedure, follows the generally accepted view of the

Homeric assembly. SimpJ-y püt, this view asserts that the

assembJ-y was convened irregularly, in special circumstances;

tþat it vias summoned by ¡ importantt people; that the

assemb.Ly expressed its approval or disapprovat of the views

of importantt people but did not vote; and, finally, that
whi 1e intervention f rom the f l-oor r^ras abnormal it v/as not

unknown. (6) However, Havelock asserts a rather different
perspective on the operations of the Homeric assembly. In

his anaì-ysis of the agora scene j-n Book II of the Odyssey,

Havetock reveal-s that in Homeric societyrrthe agora and

council shoutd meet regularlyrr, and that
any citizen may request an agora to raise a matter
of pubì-ic concern involving interests of either
junior or senior citizens issues of public
concern should be disclosed and then discussed,
but a matter of purely personal interest can
come before the agora. (7)
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These rather different views of the evidence contained

in the Homeric texts result from quite d.ifferent perceptions

of the nature of the texts. Buxton, Seeing the texts simply

as titerature which co-incidently contains information about

the nature of Homeric Society, expresses a view derived from

a Surface reading of the incidents in the Story; Havelock

argues that the texts reveal the traditional ethicat and

moral norms of the society by showing incidents and

behraviour ¡¿hich assert or contradict those norms. For

example, when AigYPtios says:

Never has there been an assembly of us or any
session since great. Odysseus went a\¡/ay in Lhe
hol-Iot^/ vessels

(Odyssey, II, 26-27, Lattimore)

the surface reading r¡hen combined with the odd intervals

at v¡hich assemblies are convened in the Il-iad is that

asSemblies are unusual and irregular events. Havelockts

reading is that the irregul-arity of convening the assembly

at Ithaca is not regarded aS a good thing or a normal

circumstance. The passage points up an unusual and parÌous

state of affairs. The truth would appear to lie between the

tl^¡o' interpretations. Requl-arit v in the calling of

assemblies is not what is catled for but frequencY is; since

the regrettable and unusual period which has elapsed between

assembl-ies is imputed to the absence of Odysseus, it wouÌd

Seem that, in Homeric society, it was customary for the

chief man of a community to preside over the assenbly.

In the passage from which the last quotation $/as taken,

Telemachos, the Son of Odvsseus, cal1s an assembly. AS a
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youth \^/ho lras nol- yet come into his ful-l manhoocl he is

"clinging to chil-dhood'r (Odyssey, I, 297 , Lattimore) -

Telemachos can hardJ-y be regarded as an ¡ important t person.

It is pJ-ain that in Homeric times even ¡ junior citizens '
coufd cal-l an assembly. From such data one concÌudes that

during the Homeric period assemblies v¡ere normally called at

frequent, if irregular intervals, and could be cal}ed. by any

citi zerr; such assemblies r¡/ere presided over again,

normally - by the l-ocaL basileus.

i,{hen the Homeri-c citizens meet in the agora, flo formaf

vote is taken. The texts reveal that the assemblies which

are portrayed in the Homeric epics operate on a basis of

consensus, rrthe sense of the meetingrr , public opinion

expressed by accl-amation of the words of one of the

speakers, so that no format vote is required. It must be

pointed out t.hat, âs will be sho$/n in the epic portrayals,

when the assembly r¡itnesses an altercation between citizens

"the sense of the meetingt' is not binding on the

protagonists. Since the resul-t of ignoring 'rthe sense of

tfre meetingt' is alvlays disastrous, it can be concl-uded that

the intent of such portrayals is to reinforce a norm of

obedience to rrtrte sense of the meeting". It must also be

stressed that the attempt to persuade is not a feature of

the Homeric asserìbly. The speakers simply state their
position on a matter and the assembly may register its

approval of the position of one of the speakers; attempts

may later be made in the case of an altercation between

I,

i
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speakers by other individuals to reconcile the

protagonists privatety. These points wilt be expJ-icated in

the next section.

The tv/o Homeric epics are very different in character.

The Iliad is about an incident (tlre quarrel- betìn/een Achilles

and Agamemnon) which the Greeks bel-ieved to be historicat,

in a l¡/ar (between a coal-ition of Greeks and a coalition of

tro jans and their all-ies ) which v/as believed to be

historical-, invoi-ving r-)E rsonae who v/ere believed to be

hj-storical. On the other Ìrand, âs Page has shown, the

Odyssey is a col-Iection of fol-ktales which are reported from

many countries in many languages and given unity by the

introduction of a singJ-e rnain hero, Odysseus , and a singt-e

theme.

The theme of the QSysq_ey itself is an adaptation
of a fol-ktale the common and widespread tale of
the husband who returns home after many years;
finds that his wife has been faithful despite
trials and temptations; and is no\¡r so changed in
appearance that he must prove his identity l¡y
tests and tokens but that folktale is adapted
to persons bel-ieved to be historical-. It is
consequently set in the real worl_d, and blended

'with past and present. realities. Supernatural
elements are, for the most part, either suppressed
or so modified as to seem credible. The v¡orld of
the qqySq_e_y is largel-y a worl-d r^¡ithin the
experience and kno\^r1edge, or at Ìeast the belief ,
of its audience. ( B )

Because both of the Homeric epics are taken to be set

in a social- context which reflected the realities of Greek

society at the time of their composition it is not

necessary, for the purposes of this study, to distinguish

between them as regards the evidence which they present.

,l
.l
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III

TI{E UStr O[' PEITHO IN HOMER

Peitho appears in Homer onLy in its verbal- forms. Tlre

evidence for the Homeric usage and meaning of pej.tho in the

context of public affairs will be examined by studying its

function in the assembly and council. The embassy to

Achil-les will al-so be examined because it is the result of a

council decision. The relevant incidents will be presented

in the sequence in which they appear in the epics, beginning

with the Iliad and proceeding to the Odyssey Following the

presentation

di.scussed.

of the evidence its interpretation will be

At the beginning of the lliad, the Achaians it is not

clear from the text if they are in assembly or not express

support for the supplicant Chryses but Agamemnon ignores

public opinion and drives the old priest from tne camp:

harshly he drove him away with a strong order upon
him

(Iliad, I, 25, Lattimore)

If Agamemnon had followed rrtlre sense of the meeting'r

when, after hearing the pl-ea of the supplicant

then aII the rest of the Achaians cried out in
favour that the priest be respected and the
shining ransom be taken

(IIiad, I, 22-23, Lattimo.re)

there wou1d, presumably, have been no story, but the

incident cannot be seen as merely a dramatic device. If an
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i¡clivjdual coulcl be forced to obey tìle con.sLralnts of public

opinion tìliS incj-d.ent would have been unacceptably

unrealistiC tO Homer ts audienCe. ConverSely, Since an

individual was not forcecl Lo obey the constraints of public

opinion, public oPinion must- normafly have been sufficient

in itself to control belraviour. The action of Agamemnon,

however, demonstrates plai-nIy that the j-ndividual is not

bound to follov/ rrtfie sense of the meeti"ng" in the HOmeric

assembly:

So he spoke, and the ol-d man in terror obeyed him
( I1i-ad, I , 33 , Latt.imore )

, //ì
The word for "obeyedtr is ETreL uêzo . 'rThe Greek verb means

orignally .to Cause another to obeyt't aS Pepe aSSertS. (l)

The second assembl-y in the Iliad is more detailed in

its portrayal: Achilles call-s an assemþly; expert opinion

is sought; Agamemnon agrees to bow to public opinion and

expert opinion onLv if he can be Seen not to lose by his

complaisance. AchiLles quite reasonabl-y if , perhaps,

insultingty offers possible future recompense for

AgamemngntS loSS; whren AgamemnOn refuSeS tO be rrpersuadedrl

by Achil,l-es, h€ uses the v/ord'íCL6L|, in the sense rtdominaterr,

and equates it with "deceptiontr:

Not that wâY, good fighter though you b€, godlike
AchiIles, strive to cheat, for you v¡il-I not
deceive, You will not dominate me.

(Iliad, I, l3L-L32, adapted from Lattimore)

This reaction to the proposal of Achil-les will be further

examined below. At this point it is sufficient to note that

Achilles was proposing, ifi the aqora, a solution to a public
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probLem; but the proposa_l- itself has createcl another pul:llc

problem. Nestor nov/ attempts to resolve the second problem,

the quarrel between L\n/o of the army-communityrs Ìeading men.

The argLlment, such as it is , is extremel-y crude; it ainounts

to: (a) better men than you, in the past, did what I tol-d

t.hem to do , ( b ) theref ore you should obey my inst.ruct.ions

( c ) because obed j-ence t.o the counsê I of a proven wise

adviser is better (than other possibte courses of action),
and (d) the antagonists are both instructed to relinquish
their intransigent positions. No decision is made, ûo vote

1s taken; Nestor's advice is partialJ-y followed: AchiÌles

agrees to give up his prize to Agamemnon but announces his

refusal to fol-low the commander-in-chi-ef t s orders

any further. The tv¡o stop arguing; the assembty breaks up;

and Agamem.non, his honour satisfied, prepares to return the

priestts daughter to her father; but the quarrel- continues

(I1iad, I, 54-344). The implication of the action of the

story is that rtthe sense of the meetingrr accords with

Nestor ts opinion, but the position of the assembly is
disregarded by the protagonists: Agamennon takes Achil-Iest

príze in recompense for his oh¡n loss , and Achi lles, in

consequence, withdraws from act.ive service.

Nestorts use of verbal forms of peitho in his speech -

rct ïovzó, ní&ecx e,re{ilea*uü - has the sense of "pay attention tort,
rrobeyrr. Nestor attempts to dominate the assembly by virtue

of his â9ê, experience, and record; his use of p€ilhq-hrords

has the sarne sense of the domination of one party by another
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as Agamemnonts. The I'persuasionrr that Nestor employed v/as

to convince the contencling parties of his own superì-or

status aS an adviser. From this presumptive position of

dominance he tfren instructed the tr¡o antagonists as to their
rrbestrr course of action.

Further instances of t.he use of peitho-words in public

af f airs are to be found in the next asserLbly, which is

called by Agamemnon. After a counc j-1, whi-ch is convened to

outline the strategy to be followed in the assembly, Lhe

assembly is rrtested" by the suggestion that. the army shoul-d

forsake its project of sacking Troy: rrthte sense of the

meeting[ is in accordance witn this suggestion, the assembty

breaks up in order to comply r¿ith the suggestion and has 1-o

be forcibly re-convened. This forcible re-convening of the

assembly of the Achaians by Odysseus (I¿lgq, II, L75-210) is

necessary because the assembly has not yet heard all of the

prospective speakers; rrthe sense of the meetingtt which

caused the assembly to break up had been premature. The

alternative course of action had not yet been put to the

meeting.
At ïIiad , II , BSnil?o,t'tohas the sense of ilobeyingrr,

rcL1,iyæ< r liad , II , 139 , also has the sense of t¡obeyrr . The

passage cited above which describes the efforts of Odysseus

to persuade the assembly to reconvene contains no peitho-

vrords. fn his subsequent speech to the asseribLy, Nestor

uses the word n¿í0¿ó in the sense "pay attention torr:

Come, ily
another.

lord: yourself be careful, and l-isten to

Lattimore, my emPhasis)(Iliad , II, 360,
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The imperative

goes on to use

mood indicates a sense of command. Nestor
t¡

ûtÊ.LÚt¿'¿fac tO mean rrObeyrr. Agamenìngn COnCU1. S

with Nestorts advice,

rthe Argives shouted

as does I'the sense of the meetingtt , âs

aloud.'r ( Iliad, II , 394 , Lattimore ) in

approval- -

At the end of Booi< Vf II , Hektor call-s an assembly of

the Trojans to propose resting from battle for the night.

He uses the word 'nU0ci:ye'ta- in the sense of rtobeyrf :

But for now, let us obey btack night
(I1iad., VIII , SOZI

rrThe Sense of the meetingtr is in accordance with this

proposal: rrttre Tro jans shouted approvalr' ( Iliad, VIII ,542 ,

Lattimore).

At the opening of Book IX, a parallel scene takes place

arnong the Greeks at an assembl-y called by Agamemnon. The

ptrrase of Hektorts, quoted above, reoccurs, spoken by

Nestor, who also taps rrthe sense of the meetingrr :

So he spoke, and they listened hard to"hin, and
obeyed (êní9onro )

(Iliad, IX, 79, Lattimore)

Earl-ier in the scene, Agamemnon had proposed fleeing in the

ships (again! ) to rer?t3¡rezø , rtobeyrr, the will of the gods

(I1iad., IX , 261 . I'The sense of the meeting" had been in

favour of Diomedest counter-proposal to stay and fight:

and. all the sons of the Achaians shouted
accl-aim for the word of Diomedes, breaker of
hórses.

(I1l-iad, IX, 50, 51, Lattimore)
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the private counöil of the Achaians in

Book IX, where the lrasileis discuss

I/'Ie COme nor^¡

the early part

bringing Achilles
rrcabinet'r meeting

of the assembly,

back into the fighting-force. Here, ât a

which is outside of the formal procedures

Nestor says to AgaJnernnon of Achilles

But let us
even no\i/ think how we can make thls good and
persuade him with words of supplicat.ion and gifts
of friendship

(I1iad, IX, 111-113, Lattimore)

The word transl-ated as rrpersuadetr is rentflatþce! It is
important to note that this occurs in a private council, not

in the public arena: j.t is the q41y unambiguous use of the

peitho-word in Homer to mean I'persuaderr in the sense of
I'taLk (someone) overrr in the context of public affairs and

the word is not used. directly to Achilles himself. The

following passage, in which Odysseus, Aias, and Phoenix

attempt t.o carry out the decision of the council by trying
to persuade Achill-es to return to the f ighting, contains

only one peitho-\^rord: it does mean rrpersuad.err, but it is

used j-ndirectly: Phoenix uses i'nerêors (rriad, rx , 587) in
a story told by way of parallel example; the context of the

word is thus indirect; it is not directly suggested to

Achil-les that Achilles shoul-d be rrpersuadedr'.

The next scene in the context of public affairs is the

Trojan assembly subsequent to the fight over the body of

Patroclus: Poul-ydamas , urging retreat, uses the word

*qópera, in the sense "pay attention torr (himself ) (ltiad,

XVTII , 2731. Hektor, taking the contrary position, uses
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"The sense of the meetingrr is witn Hektor, rrand the Trojans

tfÌundered to Ïrear himr' ( Itiad, XVIII,3IO , Lattimore ) .

Turning next to the assembly in Book II of the od sev

r^¡hich lras been cal-led by Telemachos to complain publicly

about the behaviour of his motherts suitors and seek aid and

support from the community, the suitor Arrtinoös uses the

word i.nenti/eto to mean rrpersuadedr in an ancedote, followed

in the same anecdote ny ittuflelt , rrpersuading'r ( Odvssev

II, 103-106 ) ; that is, neither usage is directed at a person

present. Telemachos, referring to his own possibì-e future

course of action, uses rcl\Oyut- meaning rrshal-t decide torl

(odyssey II , 134). No "sense of the meeting'r emerges from

this assembly: the passage contains no reference to the

general mood of rrttre peoplerr.

The final passag e of the Odyssey describes the assembly

foltowing the battl-e betvteen Odysseus and his partisans and

the suitors. Halitherses uses ,rrl0"oê' {odo"".y, xxrv, 456 )

unaoileu1¿ (odyssey, xxrv , 46r, in the sense "pay attention

torr or ttobey". The description of rttrte sense of the

meeting'r has the assembly ¡ei2or:<' ,"pay attention torr the

proposal to take vengeance for the dead suitors (Odyssev,

xxrv, 4661.

-15-

in the same sense (Iliad, XVIII , 296) followed by

, meaning rrobeyrr (himself ) (Iliad XVIII , 297 ) .
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THE INTERPRETATION OF PEITHO USE IN HOIVIER

The evidence of the use of peitho-I^/ords which Ïras been

presented above is sufficient to indicate that, in the

context of public af fairs, tfre basic , or rrcoreil meaning of

peitho is rrobediencêt', perhaps even 'robedience to
3authorityt,t. The rrautfrority" of the speakers whro use tþe

word is not formal, but assumed: assumed by an individual-

who is attempting to take control of a situation involving a

IV

group of people. Eaclr of the speakers is a basiLeus ,a

community leader r¿ho o\^¡es hi s pos it ion to the tac it

acceptance of the asSembly rather than to any formal process

and the assenbly could revoke this position. The

¡aristocratict suitors of the Odyssey

fear they (tfre community) wirl work some evil
on üs, and drive us from our own country, so we
must make for another communitY

(OdysseY, XVI, 3BL-382, Lattimore)

The epics give the impression that the basi Ieis o\^te

their positions to their capacity for leadership in hlar

attested by the famous speech of Sarpedon (Iliad, XII , 3l-0-

32:-l 1nd their ability to l-ead in the assembly. Such a

person must seel< constantly to stay the centre of attention,

to al-Iow himself to be excelled by no-one. The assembly is

the arena wlrere those Ì"/ith suf f icient self-conf idence to
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speak in pubti.c strive to excel with words in the Salne \n¡ay

as they strive to excel- witfr \¡/eapons on the battlefield.

Eactr basil-eus exhorts the assembly to "pay attention tofr and

"obey" his words aS he attempts to focus the attention of

the meeting on himself. But with the single exception of

Nestor none of the basileis uses a peitho-word to another,

that. is, attempts to dominate another. The advanced age and

consequent experience of Nestor give him licence to directly

use peitho-\¡Iord.s to Agamemnon. Nestor t s age prevents him

from being a physical threat and lre is careful to address

Agamemnon aS l^¡anax, rrkingrr; NeStOrtS COUnSeI iS ConsiStently

admired (Iliad , II , 370-3-t2, for example). Nestor possesses

the .authorityt of an 'eldert. No other character in the

Homeric epics attempts to assert this kind of authority over

another individual in the public arena.

In the private council of the Achaian l-eaders where it

is suggested that Achil-les be persuaded ( Il-iad, IX, 1l-1-

113), Achilres is not present. When the r,gord ënuQo¡ is used

in the actual attempt to persuade Achill-es to return to the

fighting (I1iad, IX, 5B7l , it is used in the context of an

iIl-ustrative war4ing: no-one directly uses a peitho-r¿ord to

AChilles SuCh aS rrbe persuadedrr , oT rrlet uS persuade youtt.

This curious diffidence ahout using a peitho-word directly

to an individual is highlighted by the outrage of Agamemrìon

when he tetls Achilles: rryou wiII rro1Íe¡rrê¿l merr. (Iliad, I,

L32l These last three examples give the impression that j'n

the Homeric world the direct attempt to persuade an
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inclividual in public \^ras highfy offensive. The action of

the epics sho\^/S, of course, that indirect persuasion of an

individual by means of the giving of presents was quite

acceptable.

MoSt of the occurrences of peitho-!/ords j-n the epics,

where they appear in the Context of public affairs, carry

the sense to "pay attention to", I'obeyrr - of the other

exampleS C j-ted, SOme Carry the Sense Of rrpersuaderr .

Telemachos , at Odyssey , II , L34 , uses 'N€L c-o 
¡'ta 

t ¡o ref er to

the proCeSS of coming to a decision, persuading oneself. AS

this act is both personal and private, involving only onP

indivj-duat acting on himself , the usage has no significance

in the context of pubJ-ic affairs despite the pubJ-ic scene in

which it appears and so is not directly relevant to this

study. The t!/o examples cited from the speech of Antinoös

at Odvss EV II, f03-106, refer to the past actions of a

part.y not present ( Penelope ) which were committed in a

private, not in a publ-j-C, context and Could easij-y bear the

Sense of rrobeyrr. These two examples Can likewiSe be

d.ismissed as not relevant to t.his study. The use of 1fá

in a formulaic phrase at lliad, IIII,5o2, and Iliad XI, 65

(citeO above) has no Special significance, âS it appears to

be merely a COIIOquiaIism meaning 'r let t S take a breaJ<rr .

These examples, likewise are not relevant to this study.

However, the response to Nestorts suggestion:

So he spoke, and t.hey listened hard to him, and
obeyed him,

(Iliad, IX , '79, Lattimore)

t0/¡eóa
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is pertinent and shows that a positive response to an

exhortation given in the assembly is perceived as obedience.

Atl the exampfes of rreitho-words cited above and not

specifically discussed are either addressed to an assembJ-y

or describe the assemblyts response, and the sense of the

word is consistently "pay attention to" or 'robeyrr. One can

only concl-ude that rrpersuadetr is a peripheral sense of

peitho and that the chief sense of the word is "pay

attention to" , trobey'r. The way in which peittro--words are

used in the epics demonstrates that the Homeric Greeks

perceived them as descriptive of a dominant/dominated

relationship. The capacity to dominate and l-ead the

assembly bonferred high status. Fluent. oral communication

\^ras greatly respected ( Iliad, III , 2OO-224) because such

ability resulted in the capacity to dominate the assembly.

In a highly competitive society such a dominance

relationship \"¡as totally unacceptable between individual-s

who were equals or near-equals: hence Agamennonts anger at

what he perceived to be an attempt to rrdominaterr him in
publ-ic. This hypothesis aLso explains the indirect approach

of the councilts embassy to Achilles through the giving of

presents and the stress Ìaid on the presents by al-l-

concerned. t¡'Ihen Achil-Ies decides, following the death of

Patroclus, to return to the fighting, Agamemnon and odysseus

insist, against Achitles t wishes, that Achil-Ies should

accept, and bear witness to his acceptance of, the presents,

before he begins to fight. Only thus can the status quo
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betv/een AgamerüIon and Achi ltes be restored: ttre act of

givi.ng presents puts the persuader in a position of

suppliance vis à vis the persuaded, thus nutlifying the

dominance relationship inherent in an act of persuasion.

Agamemnon, in his quarrel with Achilles, equates what he

perceives to be an attempt on Achiltest part to d.ominate him

in public with an attempt to deceive. To set out to change

an individual's mind covertly, wi-thout the giving of

presents which both announces the intention of persuasion

and rewards the act of changing the mind is to cheat that

individual out of his due rer¡ard, âs wel-1 as to assert

domi-nance over that individual. To comply witfr a suggestion

made by another person, to follo\^r another t s wishes, is to

shrow oneself to be obedient to anotherts will.

To dominate the assembly is an act of a different

quality. Those individuals whose status gives them

sufficient self-confidence to speak in the public forum

state a personal position: rrthis is what I think should be

d.onerr . The assembly may indicate, by acclamation, its

approval of the position of one of the speakers. The

assenbly is not urged to do something against its collect.ive

wil-I; the agiora is called to decide what its collective will

on a certain matter is, e.9., tfre assembly of the Trojans

Iliad (XVIII , 245-309), where Poulydamas and Hektor speak

and the Trojans acclaim Hektor. The assenbly approves the

speaker whose words most closely accord with rrthe sense of

the meetingrr: the successful speaker becomes the voice of
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the assembly. Peitho-v/ords are typicalJ-y used, ir the

context of public affairs, wh.en a speaker exhorts the

assembly to "pay attention to (me) rr, or to rrobey (me) ", v/hen

tle proposes a course of action. The word is not used, irl,

such a context, to mean rrpersuaderr in the sense of rrtalk

(someone) over". As a warrior strives t.o excel his comrades

in dominating the enemy on the battl-efield, so the public

speaker strives to excel his peers in dominating the

assembly. The pubJ-ic speaker boasts, h€ exhorts, he orders;

he attempts to establ-ish himself in a position of clominance

over the assembly. If the speaker is successful in gainipg

the acceptance of the assernbty for his proposal, the

assembly is perceived as being I'obedient" to the speakerts

wil-l-. The Homeric verbs from Peitho express this idea of

dominance and., in the context of public affairs, mean ttpay

attention to", or ilobey". The voters in a modern

(AustraÌian, for exampJ-e ) election might be regarded as

having been 'rpersuadedrr by a successful candidate; they

r¿ould not normally be perceived as being "obedient" to the

candidate t s wi1l. Peitho-words, in Homer, do mean rrobeyrr 
,

and do not normally mean rrpersuaderr.
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CHAPTER 2

PEITHO IN HESIOD

T

INTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews the early use of the Greek r¡ord

rrPeiLhoil by Hesiod. Unlike other Greek words which are

sometimes translated as rrpersuasionrt such as pisto,
Ittrustrr , and paraphasis rrto begui 1€tt , rrto ca jole"

Peitho \^ras perceived as a deity and became a political

concept of some importance in the classical period.

Personified Peitho appears for the first time in gesiod.

The present. chapter will examine the use of the word

frPeithorr in Hesiod.

Hesiod l/\¡as a didactic poet, that is , he \¡tas a

teacher concerned to instruct hi-s audience through the

medium of his poetry. The topic of Hesiod's instruction

hras ttright behaviourrt . The mora1, social, and economic

norms of the society are expressed from the particular

perspective, and with the special bias, of the composer.

Therefore some aspects of the economic, social., and

political background of that society r¿itt be outlined in

order to pl-ace the conceptualization of Peitho which is

cfìaracteristic of the period in historical perspectlve.

The general historical background of the Hesiodic and

Archaic periods, however limited, is outlined in
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numerous published surveys of early Greel< hiStOry and

needs onl-y passing ref erence rrere- ( 1) Some special

perspectives on the period pecutiar to this study are

derived from the Hesiodic texts, our only r¡ritten primary

source for this Period.

II

HESIOD: THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND( 1 )

This section r¿i tt slrow that social and economic

conditions had changed in the time which had eLapsed

between the period of Homer and that of Hesiod- In the

Homeric epics trade appears to have been in the hands of

the phoeni'cians and the sea-trade v¡as not a highly-

regarded occuPation:

There came Phoen,ician men, famous seafarers, gna\'{ers
at other ments good.s, with countless pretty things

stored
in their black

ship ( Odyssey , XV, 4l-5-4I6 , Lattrmore ,
emphases added).

By the period of Hesiod, Greeks $tere at work in the sea-

trade, driven bY economic want:

and yourself wait for the t.ime to come when a voyage
is in season

Then drag your swift ship dov¡n to the sea'
and put in a cargo

that will be suitable for it, so you can bring home
a profit,

as did my father, and yours too, O Perses,
you great fool-,

who used to sail in ships, for he wanted to l-ive
v¡eII for his status "
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(Hesiod, t¡'Iorks and Days, 630 f .f ., adapted
from Lattimore)

Archaeotogy shor¿s that r¿ith the collapse of the

Mycenaean palace culture, the population declined

drasticalfy. (1) Thus, 1n the early rrDark Agett, tTre Iron

Age society depicted by Homer did not suffer from land-

shortage. Homer t s heroes regularly f east on cattl-e

Odvsse III, 430*463; IV, 65 ; VIII , 60-61 ; Itleq , Il ,

402-43I). Even allowing for poetic exaggeration this

image suggests that quite extensive grazíng lands

existed, and there is no ment.ion of poor soil under

cultivation. In the absence of evidence 1-o the contrary,

a tentative conclusion is that the food-supply in normal

seasons hras adequate, and the population had not yet

risen to the extent that grazing lands had gone under the

plough. Even a slave could offer meat to a guest

(Odyssey, XIV, 425-439). But Hesiodts father r¡/as not so

f ort.unate.

...once on a time, leaving Kyme of Aiolis,
he came here

in his black ship, having crossed over
a vast amount of water

and it was not comfort he was fleeing, not vrealth,
nor prosperity,

but that evil poverty that Zeus gives men
for a present1'

and settled here near Helikon in a hole of a
vi 1lage,

Askra, bad in v/inter, tiresome in summer,
and good at no season.

(Hesiod, Works and Davs, 635 f.f.,
Lattimore )
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That is, Hesiodts fatlrer had left a rich and powerful

Greek foundation in Asia Mj-nor r¡here he had been forced

by rrevi 1 povertyil into the sea-trade rrf or he wanted to

l-ive well for his status'r - for a hillside farm in

Boeotia on the Greek mainl-and. By the early hal-f of the

Bt'h century B. C. a general increase in population is

evident in the archaeological record, togetfrer with some

indication of population movement. (2)

It would appear from the l-ast two passages quoted,

assuming the case of Hesiod's father is not untypical-,

that rising populations had forced some people into the

cultivation of marginal land, where even unremitting toil

r^¡as often insufficient to gain subsistence, forcing some

individual-s to supplement their incomes by risky trading

ventures. Poverty was the spur which drove the poor to

embark on trading activity. As De ste. Croix reminds us:

Hesiod had represented trade as a pis a1ler for the
peasant who was unable to make a living from the
land... (3)

and even muclr later, c.594 B.C.

. . . in Solon trade heads the list of activities to
which a man may be driven who is propertyless
(achremon) and under the compulsion of poverty... (4)

The surplus traded by these impoverished peasants

!^ras wine and oil. Their marginal hillside f arms , rocky

and with poor soil, were not suitable for the cultivation

of wlreat. The basileis, ttre rraristocratsrr h¡lìo ov¡ned the

best, tfre wheat-producing, land, did not need the produce
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the

Vines for their household needs on their or¡/n 1and.

wheat, the hiLl-farmers had to look abroad or go into

debt to the basileis. Olives and vines need minimal

attention: from the time of the \^rinter pruning until the

late-sunmer harvest the sparse weed-growtlr starved of

l-ight by the height of the mountains and the foliage of

the cul-tivated plants coul,d easity be cont.rolled by

junior f ami ly-members and the household goat.s . The

householder v¡as free to join short. tradì-ng ventures. But

some small-holdings r¡¡ere too smalt to accommodate

increasingly large families. Population movement had

begun, âs poverty forced people to seek for a place where

they coul-d f ind a suf f icient livelihood, with some

eastern Greeks moving to the mainland in search of a

l-iving. Horv\rever , Hesiod t s advice on Trow to be

economically prosperous, while it incl-udes references to

the sea-trade, does not refer to the possibility of
joining a coJ-ony. It may be concluded that the second

colonization movement, which is generally agreed to have

started c.750 8.C., had not yet begun. Hesiodts emphasis

on unending agricultural toil to gain a living, if

necessary supplemented by an income from trading, when

combined with his failure to mention colonies, suggests

that the works of Hesiod r^rere composed immediately prior

to 75O B.c.. This r^ras prior to the period when rising

hillsides, âs they could grohr sufficient olives
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populations and t.he fail-ure of marginal cultivat.ion

created the conditions which gave rise to the

colonization of the Western Mediterranean and the Black

Sea areas.

. Against this view, some scholarship(5) has it that
Hesiodts attendance at the funeral games for Amphidamas

(I¡ùorks and Days, 65f-659) dates Hesiod to c.7058.C. This

argument assumes that the Amphidamas wÏro figured in the

Lelantine War \^ras the same person as the Amphidamas

mentioned by Hesiod. There is no internal evidence in
the Hesiodic corpus to support this identification. On

balance, Hesiodts failure to mention col-onization would

appear to support the earlier date. Given the paucity of

evidence, the controversy is probably unresoLvable.

Hesiodts Works and Days is a hyrnn to the necessity

for hard work and thrift, and to the value of Justice
(Diké). It is claimed by Fränkel that Hesiod confines

his moral conment to personal relationships:
If Hesiod, who has so much to say of divine order,
is so utterly silent on political- order, hre may
infer that in his world the state functioned hardly
at all. (6)

To be sure, Hesiod does not speak of poleis, or states,

only of geographical- places, and makes no mention of

relatibns between the individual and the polis, ot of

rel-ations between poleis. However, Hesiod is not silent
on ttpolitical orderrr . As politics , religion, Iaw,

morality, tradition, and ethics v/ere as yet
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undi f ferentiated categories,

politica] statment. ( 7 )

Hesiod t s

Hesiod t s

I'divine

direct

orderrr is a

co[unent on

public affairs is confined to the l-ife of the

agri-culturaÌ village community, to rel-ations between

neighbours and kin , and to rel-ations between vi l- lagers

and the local basileis. Mention of public affairs only

intrudes directJ-y in Hesiod t s work in the shape of

retigious festivals and the administrat.ion of justice.

And Hesiod is not happy with the administration of
just ice :

...those barons
who eat bribes, vrho are willing
to give out such a decision.

(Hesiod, lrlorks and Days , 38-39 ,
Lattimore )

...the profligacy of their rulers,
who for their ov/n greedy purposes

tv¡ist the courses of justice aslant
by false proclamations.

Beware, yoü barons, of such spirits.
Straighten your decisions

you eaters of bribes. Banish from your
minds

the twisting of justice.
(Hesiod, t'Iorks and Days, 26I-264,

Lattimore )

The administration of justice which Hesiod portrays is

institutionally the same as that portrayed by Homer.

Judges are offered gifts in return for their services:

...the elders
v/ere in session on benches of polished stone in the

sacred. circle
and held in their hands the staves of the heralds

wlro lift their voices.
The tv/o men ruslred before these, and took turns

speaking their cases,
and between them lay on the ground tv/o tal-ents of

gold, to be given
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to that judge who in this case spoke the straightest
opinion.

(Ifiad, XVIII, 503-508, Lattimore)

It can be inferred that the forms and institutions of

public affairS 1¡/ere unchanged in the time-span from Homer

to Hesiod, despite the changes in sociat and economic

conditions noted above. However, since there are no

portrayals of assembl-ies in Hesiod t¿hich can be compared

to t.he portrayals of assembl-ies in Homer, further

comparisons cannot reasonably be made. Hesiod. is largel-y

concerned, in the Works and Days, to, give advice

regarding the daily round of the peasant-farmer.

Hesiod does, however, refer to

...temperate barons,
because for their PeoPIe

who have gone astray in assembl-y these
l-ightly turn back their actions

to the right direction, talking them over*
r¡ith gentle arguments.
(Hesiod, Theogony, BB-90, Lattimore)

III

THE EVIDENCE TN !{ORKS AND DAYS

In the

the !/oman is

story of Pandora (I,ùorks and DaYs,

made by the gods to be I'a Plague

60ff. ) when

to men wflo

* The rn¡ord translated as tttalking
in Loeb) is not a peitho-word, it is
peitho has different rôIes in Hesiod.
be further discussed below.

overrr ( npef Suadingrt
nap*tgá-r-evoc.

These matters will
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gods work to maximize her attractiveness

Zeus:

He told glorious Hephaistos to make haste, and
plaster earth r¡ith hlater, and to infuse it '"¡itn a
human voice and vigour, and make the face

Iike the immortal goddesses,
the bev¡itching features of a young girl;

meanwhile Athene
was to teach her her skills, and. hrow

to do the intricate weaving,
white Aphrodite rras to mist her head

in golden endearment
and tÌìe cruelty of desire and longings

that vrear out the body,
but to Hermes, the guide, tlre slayer of Argos ,

tre gave instructions
to put in her the mind of a hussy,

and a treacherous nature.
So zeus spoke. And alt obeyed Lord Zeus,

the son of Kronos
The renowned strong smith modeled trer figure of
earth ,

in the l-ikeness
of a decorous young girJ-, âs the son of Kronos

had v¡ished it.
The goddess gray-eyed Athene dressed and arrayed
her;

tfie Graces,
who are goddesses, and hal-Iowed Persuasion

put necklaces
of gold upon her body...
(Hesiod, 9'lorks and Days , 60-74, Lattimore)

Buxton telrs us that 'gorden necklacest \^tere traditionar
I'magicalil instruments of erotic enticement ( 1) and

demonstrates their particular erotic significance in

archaic Greek thought, âs does Pepe. (2) Peitho has been

personified in the last-quoted passage as a goddess of

erotic enticement. This conceptual-ization of Peitho was

to remain important right through the Archaic period and

beyond. The fact of a connection between Aphrodite and
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Peitho in Greek thought is here made plain;

of this connection requires explanation.

Zeus has ordered Aphrodite to perform

the nature

a certain

function; the function is, lrowever, subsequently carried

out by Peitho (and the Graces and Hours). As Pepe

remarks: rrcommentators Trave f ound these lines charming

but irrelevânt"; he ably summarises the arguments and

concl-udes that Peitho

. . . is part of an erotic hierarchy ruled by
Aphrodite...
In a sense she is an extension of Aphrodite and can
perform the goddess's tasks without impairing her
o\^¡n individuarity. ( 3 )

While undeniably correct in substance, this conclusion

over-stresses Peithots conceptual independence in this

case. It r¡outd be more to the point to suggest that

Peitho was not, in some eroti-c contexts, conceptually

differentiated from Aphrodite. The problem of conceptual

differentiation in Greek thought, and its importance to

an understanding of Peitho wi 11 be furttrer examined in

subsequent chapters. Seduction invol-ves a strong element

of non-violent inducement; in suclr a context Aphro dite

and Peitho become virtually interchangeable concepts- It

is possible to speak of Aphrodite-Peitho. It will- become

apparent below, in the discussions of the work of

Parmenides and Empedokles, that a recognition of this

linkage is important to an explication of their thought.
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fV

THE EVIDENCE FROM THE THEOGONY

In the Theoqony Hesiod S ives Peitho a genealogy

which may provj-de some indication of how he perceived the

concept.

qqthyq ,

In referring to the offspring of Okeanus and

Hesiod says:

She brought forth also a race apart
of daughters, who with
Lord Apollo and the Rivers have t.he young

in their keeping
al-I over the earth, since this right

from Zeus is given them.
They are Peitho...

(Hesiod, Theogony, 346-349, Lattimore)

Peitho is the first-named of the rrrace of daughters".

Okeanus is the primeval \^rater, the source of hraters ;

Tethys is the sea. There are tr,üo lists of offspring born

the males (336-to Okeanus and Tethys in the Theoqony:

345 ) and the females ( 346-370 ) . Pepe explains that the

females

fall into two distinct groups: names relating to the
sea, especially its aspects, which dispose it to
mants use, and names signifying various qualities
and processes which are beneficial to mants
existence in general, especial-Iy his politicat
life. This second group inplies a theologicat
system in which the origin of all things and of
alI divine forces, intellectuat and ethicaf, are
derived from vrater... Okeanus is the common
denominator, the source and joiner of all

" multitudinous facets of the world. (1)

The second group can be divided into two sets, one

refers to benefits which...are part of and central
to a larger aspect of human prosperity...such
f igures as I¡'Iealtlr, Good Giver , Generous Giver. . .
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the other

Subsequent to the defeat of Kronos, the

Zeus has establ-ished over the cosmos is

contains more abstract qual-ities which center
mainly about human leadership and the course of
mants activity. Members of this group are
Persuasion, Wisdom, Knowing, Success... (2)

Pe j-tho and other personif j-ed

distinguish the rule of Zeus

Kronos and express conditions

human existence.

nel¡/ rule which

clraracteri zed by

whose names both

violent rule of

concepts

from the

and. processes desirable for

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON HESIOD'S USE OF PEITHO AND

PARAPHASIS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE HESIODIC

PERTOD

!{hen Hesiod uses the r¿ord napacçLyefoc in the sense of
I'persuadingtt at Theoqonv, 90 , in a passage which is

directly descriptive of an idearized poriticat process,

he uses a word which has none of the dominance/obedience

connotations of Peitho. This rrpersuading", tTtis tttalking

overrr, has connotations of seductive, gentle beguilement.

fn Homer, this persuasion-word is used in an erotic

context (Iliad, XIV, Zt6-2L71; in no case does Homer use

a peitho-r¿ord in a portrayal of an erotic situation.

I/{ith Hesiod the position is reversed .Íe(LL ¡iycvoc. means

V
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rrpersuading" in a political context v¡hile Peitho is an

erotic figure. This reversal- in the use of these words

requires some explanation.

In the general uneven expansion of wealtht which

accompanied the increased trading activity taking pl-ace

in Hesiodts creece, some individuals doubtless improvecl

their economic status considerably while others sank into
poverty. (I) The social- and politicat dominance of the

basiteis appears to have been threatened: certainly

Hesiod t s fulminations against t'bribe-devouring princesil

attest to some dissatisfaction wittr the basileist concfuct

of their office. By contrast, the Homeric heroes

displayed. a swaggering bravado, being sure of their
prowess and their consequent status. rrThe Greek verb

(peitfro) means originally ¡to cause another to obey't'. (2,

In Homer, âs r,^ras shown in the previous chapter, the verb

typicaì-ly means "pay attention to (me ) " or 'robey 1me ) t' .

In a socia.L cl-imate of general dissatisf action, clearly

attested by Hesi-od (lr'lorks and Days, 3B-39 , 26l--264,

quoted above) ttre Hesiodic basiLeus is depicted as

f'beguiling" $ro-eovLftye-Jot- ) tne assembly; he does not

instruct the aqora to rrobey merr. rrTo pay attention torl

had given rn/ay to rrto beguile" because the assumption of

authority by the basileis was no l-onger taken for granted

( Hes iod , Theogony , BB-90, quoted above).
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The intrusion of Peitho into t^he erotic sphere is

more dif f icutt to explain t.han the intrusion ot rapifaa5

"begui I€tt , into the political sphere. In the Homeric

epics the dominance/obedience relationship as expressed

by peitho-words is absent f,rom erotic contexts: in

Homeric erotic contexts nogilwot5' is used to denote the

"beguilementrr of a stronger party by a weaker. To

express the erotic por¡/er of attractiveness inherent i-n a

r¡/oman in terms of her dominance in t.he relationship, âs

Hesiod does in the passage quoted above from the Pandora

story, is a new development. fhis change is not to be

glossed over by regarding'nc(iça-ac5 as a mere synonym for

Peitho as Buxton and Pepe do. For Hesiod, the v/oman has

become the dominant partner in a heterosexual

rel-ationship.

-The reason for the clrange which resulted in Peitho

being used to express. this kind of erotic relationship

may lie in the historical background of the period. It

was noted. in Section II above that population movement

had begun within the Greek wor1d. It would seem

reasonable to argue that such movement would trave

increased the frequency of contact between strangers. In

pre-industrial agricultural village Iife such contact

would have been rare, warfare and raiding excepted.

Within the confines of such communities the opportunities

for ttlegitimatert erotic relationshÍps would be quite
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restricted, often to a singJ-e person wlro had been a close

acquaintance since childhood. There v¡ould be very littIe
mystery in such a relationship. The arrival of a

stranger, or strangers, in a sma1l community offers the

possibl-ity of exotic erotic contact witfr a disturbing
el-ement of the unknown. For the (male) travell_er, coming

probably from a similarJ-y sociall-y conf ined community,

such meetings ï/ere more frequent. In the Pandora story
quoted above, Peitho is the po\^/er of attractiveness

inlrerent in the object of erotic interest; the dominance

in this relationship lies in the beloved. * ft is
possible that the connection of peitho with the erotic
has to do with the porú,rer of sexual attraction f elt
between persons who had not known eacrÌ other from

childhood: a circumstance which is likely to have been

unconmon before the Hesiodic period. But this is mere

supposition: there is no evidence upon which a firm
hypothesis may be based. Other students may offer a

better explanation.

Given that these writings reflect and represent

social- attitudes, the Pandora

read in conjunction with other

passage does, especiatly if

relevent passages, provide

* In the English-language oral tradition, folksongs
which attest to the erotic attraction of a stranger are
legion: examples are Lady Isabel and the Elf Kniqht
(Child No. 4); Bonnie Annie (Child No. 24!.; Thomas Rymer
(Child No. 371z note that the stranger, whetlrer male or
female, is often characterized as being of supernatural-
origin. (See chi1d, cited in the Bibliogrpahy).
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v/omen.

(a)

some specific information about the

Passage of particul-ar interest

Do not 1et any s\^Ieet-Lalking \¡/omen
beguile your good sense
with the fascinations of Ïrer shape. Itts
barn

she's after.
Anyone who wilt trust
flatterers.

( Hes,iod , [¡'Iorks
Lattimore )

soci.etyts view of

are:

your

a v/oman ].s trusting
373-3'15,and Days,

(b) First. of arJ-, get yourself an ox for plowing,
and a \^¡oman -

for work, not to marry - one who can plow
witn the oxen,

and get all necessary gear in your house
in good order
(Hesiu.d, Works and DaYs , 405-407 'Lattimore )

( c ) ( Boreas , the v¡inter wind )

It does not blovr through the soft skin
of a young maiden

who keeps her place inside the house
by her loving mother

and is not yet initiated in the rnysteries of
-Aphrodite
the golden, who, washlng her smooth skin
carefully,

and an .ointing it
witrr oir, then goes to bed, closeted

in an inside chamber
on a winterts day
(Hesi'ti,d, works and DaYs , 519-524,

Lattimore )

(d) (In Autumn)
Iook

for a serving-maid
witfr no child.ren, as one with young

to look afterts a nuisance

Lattimore )
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(e) You are of age to marry a wife and bring her
home with you

when you are about thirty, not being many years
short of

that mark, nor going muchr over. That age
is ripe for your marriage.

Let your wife be fu1l grov/n four years,
and marry in the fifth.

Better marry a maiden, so you can teach her
good manners,

and in particular marry one who lives close by
you.
Look her wel-Ì over f irst. Dontt marry \,/hat wil-1

make your neighbours
J-augh at you, for while therets nothing better

a man can win him
than a good wife, therets nothing more dismal

than a bad one.
She eats him out. And even though her husband

be a strong man,
stre burns him dry without f ire, and gives him

to a green oì-d age
(Hesio.d, [¡ùorks and Days, 695-705,

Lattimore )

The Pandora passage ch.aracteri zes l¡loman as

inherently prone to rrlies, and wheedling words of

fal-sehood, and a treacherous naturerr (Works and Days,

JB, Lattimore), witn a sexuaì-ity that debil-itates man;

the power of Peitho is in her. Passages (a) and (e)

above reinforce this conception. Passages (c) and (e)

indicate that only a young virgin can be trained to be a
good wi f e : rrBetter marry a maiden , ( I'not yet initiat.ed

in the mysteries of Aphrodite" ) so you can teach her good

mannersrr; such a potential wife should rrl-ive close by

you": that is, her character should have been known from

childhood by the prospective husband. Passages (b) and

(d) imply that the only rel-ationship wittt a Í/oman which
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is prudent for a young man is an overt master/servant

retationship. Taken together, Hesiodrs references to

v/omen betray a large degree of fear and a\ÂIe of the power

of f emale sexuali-ty to inf l-uence male behaviour. One of

the characteristics of that sexuality is Peitho: that

power which, inexplicabl-y, without physical coercion,

compel-s obedience to the lure of the bel-oved.

The ordering of the cosmic* po\^/ers found in Hesiod

is, as with later Greek thinkers, âû attempt to describe

a relationship between suchr poüters. For example, when

Hesoid portrays zeus as swallowing his wife, Meti-s

(Theoqony , BB6-900 ) , so that hê, rather than his wi-fe,

should give birth to Athene (Theogony, 924-9261, the act

shows zeus taking into himself the capacity for acting

wisely through foresight: wtrat Venant calls 'rcunning

intetligencett . ( 3 ) The act also shows rrtlre takeover of

the male god (and) his assumption of the povter of

procreativity'r,(4) by implication justifying patriarchal

dominance of the family unit. The birth of Athene,

goddess of the pol-is and hence of both politics and of

hrar, shows the polis as generated from wisdom by the

dominant male. 9'lhiLe the personification of abstract

qualities stems from the need to describe qualities that

Concise Oxford Dictionary,* rrCosmosrr, following the
is used in the sense of rrThe
wholerr; a rrcosmic powerrr is
such ordering.

universe as an ordered
a por¡rer which has a Part in
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\^/ere both non-material and non-representational , the

genealogies of these personifications were att-empts t.o

express reÌationships between these qualities. As wi l-l

be seen as this study progresses, such genealogies did

not form an immutable religious canon, but l^/ere

lndividual expressions of perceived connections betü/een

ideas.

The quality that is expressed bY the noun Peit.ho is

the ability to cause obedience without coercion. Verbs

from Peitho express, iri Homer, a dominance/obedience

relationship, and mean rrobeyrr or "pay attention torr. Yet

the personified Peitho in Hesiod is always, dubiously,

translated as trPersuasionrr. If the noun Peitho was

formed from the Homeric verb, it follows that the meaning

of the noun would lrave derived from the verbal usage.

Following Homeric usage ,. 'rShe-wlro-causes ( one ) to pay

attention", or rrshe-who- causes (one) to obeyrr, lfi short,

rrObedience" should be the meaning of Peitho in Hesiod.

There is no evidence prior to, or contemporary with,

Hesiod, to justify reading "Peithorr as I'Persuasion" in

Hesiod. It v¡il-I be shov¡n below that Peitho does not have

the sense of rrPersuasionrr bef ore the 5th century g 'C ' '

Peitho 'in Hesiod represents a dominance phenome nonr a

specif ic tvpe of domì-nance, a type which engender9

obedience without physicat coercion or the threat o

physical coercion. Peitho in Hesiod means rr65s¿is¡cerr'
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In Hesiod t s thought , Peitho is a cosmic po\,Jer of

equal status to Metis, ttWisdomrt, Tyche, 'rStlccesstt, Pluto,
rrWeaftkrrt, and other conditions and processes which, being

perceived as benef icial to human existence, \tere

conceived as divine forces. In the Works and Davs,

Peitho slrares witfr other cosmi-c forces, such as Aphrodite

and the Charites , a part in the complex activities of the

erotic sphere. Hor¡rever, because Hesiod only shows Peitho

as actinq r¿ithin the erotic sphere, âs performing a

specific function within the erotic sphere, âs a

compJ-ementary extension of A .phrodite, Peitho must not be

perceived as being specifically confined to a rôle in the

erotic sphere. Hesiod's depiction of Peitho as standing

in some relat j-onship which he unfortunately does not

specify witfr uetis, Tyctre, Pl-uto, and other cosmic

po!,¡ers is indicative that Peitho was perceived as having

a r¡ider rôte tlran the erotic in human af fairs. Peitho

tras a general functj.on in Hesoid, being linked witn other

deities to conditions of human well--being.
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CHAPTER 3

T

PEITHO IN THE ARCHAIC PERIOD

The archaic period wiI1, for the purposes of this

study, bê considered to begin in the second half of the

eighth century 8.C., and to be immediateJ-y subsequent to the

period of Hesiod. The archaic period was characterized by

rising popuJ-ations, the emergence of the poleis as poì-itical

entities, the development

co loni zation movement .

of hoplite warfare, and the second

An increase in the volume of trade had resulted in a

general,, though uneven, expansion of v¡ealttr. Associated

wittr these changes the development of iron and bronze tool-

forging resulted in a large section of the male population

being able to purctrase arms, previously a prerogative of the

wealthy. ( l- ) HopLite tactics began to appear in warfare at

about the same time. These circumstances, taken together,

ensured that a high proportion of Greek men had both the

!¡eapons

chal Ienge

basi l-ei.s

and the fighting experience to enable them to

the estabtished order, âs represented by the

for a greater share in potitical and legal

decision making.

Populations had for some time been rising above the

carrying-capacity of the land. As the marginal cultivations

failed, the areas in the immediate vicinity of easily

defended geographicat locations where the dominant
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landowners, the bas i l-eis lived began to galn 1n

market andas destitute farmers looked to the

centres of their communities for a ]ivelihood-
population

po I it ical

The polis

poÌ j-ticaI
began to develoP.

f oundation In¡here

manoeuvered for social and potitical Status. The presence

of a Surplus population of armed, trained, fighting men, who

often demanded a redistribution of land or ottrerwise

clrallenged the existing order, created pressure on local

resources and political- institutions. The Greek ansvier to

the problem was col-onization. The focus of colonization was

arable land; the centres of settlement were the Black Sea

area and Magna Graecia.

Athens took no part in this colonization' possibly

partty because its }arger-tlran-usual land area coul-d

continue to abSorb Some agricultural population and partl"y

because its developing pottery industry and trade, âS vtell

aS its Si lver mines , could continue to absorb manpo\¡ter '

Sparta founded only one colony, having found an alternative

solution to its internal problems: conquest. The conquered

district of Messenia and the hel-ots of Laconia required al-l

the available spartiate manpower to police. The period of

peace which followed the Second Messenian War sal¡/ the usual

protests against economic and politicat inequa]ity. At this

time

It is r^¡ell- known, and clearly attested by
Alcman himself, that during the seventfi
century Sparta trad moved away from
the Lycurgan State. . . (2\

The polis

the heads

was, essentially, a

of oikoi, families,
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prior to the change to the rtne¡n/ and more rigid formrr which

is the familiar i-mage of Sparta. But the process of this
change \¡ras stitl in progress during the period of Alkman.

It is inappropriate to view the Sparta of Alkman as being

too simil-ar to the Sparta of Classicat or later times. Our

sources for early Spartan history are few, and often of

doubtful reliability. None is contemporary. (3)

IT

THE EVIDENCE FROM ALKIVAN

Alkman v¡as a l-yric poet r¿ho composed choral odes in the

Sparta of the later 7th century 8.C.. He was

a paid professional artist who possessed the
gift of writing and composing ner¡r songs Alcman
himself was perhaps no Spartan, though he was fully
accÌimatized in Sparta, and at home in her dialect.
He was probalrly from Sardis in the interior of Asia
Minor ... (r)

One of the fragments of Alkmants poems mentions Peitho; it

ref ers to the genealogy of the goddess Tyche, rrSuccessrr:

Sister of Eunomia
and of Peitho
daughter of Promathia. . .

(Atkman, 21, Lvrica Graeca Selecta)

The period of the Second Messenian ú,Iar, or its imrnediate

aftermatlr, is probably lrhen the Spartans reorganized their

society as a military camp under hoplite government. These

politicaÌ events are the possible background of Alkmants

fragment (the chronology for this period is unclear) which

states that rtSuccessrr, ItGood Orderrr, and rrPersuasionrr (or is
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it "obediencer'? ) are the of f spring of "Forethoughtrt. In

Pepe t s interpretati"on

The key eJ-ement is undoubtably forethought;
without it Lhere is literaLly no generation of
t-he oLher f actors.
I¡lhen inteli-igent pranning employs persuasion as
a politicat tool within a societ.y enjoying the
rule of the law, then a state of politicat
stability can arise and endure. (2)

However, Buxton b/arns us that.

potitics is. . . in Alkman, not a separate
conceptual- area: it is rooted in, and imagined
in terms of, a world of natural growth and
human relationships. Thus if we say that the
Alkman lines present us with a tpoliticalt
Peitho this must be taken as implying no
radical- break with Peithots role in
the area of love betr¡een individual-s. At most
it represents a shift of emphasis. (3)

But Buxton also says

To most Greeks, a
the fifth century
connoted primarj-1
province was the

t any rate until- the middl,e of
the word (peitho) would have

y a goddess whose sPecial
al.luring pov¡er of sexual love. (4)

That is, Buxton argues that Peitho is basically an erotic

concept whil-e Pepe vier¿s Peitho âs, at bottom, a Poriticar

concept. This study wilt, oû the other hand, argue that

Peitho was not, at this time, So specialized an idea as to

warrant either interpretation, but ltas a cOsmic povter ( as

defined in the previous chapter) of unspecialized function.
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III

THE INTERPRETATION OF ALKIVIAN ' S PEITHO

This fragment is too short to
not enough

al- Iow of much

valid evidence to

bear definitive interpretation.

To say that rrForethoughtil generates rrPersuasionil is to

say that thinking ahead can avoid the use of acts

alternative to the act of persuasion: the use of force and

coercion with viorence to obtain compliance. To say that
rrsuccessrr, rrGood Orderrr, and frPersuasj-onrt are correlated is

to imply that they are mutually interdependent conditions.

But is peitfrô to be translated as rrPersuasionrr?

Ehrenberg cannot accept rrPersuasion'r in this context:

ft is perhaps more difficuft to understand the
part played by Peitho...I cannot think of any
section of the Sparta of the seventh century
which had not yet the rigidity of the post-
Chi loni-an State , tTrat could be governed by
Persuasion... Sparta rested on tlìe obedience
of her citizens, and obedience would follow a
command, not mere persuasion. Obedience is a
second, legitimate translation of Peitho; it
must have been the meaning of Alcmants
goddess."(t)

In repLy, Buxton asserts that

t.he meaning 'obediencet is very much rarer in
Greek than Ehrenberg suggests...the only known
classical instances are in Xenophon, a writer
much influenced by. Sparta. On the other lrand,
Alkmants ohrn Parthenion shows us a r¡/orId so
apparently unlike the later sobedientr Sparta
in atmosphere that l^te cannot be confident that
Ehrenberg has the truth. Ïn any case our
passage remains an oddity, since everlvhere
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else in extant lyric Peithots function is
unambiguously erotic. ( 2 )

Buxton is certainly correct point out t.hat 1ittle is

known about the Sparta of this period. However, to c j-te

Xenophon, who lived some two hundred years later amid" vastly

different economic, social and poJ-ì-tical circumstances, is

both irrelevant and anachronistic. Buxton is simply

inaccurate when he states that alL lyric portrays Peitho

with an unambiguously erotic function. *

Buxton is, however, quite right to warn us that too

l-ittl-e is known of Spartan society at this period for firm

statements about its nature to be tenable. But. while

Ehrenbergts argument may be faulty, his conclusion may be

correct. In examining the use of Peitho in chronol-ogical

sequence, it has been noted above that no evidence was

availabl-e to allow us to read t'Persuasionrr for peitho in

Hesiod. There is stil-l none for such a reading in ALkman

* Sappho and Anacreon. ,
Sappho's use of ¡etùú appears to be

erotic; the relev6nt poems are fragmentârY,
the purposes of this study.

specifically
too much so for

Anacreon, âil Ionian from Teos, hras a refugee from the
Persian expansion in the Eastern Mediterranean. Living in a
period, the mid-sixth century 8.C., subsequent to the
introduction of coinage rrlte draws a picture of a good o1d
timerl

when Peitho did not dart her rays from a flash of
si lver

and portrays Peitho as one rrwho operates simply witft
¡silverr, i.e. hard cashtt(3). There is no particular rsason
to assume that this Peitho iS erotic, that is, a reference
to prostitution, and no èvidence to allow further analysis.
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In the Pandora story told by Hesiod, referred to in the

previOuS chapter . Peitho was Sho\^In to be rrShre-whro-causes

AlkmantS fragment slrows Peitho in a rel-ationship witft

Eunomia, Tyche, and Promathia. t'Promathiarf is merel-y the

Doric feminine form of rrPrometÍreusrr , and. appears to mean

goodsimply I'Forethought". Tvche is rrsuccess and

fortune"(4) Eunomia is more complex:

the v/ord...denotes not the presence and
observation of good laws in the community but
rather sound moral conditions, respect for the
right of others, moderation, and an orderly and
restrained behaviour. (5 )

Ehrenberg adds that Eunomia is

the exponent of the forces of tradit.ion,
representing the conception of a human order,
.wil1ed by Zeust (6)

while Buxton points out that
túvoyt1 is contrasted witn anti-sociat
violence, and presumably has the sense of
'orderly behaviourt such as 'n¡ould imply
respect for vitaL customs Iike hospitality...
though on vases stre is usuall-y in the
company of Aphrodite and other erotic
figures, Eunomia has wider imptications
than such colleðqueS might imply. (7)

In Hesiod, Eunomia is the sister of Dike, rrJusticerr , a

( one ) to obeyrr : rrObediencerr . In

contemporary or earlier evidence to the

must be read as "Obedience" in Alkman.

concept which wilI not be examined

rPeacert. (Hesiod, Theogony, 901f.f.).

the absence of

contrary, Peitho

here, and Eirene

That is to sâY,

representing rrgoodEunomia, rike Peitho, is a cosmic pohler,
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order" in the universe, in community affairs, and in sexual

matters. Her function is not exclusively special-ized to

political rrorderr' , al-though the concept has particular

application in this sphere.

The question raised by the f ragment is \^/hether it

contains a tpolitical t statement or is perhaps a more

general rcosmic t observation. It is clear that. these

concepts, grouped as a family unit, have a particular

applicat.ion to hruman af f airs. 'rForethoughtrr results in
tf successrr , rrGood Ordertr , and I'Obediencerr. By impl-ication,

forethought avoids fail-ure, disorder, and violence. The key

concept here is "Forethoughttr: given Promathia, tfre other

three conditions witl foltow and, as sisters, they are

interdependent, each appearing only when the otflers are

present. As a prescription for proper conduct, the

statement appears to be as applicable to individual affairs

as it is to community affairs. However, since the

individual who followed the prescription v¡ould be a good

member of the community, a good citizeÍr, the distinction

bet'øeen public and private disappears. Peitho, in Hesiod,

is a cosmic concept, having a general function in

combination with other conditions of human wetl-being: she

represents the power to compel obedience by non-violent.

means. This meaning of the concept remains true for Alkman,

but Atkman applies the concept to human affairs. That is,

in Alkman, Peitho has become a directly political concept.

But Atkman gives no indication of how Peitho does, or
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Indication of 
.the

political affairs

century.
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specifically in political affairs.
Peitho l-ospec i fic application of

does not appear bef ore the earì-y 5th
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ClIAPTIIR 4

TIIE APPEARANCE OF PEITIIO IN POLITICAL TI]INKING.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will examine the way in which Peitho vras

perceived by three composers whose lives spanned that point

which is conventionally regarded as the junction of the

Archaic and Classical periods of ancient Greece: the

Persian wars. Tlre three persons whose work will be examined

are Parmenides, Aeschylus, and Pindar. Pindar was a poet,

Aeschylus a pla].wright, and Parmenides was a philosopher-

The works of al-l three v¡ere presented in poetic form. The

poe¡n of Parmenides wil-I be examined in some detail, as it

will be claimed that Peitho is a concept which is basic to

his philosophy. Only the Oresteia of Aeschylus t survlvlng

works will be examined. The Suppliants , the other pÌay of

Aeschylus in which Peitho appears to have been important,

l-acks the other plays of its trilogy in the fragmentary form

in which vre have it, thus depriving us of the playwright's

conclusions about the subjects which he wished to highfight

to his audience. The few occurrences of Peitho in Pindar

will be examined with a view to explicating his perceptions

of the concept.

Some general hiStorical background will be presented so

as to put the work of these composers into a common

historical, social, and economic perspective. The peculiar

I
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historicaÌ circumstances of eaclr of the composers wi]l- then

lre noted in accounting for any differences in the particular

conception of Peitho expressed by each of them. FinaIlY,

some conclusions will be drawn about the conception of

Peitho that the work of the three composers Índicates htas

general in the earJ-y 5th century.

II

THE HISTORICAI BACKGROUND

OF LATE ARCHAIC AND

EARLY CLASSICAL GREECE.

The pattern of politicat ch.ange from tlre rraristocratic"

government portrayed in Hesj-od to other goverfìmental forms

is known to have been conmon to most, of the Greek worl-d,

although the chranges took p]-ace at di f f erent times at.

different places. Government by the basileís, vrho applied

an orally-transmitt.ed traditional law-code, hlas open to

abuse, and created dissatisfactions v¡hich, âs was shown in

Chapter 2, were expressed as early as the Hesiodic period.

One expression of this dissatisfaction was the demand for a

written legal code subsequent to the introduction of the

technique of alphabetic writing which provided the means for

codifying traditional law - which would protect the populace

against arbitrary political- and Iegal decision making by the

basil-eis.
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As Buxton reminds us

in archaic Greece a challe.nge l¡/as offered to
the powerfuì- word of the nob1e, a challenge whose
practical resul-ts r^/as widespread codification of
the laws in many parts of colonial and mainland
Greece. ( t )

Shortage

and the

demands

another

the best

of land, a consequence

poverty of the marginal

for a redistribution of

attack on the privitege

land.

of the rising popuJ-ation,

cultivations, gave rise to

land: such demands rs/ere

of the basileis, wTto owned

Thomson, writing in

translated. rrbasileustt as

a trad.ition of scholarship t¿h j-ch

r!kingr', teIls us

Royal honours v/ere the gift of the people in
recognition of military service. (2)

The Homeric evidence shows clearly that, while
poi^/er or privilege \¡/as in the gift of the king,
Iand ',^ras in the gift of the people, who bestor¡ed
on their leaders, in reward for mi:-i-tary servj"ce,
estates which differed from the others in that
they were not assigned by lot to tribe or clan,
but by special gift to an individual The
Homeri.c témenos ( portion of l-and) represents the
germ of private property in land developing w itnin
a collective tribal systern. (3)

The smal-l- man could not hope for a témenos, but he
could clear and. enclose a piece of waste land,
which became his by acquisition, ... It 'ntas
only a matter of time before this process of
expansion reached its limit, and then the
ownership of land began to concentrate. By loans
of seed and stock after a bad season, the big
landholder became a creditor of the small-, and
after a succession of bad seasons the smallholder
reached the point at which he could only redeem
his debt by surrenclering his hoJ-ding or tying
himself to his creditors by some system of annual
tribute. (4)

when the dispossessed Attic peasants at the
time of Solon demanded a redistribution of land,
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their demand l¡/as an appeal to ancient tribal
practice. ( 5 )

Land in this ancient practice \¡/as traditionally divided by

lot betv/een tribes.

Some magnal-es ( "basi leisn became a f ormat title f,or

certain magistracies) in their efforts to increase their
personaL social and political status, offered themselves as

"lead.ers of the peoplerr and championed the cause of those

sectíons of the populace which r¡/ere disaf f ected f rom the

current state of poì-itical affairs. Thus, in 6th century

B.C. Athens

Megakles, son of Alkmaion, organized the merchants
and artisans of the ports, Peisistratos tlre mining
population. They r¡/ere both opposed by Lykourgos
of the Eteoboutadai, ât the head of the big
landowners, and at the same time they \¡/ere in
competition with one another. (6)

If sufficient popular support v/as forthcoming, such

I'aristocraticil individuals would establish themselves as

rrtyrantsrr , autocratic rul-ers , and , by suchr means banistrment

and the conf iscation of land, break the por¡/er of those

magnates who v/ere not allied to them. The despotic ruÌe of

the tyrants invariably gave rise to revolution.

In some cases the wealthy, rraristocratstt and/or trade-

enriched rrcommoners", would seize por¡rer and form a governing

oJ-igarchy. In other cases the hoplite class, those who

could afford the basic hoplite panoply and hrho vtere probably

the largest section of the male c iti zeîry, wouJ-d f orm a

broader-based system of government, a rrdemocracy" . The

continuing struggle betvreen the proponents of government by
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rrthe better sortrr, the ol-igarchs, and the proponents of

government by rrthe peopler', the democrats, v/as a fundamental

internal problem of the Greek poleis, a circumstance which

contrasted the disunity of the pplts witrr the harmony, of

unity, which Greek thinkers perceived in the cosmos.

The rivalry which characterized the internal affairs of

the poleis r,{as mirrored in the external relations betin/een

poleis. And the vast porrer of the Persian Empire l-oomed as

a constant threat to the independent existence of the Greek

worÌd and, indeed, did upset the nature of the Greek inter-

oleis arrangements. The Greeks saw warfare as the normal-

expression of rivalry betv/een states: (7)

in their very confrontations with one another,
cities were brought together in a community united
by its language, r€Iigion, customs, forms of
social life and ways of thought The xenos v/as
a partner in social intercourse. (B)

The enemy is the stranger ,Êivol Yet thj-s term
al-so applies to the guest '\^rho is wel-comed to the
hearth to est.abl-ish a link of hospitality between
one lrouse and another. ( 9 )

This community of strife, this unity in and through rivalry,
v/as upset by the pressure exerted from outside the Greek

community by the Persian Empire.(I0) Some poleis, such as

Pindarts Thebes, surrendered in the face of the Persian

invasions. Retations between these medizíng poleis (those

who joined the Persians) and those that carried out the

successful- struggl-e against the most powerful empi-re known

\¡iere to remain strained for many years. of equal

importance, the success of such a J-arge-scale inter-polis

all-iance as that which defeated Persia paved the \^/ay for the
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aIl-iances, tregemonic or votuntary, r¡hich thenceforth tended

to dominate warfare within Greece. And even after its

defeat by the Greek alliance, tfle sheer size and weal-th of

the Persian Empire continued to threaten the Greek world.

The three composers to be discussed in this chapter

produced their work against this background of political-

instabi 1ity, where within the pol-is f action r!¡¡as pitted

against faction, and. the scale of conflict between poleis

\^/as escalated. Yet the success of the struggle against the

Persians engendered a euphoric self-confidence, particulary

at Athens. The Greek capacity to control events appeared to

have been demonstrated by the victory over the Mede

(Persians ) .

III

SOME REIARKS ON PINDAR. (1)

Pindar, a composer who produced victory odes to

cel-ebrate the successes of aristocrats and tyrants, was born

in Boeotian Thebes c.5LB 8.C.. An oligarchically-governed
polis normaLly at emnity witfr Athens, Thebes medized before

the battle of Salamis and fought against the Greeks at

Plataia. During this period of Theban disgrace, Pindar sang

the praises of Athens and its part. in the defeat of the

Persians. For this his fellow citizens fined him heavily.

But Pindar also sang the praises of oligarchic Aigina, alJ-y

of Thebes and bitter enemy of democratic Athens, âS wel-l- as
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those of his oh/n countrymen, whil-e hiS most powerf ul and

famous patrons \^/ere the Sicilians tyrants Hieron and Theron.

Pind.arts odes v/ere cetebrat.ions of real- events, written for
perfomance. Most of the events singled out for his praise

were the victories of arist.ocratic competitors in the

various contests of music and ath..Ietics held at the

religious games of Greece: the OJ-1'mpic, Pythian, Nemean,and

Istlrmian games. (2)

If it- were not for his praises of democratic Athens,

Pindar could be presented as an unam.bj-guous supporter of the

traditional aristocratic étites. This frây, in fact, stil1

be the case, as the leaders of the Athenians during Pindar's

Iif etime al-l- appear to have had aristocratic connections.

The most v/e can sây, given t.he evidence, is that Pindar

praised forms of excellence and traditional notions about

forms of excellence vhich appear to be more in tune 'øitrr
aristocratic val-ues, âs wetl as more achievable by

aristocrats, than are compatibl-e r¡itfr the possibilities open

to the rrcommon peopler'.

TV

SOME REIVARKS ON THE BACKGROIJND OF AESCHYLUS ' ATHENS. ( 1 )

rrAeschylus hras a democrat who fought as weIl as

wrote".(2) Born in Athens under the tyranny c.525 B.C.,

Aeschylus fought against the Persians at Marathon and

possibly at Sal-amis, âs weII and is the earliest
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plalr\¡/right whose works have come down to us. He is said to

have died in Sicj-ly c.456 B.C.

As was noted in the previous chapter, Athens took no

part in the early colonization of the Western Mediterranean

and Black Sea areas. A probable cause for this lack of

outward population movement !,/as, in earliest times, the

internal consolidation of the Athenian territory, Attica.

Such a targe land area \^Ias abl-e to absorb a good deal of

manpower, and there \^¡as sitver to be mined in the hills to

delay the i1l-effects social, economic, and political -
which overpopulation created earlier in the rest of Greece.

But eventuall-y Athenian society, too, t/as on the brink of

revolution. In 594 8.C., Solon, a eupatrid rr\"leIl-bornrr, âû

rraristocratrr, was appointed to devise means of bringing

about a state of peace and order in the society. He is said

to have cancelled debts, wtrictr may mean that he abolished

the tributary status of the poorest smallholders to the

l-arge l-andowners. ( 3 ) SoLon establ-ished the concept of

]-SOnOmr_a , the equatity of alt citízens before the law, and

divided the citizens into four income-based classes. The

tv¡o highest ctasses could become archons, magistrates who

v/ere chosen by lot from an el-ected panel of candidates. (4)

Ex-archons who satisfied the Heliaea, the popuJ-ar court, âs

to their conduct in office, became Ii.fe-members of the

Areopagos, the governing body of the state.(5) A council of

400 members, tlre bou1e, from which the thetes, the lowest

property cl-ass , r,/!¡as excl-uded, ( 6 ) prepared the business of
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the ekklesia the assembly of the r*/hole citizen body. ( 7 )

The Heliaea \^/as established t.o hear appeals from Areopa gos

decisions, appoint magistrates and judge their conduct.(B)

By def ining the political and tegal rights of t.he non-

eupatrid citizens Solon had admitted an element of class-

factionalism into the political life of the state.(9) By

taking part in the government of the polis, the citizen body

developed political skiIls and increased po1Ítical-

responsibi lity and sel-f -conf idence. ( l0 )

However , Sol-on t s reforms did not heal the breach

between the various factions. After a period of unrest (see

above section I) peisistratos usurped the government and

established a tyranny in 540 8.c.. only the eupatrids 10st

political independence under the Peisistratids; Solonts

constitution v/as maintained, and the demos, the citizen

body, gained continuing political- experience and confidence

by their management of the ekklesia and the Heliaea. tÌ with

the fall- of the Peisistratids in 5l-0 B.C. , an eupatrid of

the Alkmeonid clan, Kleisthenes, reorganized the state

institutions. The new arrangements divorced most eupatrid

famil-ies and their cult centres from their erstrrhile clients
j-n the voting political units . (LZ) etfrenian successes in

the Persian wars, particularly at Marathon (490 B.C. ) and

Salamj-s (483 B.C. ), legitimated the rrdemocraticrr government

and raised Athens to a status which rivalled Spartats as the

most powerful polis in Greece.
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The plays of Aeschylus are a celebration and

legitimation of the Athenian democracy and its institutions.

It is in the work of AeschyJ-us that Peitho first appears in
specific political- contexts.

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF PARMENIDES. (1)

The informat.ion that \^re possess f or the Iif e of

Parmenides is scanty and derived from tater sources: Plato,

Parmenides I27A; Di.ogenes Laertius , IX, 2L-23; Strabo 6 ,

(DK 2BÞ:..2). Parmenides appears to have been born c.5I5 or

510 B.C. ; he is said to trave been taught by the poet and

phj-losopher Xenophanes and one Ameinias, âñ otherwise

unknown Pythagorean. Parmenides is said to have been a

citizen of Elea, oD the West coast of South Italy, and to

have been its tawgiver. (2)

The poputation of Elea rrere Phokaians from Ionia. tll.hen

the Persians subjugated the lonian Greeks, the Phokaians

fl-ed to the west, wlìere they found themselves facing simil-ar

aggression from the Etruscans and Carthaginians. Elea

(Vetia) was founded c.535 B.C. on the rnrest coast of Italy

south of modern Pompeii by Phokaian refugees from the

Etruscan-Carthaginian a1liance. Relatively isolated from

the rest of the Greek world, possessed of littl-e

agricultural territory and at enrnity with its neighbour,

Paestum, Elea depended on its maritime trading interests for

V
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prosperity and \¡/as under constant perceived t.frreat of

Lucanian encroachment .

Phokaia, the polis from which the Eleans derived, had

originally been an ethnically-mixed population of traders.

This ethnic mixture must have imposed restrictions on

kinship altiances; such restrictions would have tended to

keep the ethnic groups separate. Socia1 tensions must, have

run high in a pol-is which lacked an interlaci-ng kin-

structure to channel them.

Born in the face of continual- external aggression, Elea

ü/as set on the cultural frontier of the Greek world, without

either the agricultural base or the traditions to support a

l-anded aristocracy and a substantial peasantry. Threatened

on one side by the Etruscans, on the other by Sybaris and,

later, Kroton, it seems highly likel-y that pressures against

the maintenance of the traditional Phokaian oligarchy woul-d

have been great, and the need for socio-political unity

highly visibl-e. It wi IÌ be argued that the problem of

containing violence, both internal and external, provides a

key to the understanding of the philosophy of Parmenides.

VI

THE EVIDENCE IN PINDAR.

from Alkman(1) whichl{hen Plutarch quoted the

was discrissed in the previous

fragment

chapter lre was d.iscussing
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the Roman godd.ess Fortuna, rrFortuû€", v¡hich he assimilatecl

to the Greek TVChe, r'Stlccessrr. Plutarch contrasts Alkman's

view of Tyche as a "sisterrr of Peitho - that is, as mutually

interdepende.nt condit.ions witfr that of Pindar, to tìre

effect that for Pindar Tyche is beyond Peitho: aS Tyche is

an arbitary and uncontrollabl-e force it drives the ship of

state wherever it wiIl. Pepe's analysis of this passage

asserts that in Pindar's thought

It is precisely because fortune does not respond
to persuasion that it is beyond the control of
man. Persuasion is thus implicitry one of the
chief means man has at his disposal to infl-uence
the external r¡or1d. (2)

Pindarts extant v¡ork refers to peitho four timeS. Fragment

I22 refers to

Oh, girls so kindly to aLf comers,
Minist.rants of the Love-Goddess Persuasion in rich
corinth' 

(Pindar , rzz, Farnelr)

Buxton, in reference to this passage, explains

The aÌlusion is to sacred prostitution in the
tempte of Aphrodite at Corinth. Erotic persuasion
of the man by the woman is again under Peithots
tutelage. (3)

Pepets anal-ysis tells us

there is not yet a clear distinction between the
concept peitho and its personified verbal
equivalent. These girls dispense peitlto in that
t.hey arouse desire in men; they are servants of
Peitho, since the goddess is the source of this
po$/er these girls attend on Peitho because
they are prostitutes ... (4)

It is necessary tO query Pepets uge of the \4¡Ord'rdispenserr.

It is not at all- clear how Peitho can be ttdispensed"; at any

dispensing! Peitho is forrate that is not what theY are
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these prost itutes wtrat it was for Hes iod. t s Pandora: thre

pol¡/er to compel men to succumb to the girls t atl-ractions.

Farnellts archaizing transtation of Fragment l-23 ends

Meseemeth, then, that in Tenedos withal the
Goddesses of Persuasion and of Grace have
their habitat.ions,

Even in the son of Hagesil"as.
(Pindar, 123, Farnell)

rn his Comrnentar Farnell expresses the idea more

prosaically

"Persuasion and Charm have their abode in
him". Peitho \^/as the handmaiden of Aphrodite; and
to say that Peitho as well as Charis dwells in
Theoxenes is only to say that he persuades every
one to love him it is consonant with Greek
f eeting to speak of divine pov/ers that are
personified abstractions taking up their abode in
a man. (5)

Pindar r,/rote the poem as an expression of his love for the

boy, Ttreoxenes, and as Buxton tells us,

Peitho is a quality displayed by the boy: ít
describes an aspect of the influence he has over
his older tover. (6)

Pepe points out that Peitho is thewhi Ie

love

pov¡er to arouse

Iove:

residing in
beauty and

in al-l but those \^/ho are impervious to

Thus Peitho is an interior qua1itY,
the person of extreme PhYsical
performing an erotic function(7)

Pindarts Pythian IV tells us how Aphrodite instructs

Jason in magic

that so tre might rob Medea of her reverence
for her parents, and that a longing for Hellas
might lash her v¡ith the whip of Suasion,
white Trer heart l.ras aII af lame.

( Pindar , Pythian IV t 2I7-ZIB, Sandys)

The rrlash of Peitfror is a particularly vivid expression

which prompts Buxton to say
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This is poetic imagery rather than an aÌlusion to
a traditional inconographical appurtenance of
Peithots; and it generates the satisfying frissoq
of oxymoron, since Peitho is normally opposed to
force-compulsion. (B)

On the otfrer hand, Pepe sees more in the passage than mere

hlghlights an irrationatmetaphor: the magical context

etement in the conceptualization of Peitho.

¡nother important aspect of Peitho j-n this passage
is the total range of her pol¡/ers; she is almost
irresistibte There is an almost physical-
compulsion present as is indicated by the
metaphorical whip of Pej-tho; Medea is driven by
tfre power of an external f orce. ( 9 )

In his Pyt.hian IX, Pindar asserts, in reference to t.he

proposed seduction of Kyrene by ApolIo

Again BuxLonts

The
in the

are secret

The image,
evokes the
home. (I0)

( Pindar ,

analysis

aga].n
sense

keys to skilled persuasion
sacred rites of love

Pythian IX 39, Nisetich)

suggests mere J-iterary imagery:

poetical not iconographical,
of intimacy where Peitho is at

Pepe looks for the idea behind the metaphor:

In this rol-e Peitho is the custodian of
love; it is her pov/er which makes
Iove possibÌe. ( l-I )

On balance, it woul-d appear that Buxton is satisfied to

obvious description ortake Pindarts use of Peitho as either

imagery, witlrout any attempt to extract further

from the context, âs Pepe does. Although Pepe has

to find a richer spectrum of meanings in Pindar's

poetic

meaning

managed

Peitho than Buxton,

conclusion:Pepe t s

Buxton woul-d surel-y not disagree witrt
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For Pindar,
goddess whose
context. (12)

still the personified
Iimited to an erotic

Peitho
power

1S
is

This concl-usion is somehrhat surprising

connent on the Plutarch passage referred

of this section.

considering Pepe ts

to at the beginning

VII

PEITHO IN PINDAR.

The similarity betr¡reen Pindar ts conception of Peitho

and that concept of Peitho displayed by Hesiod in the

context of the Pandora story is obvious: in erotic
situations Peitho is the po\^rer, inherent in t.he ob ject of

love, whichr renders the subject obedient to the attractions
of the object. Pindar does, however, provide, througlì the

variety of his examples of Peitho-usage, a wider contextual

background for Peitho than does Hesiod..

The Pvthian IX passage rrr^rise Peithots secret keygtt -

states that the capacity of possessing the por¡rer of Peitho

is not t.o be used openly in erotic situations. It is

notevrorthy that on this occasion Peitho is not perceived as

a characteristic of the object of love, but as a means of

attaining that object. ft may be that the sense of
rrPersuasionrr for Peitho is stronger in this passage than in

any of the examples so far examined.

rrThe whip of Peitho" in Pythian IV presents the

Hesiodic perception of erotic Peitho in exceptionally strong
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terms. The power of Peitho is again inherent in the object

of fove, in this case a man, Jason note that Jason is for

Medea a stanger with magicat pohrers to arouse erotic

interest* - and the pov/er of Peitho is presented as an

irresisti bl-e compulsion. The sense of rf Persuasionrr is

subordinate to the sense of I'Obediencetr.

Peitho is a quality inherent in the person of Pindarts

beloved boy, TTreoxenes; no action, ûo rrpersuasiverr acLion,

is performed. The poet is I'obedientrr to the attraction of

the object of his love in Fragment r23.

The Corinthian prostitutes of Fragment L22 are also

possessed of the power of Peitho, to In/hose cult they are

professionally attached. Again, the poï/er is inherent: the

male customers are rrobedient" to the poI¡/er of the girls t

erotic attractions. /

If Pl-utarchts reading of Pindar in the comparison witft

Alkman (noted at the beginning of Section VI) is correct, it

is plain that in Pindarts thought Peit.ho is not merely an

erotic concept, but has a function within the state. It is

al-so plain that for Pindar aII the poláIer of Peitho does not

guarantee rrSuccessrr.

To conclude, Peitho \^/as perceived by Pindar as a

quality to command obedience which is inherent in certain

persons of either sex. Although this quality, this

* As hypothesized in

in chapter 2.

the observations on Hesiodts Peitho
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Peitho, frây appear to those subject to its influence

irresisti.nre compulsion it. is not infallible,

sub ject to the whim of Tyche, rrSuccessrr . Peitho is
por¡/er which can be deliberately exercised as a means

end: a rrpersuasj.veff po\¡/er.

VIII

THE EVIDENCE IN PARMENIDES

The fragments of Parmenides t poem - there are 19, or 20

if Confordts fragment is accepted are conventionatly

divided into three sections: the proem, or introduction,

the "Way of Truthrr , and the "Ir,Iay of Seeming'r. The proem

describes Parmenides t journey in search of truth; the 'i,,Iay

of Trutht describes the revelation of that truth, that is,

the cosmos as it is perceived by the mind; and the 'Way of

Seeming' describes the application of the revelation to the

valid perception of the cosmos as it is perceived by sense-

perception.

'rThe proem presents a revetation process witn three

stages", (l) as Milter tells us. The stages are the

journeying, the passage through the gater,tay, and the

reception by the goddess.

The proem begins with rrttte-man-who-knowsr' (Parmenides

himself) mounted in a chariot which is carried by maresrron

the much-speaking road of the goddessrr rrthrouglr all placesrr.
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The epic imagery used, which is derived from the Homeric

vocabuJ-ary, invokes memories of the wanderings of the

poJ-ymath, Odysseus, and the courage of Achilles. By means

of "Odyssean and Achillean motifs" rra far-ranging quest for

knowledge" (2 ) is described. Pol-ypharnon, rrmuch-speakingrr' 
,

is often connected witn the assembly of the polis. The

phrase rrtfie much-speaking road of the goddess" can be

interpreted in a number of ways. The quest for knowledge by

means of speech might suggest that Parmenides developed his

wisdom by observation of, and participation in, the

assembl-y. It could ref er to a long course of oral-

instruction wittr his (traaitionally Pythagorean) teachers.

The sense can also bear the interpretation that Parmemides

v/as a bard who performed

the epic recital being given in a city square
as a regular civic performance attended by the
populace who in the intervals of the recitation
discuss the performance (3)

All three of these interpretations could be vaLid; they are

not mutually exclusive. The journey I'througlr aII pl-aces"

depicts the travel-s of an itinerant who taught at a number

of poleis, was taught at a number of poleis, or took part in

the assemblies of a number of poleis. The last. possiblilty

must be discarded: a person could only take part in the

assembly of the polis in r¡hich he had citizenship. The

second possibility does not accord witn Parmenides'

depiction of himself as I'the-man-who-knows'r t¡hil-e stil-I on

his journey. It is most likely that Parmenides 'stas a
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travetJ-ing teacher or bard who regarded his physical travel-s

as being simultaneously a spiritual journey.

Guided by the Heliades , tfre phi Ìosoplrer reaches the

gates of Day and Night, which are guarded by Dike, usually

translated as lrJustice'r. Thj-s latinization, which carries a

notion of equity, obscures the Greek meaning of trClÌstomrr,

in the sense of "Right" , r'Normal usage¿j or rrin the natural

manner of rr. Judgements in disputes l¡/ere arrived at by

ascertaining customary usage and applying it to particuì-ar

circumstances. Parmenides t concept.ual-izat j-on of Dil<e Ttas ,

hrowever, some of the reciprocal notions of the English

t' justice": he tells us that rrDike, of much vengeance, holds

rewarding keysr' (Parmenides , L,L4) to the gates. The

personification in this instance carries an emphasis on

punishment for wrong-doing and also lays some st.ress on the

notion of re'øard for merit. The Heliades persuade Dike to

open the gates: "Right-Usagerr rewards Parmenidest merit by

permitting him to pass: Parmenidest quest is not frowned on

by rrCustomrr.

The gates of Day and Night are described with imagery

recalJ-ing Hesiodts description of the gates of Tartaros

( Hesiod, Theogony , 740 f.f.): the opening of the gates

reveals a ttgaping cltasmrr. For Hesiod, tfre rrchasmrr revealed

by the opening of the gates was an unintelligible,

untrespassable limit; in Parmenides the gates rrproducerr the

rrchasmrr the gap between the twin doors by their opening.

The original epic formula - Hesiodts or a cotnmon source is
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used l¡ecause of its poetic associations, but the term

rrchasmrr no\^r describes, not the region beyond the gates, but

the space between the tlro open gates. Dikets function is to

guard rrthe gates of the paths of Night and Day'l .

(Parmenides, L,Lz) oay and Nights are opposites. Their

opposition is fund"amental: one calls to mind the other.

The tv/o concepts are joined by their opposition. Day and

Night, together in their opposition, filr the physical

cosmos. The opposite of the cosmos is nothing: the

Itchasmrr. Parmenides dares the trchasmrr ; he passes through

the gates and finds himself on a "broad \n/aytt. (Parmenides,

1 , 2L-22) . The rrchasmrr of Hesiod does not exist. The

region beyond the gates is not nothing, it is the

fundamental- unity of Night anCl Day, set in the region beyond

the physical cosmos. Dike is the guardian of the gateway

between the sensible cosmos of appearances and the truth

beyond. It is by means of Peitho that the

Parmenidest passage through the gates.

Hetiades obtain

Beyond the gat.es Parmenides is greeted by an anonyrnous

goddess. She states that Parmenides \^/as sent on his journey

by Themis , ttRight Ordinance" , or rtcustomary Lawtr , and Dike,

rrCustomtr ; that is, Parmenides is the emissary of rrl-ah¡rr and

rrJusticerr , a judge or lawgiver. The goddess informs

Parmenides that it is necessary for him to learn rtall

tÌringsr', (Parmenides 1, 29) rrtruthrr as ktell as "opinionsr'.

The coupling of rrtruthn and rropinionsrt with the adversitive

emen . . . ede, t'as weII âs" , indicates the same kind of
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opposition and complementation betr¡/een "opinions,' and

rrtru'Lhrr as between Day and Niqht: the tv/o not.ions share a

fundamental unity. Parmenides must tearnrrhow seeming

things it v/as required acceptably that they be all- incteed

being't ( Parmenides l- , 3 t-33 ) . That is to say that
appearances, even apparent il-lusion, must have reality; the

word rracceptancerr has the sense of "conf orming to what is

considered to be a normrt

The pivotat position of Dike as the controller of tìre

l-ink between the sensibte cosmos and the truth of reval-ation

strows Dike in the rôte of guardian of the unity of the

cosmos, a proposition which may be re-stated as "justice is

unity", and also that it is I'just" that the road from sense-

perception to mental- perception be travell-ed. When the

Heliades "beguile" Dike and use "skilful- persuasion'l

perhaps 'rskiJ-fulty cause obediencerr to cause Dike to open

the gates, Dike is shown as being subject to Peitho. The

passage also shows the act peitho as the result of the act
rrbegui Ierr : peitho and paraphasis , begui l-ement. , are not

synony,mous. ( See Chapter 2l .

Parmenides' goddess states in Fragment 2 that the
trctrasmrr , the r¡not-isrr , is impossible. The opposite of a

truth j-s another truth which both opposes and complements

it, just as Day and Night are complementary opposites.

There is no rr f alserr ; only rr isrr can be thought. Peitho ,

which had earlier caused Dike to open the htay for

Parmenides, is, in Fragment 2, asserted to rrfollow on truthrt
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( ParmenideS 2 ,5') , or "attends On truthtrr . Mourel-atos has

SIrOwn that 'rattendsrt fias the Sense Of I'favours". (4) Truth

is favoured by Peitho; that is, truth is persuasive. Truth,

for Parmenides is the result of the i-nvestigation, and

togi-cat consideration, of data, produces Peitho.

by definition, the product of reasoned argument.

Peitho is,

An unnamed goddess is agaj-n introduced in Fragment L2:

ff the goddess who steers aII things" (Parmenides L2 , 3-4 ) .

The steersr¡/oman may, pertraps, be identified with Aphrodite,

on the evidence of trer generative functions and' because

rrEros She devised, f irst of aII the gods'r (Parmenides, 13):

Aphrodite is traditionally the mother of Eros. The

Steers\^¡Oman iS the prime-mover of the SenSible CoSmOS:

'rParmenides sees it as a kind of aphrodisiac compulsion"(5),

a description which is appropriate to peitho as conceived by

Hesiod and, in Parmenides t o!/n time, bY Pindar. The

governor and moving principle of the Sensibfe cosmos is the

principle of commingl-ing.

In a similar vein Hesiod had made practically
everydring arise from matings and births, and had
set up Eros as the great creative force- Next to
the goddess of sexual union Parmenides places the
god of sexual desire. (6)

The express identification of t.he steering-goddess is a

problem, âS is the identification of Parmenidest tutelary

goddess. T\^ro anonymous goddesses in one poem seems a little

excessive: it l,¡Outd Seem reasOnable that we are meant tO

perceive only one deity, that Parmenidest instruct ress and

the steerswoman are the same goddess.
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The "much-speaking road of the goddess" leads to the

gates of Day and Night , where Dike is "begui ledtr as a

precondition for becoming subject to peitho. The goddess'

account of the nature of the cosmos as it is perceived by

the mind is speci f ically said to be rrtrustworthyrr 
,

(Parmenides B, 49) that. is, truthful. "Peitho attends on

trulh'r (Parmenides 2, 5). It does not seem unreasonable to

identlfy Parmenidest goddess as peitho. However, if the

goddess is Peitho, 'u¡hy is she not expressly named, and what

is her connection with the steerswoman? üJhy is the

Steersrñroman also not expressly named, Since She iS evidentty

intended to be perceived as Aphrodite? Parmenides t precise

use of language is abundantly evident, and tt/o dist j-nct

unnamed deities in the sanne poem r¿ould be remarkably

imprecise for any composer. To concl-ude that the goddesses

are to be identified as one goddess seems justifiable. If

the goddess is not expressly named r^Ie may concrude that this

factor was 'intended to preserve some ambiguity. The

ambiguity which springs most readily to mind is that betv/een

the functions of Aphrodite and Peitho in Hesiodts t¡Iorks and

Days, detailed in Chapter 2: Peitho is sometimes an aspect.

of Aphrodite. Parmenides' goddess is Aphrodite in her

compulsive aspect, Aphrodite-Peitho in fact. And for

Parmenides, Aphrodite-peitho has the dominant place in the

ordering of the cosmos.
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IX

PEITHO IN PARMENIDES' PHILOSOPHY.

The p_o_l,e1_s of Uegqq qfeeqfe \^Iere composed of citizens

drawn from different parts of Greece as v¡eII as those of

other ethnic origins; it seems reasonable that differing

Iegal-, social , and political rnolç-q would have provided

CauSeS for civil friction in addition to tflose oçcasioned by

an unequat distribution of weal-th and pol-itical power. And

the pofeis of t4eg¡A Graecia were constantl-y prey to civil

violence.

Parmenides v¡as a traveLling teacfrer \^/hose doctrine

appears to be an anshter to these probJ-ems- But first he has

to establish his credentials. He travels "on the much-

speaking road of the goddess"; that is, Parmenides claims

religious sanction for his odyssey. The journey is not

contrary to custom, âS Dike permits Parmenides to pass the

gat.es of Day and Night. Parmenides, in fact, claims to be

the emissary of Law and Justice.

lrlhen the Heli-ades use peitho to cause Dike to oPen the

gates of Day and Night, the Sense of the passage bears the

meaning rrpersuadetr f or Peitho: v/Ords are used to trtalk

overrr Dike; since Dike does what is required, the Sense of

rrobeyrr is still present. ImportantlY, the passage shoh¡S

'rCustomary JuStiCetr aS SubjeCt tO rrPersuasionrr ; it iS

legitimate practice to use persuasion to influence the way
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in which custom operal-es And Peitlro favours truth, that

is, true arguments are persuasive ones. The deniaÌ of

f alsity, of the rtnot-is" , coupled wittr the complementary-

opposite status of I'truthrr and "opinion" implies that

varying opinions are merely various versions of the truth;

this relativì-ty seems to mean that a common denominator can

always be found to reconcile different opinions. 'rThe-man-

who-kno'¡sfrhas seen truth; he understands the fundamenLal

unity which underlies differing opinions: thê philosopher-

lawgiver can reconcile opposing political positions and

differing customs by demonstrating their basic unity. The

true governor of the sensibl-e cosmos is Aphrodite-Peitho,

"she-wìto-causes-apparent-opposites-to-comming1e". The way

to social and politicaÌ unity is Persuasion.

PEITHO IN THE ORESTEIA OF AESCHYLUS

The subject of this section is the rôte of Peitho in

the three pJ-ays which comprise the Orest.eia of Aeschylus:

Agame[ìnon, Libation Bearers , and Eumenides. The study

timits itsetf to an examination of the Oresteia because this

trilogy is the only extant trilogy of Aeschylus that v/e

have. Because the Aeschylean trilogy hras a complete

dramatic cycle, a study which focusses on a play such as

Suppliants which is the only surviving play of another

X

trilogy must inevitably reave us witrr the feeling that,
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Ìacking the complete cycle, w€ may welt lrave missed the

point of the \^/hole, or at least be coming to a concl-usion

from insufficient evidence.

This study will folloI/'¡ the assumption of Beck

form of the AesclryJ-ean trilogy. Beck claims that

about the

in

the first play of an Aeschylean trilogy the
code (the Greek moral code) aJ-ways was violated(r)
The second play of the tri l-ogy, the ptay of
punishment. (ot ttrat transgression) . . . also
introduced a potentiaÌ transgression, whose
assessment set up the judgement scene of the third
pJ-ay ( 2 )
Both a judgement on the morality of the punishment
and, at the very end of thj-s third play , a
.harmonyt prevails. (3)
The persuasion to which oratory \,üas host made a
highly ef f ective tool ( for teachi-ng the moral
Iesson) which always \^¡as the prelude to the
homonoia and harmonia o'f his third play(4)

Beck cl-aims that Aeschylus thought in a pattern in which

homonoia saneness of mind, agreement in sentiment, unity,

unanimity is achieved by persuasion. (5)

In the version of the story of Orestes told by

Aeschylus, the death of Pelops had left t$¡o SonS, Atreus and

Thyestes, to dispute the succession. Pretending

reconciliation, Atreus invited Thyestes to a feast, where

Thyestes '!^tas served the fleSh of his own murdered children.

On discovering the crime, Thyestes cursed the House of

Pelops. With the death of Atreus, the succession passed to

his SOnS, Agamemnon and Menela6s, whg were married to

sisters, Helen and Klytaimestra. Paris, Son of Priam of

Troy, met Helen while visiting Menelaos and eloped witn her,

provoking the Tro jan Vrlar. The Greeks , under Agamemnon t s

leadership, assembled at Aulis, but vtere delayed by a storm.
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To abate the storm and procure a fair ¡¡ind, Agamemnon

sacrificed his daughter, Iphigeneia, whereupon the Greeks

sai l-ed. for Troy. Klytaimestra began an af f air wittr

AigistFros, a surviving son of Thyestes, sending her son,

Orestes, out' of the \nray to Phokis. The Greel< sack of the

Trojan templ-es on the successfut completion of the ten-year

Trojan War angered the gods The Agamemnon tells the story

of Agamemnonts return and murder by Klytaimestra and her

paramour, Aigisthos. The Libation Bearers tells of Orestes t

return and revenge-kifì-ing of his mother and Aigisthos with

the assistance of his sister, Elektra. The Eumenides

follows Orestes, pursued by his motfrers' avenging spirits,

the Erinyes, âs he flees to Delphi for purification;

regarding the purification as invalid, the Erinyes continue

to har ass orestes until, at the Athenian court of the

Areopagos, founded at this instance by Athena, h€ is tried

for matricide and acquitted.

The first use of peitho in the Agamemnon is at line 86.

In response to the beacon which signals the return of

Agamemnon, fires of sacrifice Ìrave been lit at the altårs of

the gbds. The Chorus asks Ktytaimestra

I¡lhat message used its Persuasion to make you
order sacrifice throughout the city?

( Agamemnon , B5-87, Lebeck)

The lines imply the possibility that the message is false,

and the rrpersuasionrr may therefore be tottards an end-result

which is unwarranted by the rrtruerr circumstances.
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At ì05-f06, the Chorus, referring to itself, expJ-ains

that, to quote Thomson,

an old man cannot fight., but he can sing
Hence his prowess is prowess. not in fighting,

but in singing; it consists, not of Bia,
bur of ne¿9¡Í ( 6 )

They sing:

since stil1 my
breatheth

â9€, inspired of the gods,

upon me Persuasion, the strength of song
(Agamemnon, 105-106, SmYth)

That is to

song, that

say

moves

that the quality, which is

an audience,.. is the power of

inherent in a

Peitho.

Pepe says of our next example

fn the Agamemnon there appears for the first time
a definitely bad type of peitho, i.e. the factor
of persuasion enters into the psychology of lruman
evi1. This does not mean that the previous
literary treatment of peitho had envisioned it as
a completely beneficent phenomenon. Removed from
an act.ive context, peitho stands as a bascial-ly
undj.fferentiated and ambivalent concept. Although
it was a divj-ne person, its efficacy and direction
were at the discretion of individual thinkers who
did not feel- themselves constrained t'o embrace any
canonical form of the idea. (7)

fn short, Pepe asserts Peitho to have been, before Aeschylus

composed the Agamemnon, a value-neutral- concept. This

matter will be taken up below. Pepets statement refers to

Iines about Paris of Troy and his abduction of Helen: Pepe

gives the relevant tines as

Force is employed by Peitho the persistent,
irresisti¡re child of her v¡hose planning
brings out the preliminary decree, Ate. (rrRuin" )

Al1 remedy is in vain.
(Agamemnon, 385-387, Fränkel)

edition givesThe Loeb

NO, he is driven on by perverse Temptation, the
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overmastering child of
and remedy is utterlY

(Agamemnon

Buxton provides

Banefu] Peitho, irresistibl-e child of Ruin-who-
plans-beforehand ,

forces him.
(Agamemnon, 3B5-386, Buxton)

"Temptation" is a conmon translation for peitho in these

lines. Buxton would have it that here ln¡e have 'rdeception

masquerading as peitho'r. (B) Pepe, more perceptively,

connects this ner^r genealogy for Peitho with

the f ragment of Alkman which macìe Peitho a
daughter of Prometheia. In one case she is the
chiLd of forethought, in the other of fore-
planning infatuation. In both cases she is
subservient to a pov/er which charts the course of
the future, selects a course of action, and
entrusts its execution to Peitho. (9)

To sum up the argument, Smyth implies, by translating peitho

aS I'Temptationn rattrer than the COnventional rrPerSuaSionrr ,

that v/e lrave a dif ferent concept here; Buxtolì sees the

passage aS "an exemplification of the divine po1¡¡er of Aterr

(rrRuinrr) (10) and rtPeitho the child of Ruinrr as a different

concept f rom I'healing Peitho" ( 11) ; Pepe settles t:t a value-

free Peitho, a persuasive act between two inaigäuafs which

can be for good or for iIl, where the act of being

persuaded, of allowing oneself to be persuaded, is

undertaken from a moral choice. (12)

In Hesiod, Peitho has a generaJ- function, being linl<ed

with other deities to conditions of human well-being;

Alkman t s Peitho is essent;lally simi lar ; in 7\nakreon (noted

designing Destruction ;
in vain.
385-387 , smyth)

in Chapter 3) Peitho may not be a force for good, but the
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context of t.he fragment is tost. Contemporary to Aeschylus,

Peitho is a force for good in Parmenides, and has no

unfavourable connotations in Pindar. There appears to be

titt le basis f or Pepe t s rrbascially undif f erentiated and

ambivalent concept'". On the other hand, it seems fair to

assume that v¡hen Aeschylus says 'rPej-Lhorr he does not mean

'rDeceptionrr or some-such for which there are otfrer words

in Greek but means to use the word as it. was generaì-ly

understood. On balance, Pepe '¡ould appear to have the right

of it: a person can be rrpersuaded'r to do good or to do

I¡/fOng;

of ô!e,

Peitho can act at the behest. of either Promathia or

as \^rell as of Aphrodite.

At 942, Klytaimestra is atlempting to talk Agamemnon

into an act of hubris: entering the palace over a ilred

carpet" of purple fabrics, thus treading valuable cloths

underfoot. She says: pithou, rrobeyrr , I'be persuadedrr .

Agamemnon chooses to give way. The usage here follows the

Homeric meaning of peitho-words.

In the Libation-Bearers , the chorus, in al-liance witn

Orestes in the deception of Klytaimestra and the Nurse,

cal-ls on various po!¡ers:

Now is the time for tricky Pei-t.ho to join in the
contest,
and for Hermes, god of eartlrts depths and of the
night ,
to vratch over these struggles with a sword.

( Libation-Bearers 726-729 , Buxt.on)

Again Peitho is used to cause Someone to act against their

best interest: the Nurse delivers a misleading message and

Aigisthos and Klytaimestra die at the hand of Orestes.
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Orestes. fleeing his motlrer t s Erinyes the rrFuf ies rr r.iho

pursue kin-slayers, takes sanctuary at Delphi at. the temple

of Apollo, r^¡ho instructs Orestes to go to Athens. The Court

of the Areopagos is founded by Athena for the purpose of

trying Orestes and subsequent murder cases and Orestes

is acquitted of matricide on the qrounds that the killing of

Klytaimestra was justifj-able ret.ribution for the murder of

Agamemnon and that there 'is no kin-relationship between

mother and chifd. The Erinyes stand for the rule of

vendetta, the blood-feud; Athena stands for trial- by jury,

the democratic administration of justice. Aeschylus uses

Peitho to reconcile the two principles.

The Erinyes are outraged by Orestes' acquittar,

claiming that traditional laws trave been dishonoured.

Athena prom]-ses t.he Erinyes a place in the neI^I order as the

retributive principJ-e underlying the justice of the polis.

Blinded by their anger, the Erinyes threaten the sterility

of the land which is the traditional consequence of the

failure to observe traditional law. Athena enjoins them to

"be persuaded by me" (794 and again at 8291. Finally Athena

invokes Peitho di rectly:

But if thou holdest sacred the majesty of Suasion,
the soothing appeasement and spell of my tongue

( Eumenides BB5-886, Smyth)

The Erinyes are persuaded, and become the Eumenides , the

Kindly Ones. Athena, in gratitude, cites the power

enabled the conversion:

I am grateful to Suasion that her glance kept
ever hratch oter my tongue and lips when

that
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I encountered thei-r fierce refusal.
(Eumenides, 970-972, SmYth)

Peitho has successfully reconcil-ed the retributive principle

of personal vendetta with the delil:erative ascertainment of

guitt or innocence of the democratic jury.

COMMENTS ON THE CONCEPTION OF PEITHO IN THE ORESTEIA.

Beck tells us

Peitho (Persuasion) , wtro was entirely evil and
deceitful in the Agamemnon, becomes in the
Eumenides a beneficent and r¿trolesome
pov/er r¿ielded by At.hena ...(1)

This is something of an oversimplification. The first

occurrence of Peitho in the Agamennon (35-87, cited above)

imp lies that Peitho does not alwavs attend on truth, that

one could be ,rpersuadedrr of something which is fa1se. The

second occurrence (Agamemnon l-05-106, cited above) is value-

neutral-, merely telling us that Peitho is what mal<es a

songts "message" convincing. At Asamemnon 385-387 (citeA

above) we do find Peitho being used for evit and deceitfut

ends. The irresistibfe compulsion attributed to peitho

recalls Pindarts t'lash of Peitho" (Pindar, Pvthian IV, 2L7-

2IB); the genealogy, descent from Ate, wlren one recaLls the

other genealogies attributed to Peitho, tells us how the

creeks at this period regarded their deities.

The genealogy given to a deity is an attempt to

describe a relationship between that deity and the other

XT
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deities cited in the genealogy. Greek deities were

conditions and processes r¿hich were perceived as affecting

the human condition: Zeus, the storm-god, Poseiclon , the

earthquake-god, Aphrodite , the goddess of sexual conjunction

and, by extension, -e¡ all- joining and mixture are

examples. Since the deities v¡ere often concepts, such as

Metis , 'rWisdofr" , or Dike, rrJusticerr , the genealogies of

these deities did not form an immutable religious canon, but

ü/ere perceptions of relationships between such concepts.

Peitho t.he child of Efg4êllfe, rrForethougÌrtr', and Peitho the

chi Id of Ate, I'Ruin-wtro-pJ-ans-beforehaDdt' 
, and Peitho the

attendant of Aphrodite , 'rJoining through Intercoursetr is

always still Peitho, rrshe-who-causes-one-to-obey-without-

physical-coerc ionr' . Where Aphrodite operates through

Peitho, the conjunction of different bodies is accomplished

without Bia, rrViolencerr : in erotic context , wit.hout rape.

Where PromatÌria operates through Peitho, the premeditated

course of action is accomplished witn "good orderrr and

rrsuccessrr. hlhere Ate operates through Peitho, the

premeditated course of action results in disaster for the

one on whom Peitho operates. But whatever motivates Peitho,

Peitho is perceived as a powerful process affecting the

human condition. Beck is simpJ-y wrong: Peitho is not

entirely evit and deceitful in the Agamemnon, but is used

for evil ends at 943 (cited aÌ:ove) subsequent to having been

cÏìaracterized as capable of being so employed at 385-387

(cited above).
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When Peitho is invoked i-n the Libation-BearerÊ, (726-

729, cited above) she is deceitful but used to accomplish a

justif iable end: retribution on the murderers of Agamenì.non.

If the act of retrit¡Ution had been finally judged to be a

transgression of the moral code as it v/as not then the

means to attaining the act, Peit.ho, might have been

characterized as rrevilrr. as the text stands, Peitho is here

said to be merely rrtrickyrr, value-neut.ral- because the moral-

validity of the retribution is not, at this point in the

tri logy, clear. The clarification comes in the Eumenides.

fn the Eumenides the moral validity of the act of

retribution of the Libation-Bearers is justified.

Subsequentl-y, the political control of the ad-ministration of
justice in a democratic polis is reconciled with traditional
retributive justice by means of Peitho, wlro is fêted by

Athena (Eumenides, 97O-972, cited above). Peitho is
portrayed as a f orce f or positive good, in resoJ-ving

potentially agonistic situatj-ons.

XIT

CONCLUSION.

In the early-fifth-century compositions of Pindar,

Parmenides, and Aeschyì-us v¡e have, for the f irst time, a

basis for comparing the concept of Peitho expressed by three

contemporary composers with each other and r¡ith earl-ier

tradition.
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Pindar t s conceptiòn of Peitho is, in essentials, that

of Hesiod, showing that the traditional conceptrion of Peitho

hras still a conventional view at thj-s period. Pindar r¡/as a

perf orming poet r¿ho promulgated the traditional values of

his society; he does not appear to have posed questions, or

provided anshrers, about how the cosmos 1^¡as organised, or how

society shoul-d govern itself . He was content to express the

mores which i¡/ere accepted as norms by his patrons. Pindar

perceived Peitho as an inherent quality of certain persons

to command attention, a I'charismâ, tt * an abi lity to compel-

obedience in those persons subject to its influence. To the

person who is the obiect of Peitrro t s po\^/er, Peitho is

perceived as an irresistible compulsion, although it is not,

in fact, necessarily successful. And in Pindar we meet wittr

Peitho as a means of achieving a desired end: a

ttpersuasiverr means.

In Parmenides, too, Peitho is a deliberately-exercized

means of achieving an end: justice can be influenced by

persuasion, vhich is the power inTrerent in truth. Foltowing

Hesiod, Parmenides portrayed Peitho as a cosmic power

beneficial to mankind, but Parmenides raised Peitho to the

status of the overall- governor of the sensible cosmos;

Peitho causes the things of the sensibte world. to have

* FoIlowing The Concise Oxfo rd nictionarv: rra divinely
f ol- Iorn¡ersconf erred porrer or talent; capacity

rnrith devotion and enthusiasmrr.

t.o inspire
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the appearance that tlreY do. Peitho is a universal-

principle governing

humankind. This an overarchi-ng norm of

"persuasion" r¡/as prObabrly a response tO the omnipresent bia,
I'violencerr , in Magna -Graecian political- life. Parmenidest

emphasis on Peitho is cert.ainly in contrast to the absence

of concepts involving viol-ence or the implication of

viol-ence in his work.

The ptace of Aphrodite-Peitho as the dominant deity of

Parmenides is taken by Zeus in Aeschylus, and Athena 1S, Ìn

the Oresteia, the representative of zeus. Peitho is the

means by which Athena operates. Aeschylus attempted to

reconcile the opposing values of a society which v/as

changing its political and social norms and knevl it. Within

a period of I00 years, Athens had moved f rom traditiona-l-

aristocratic rule to "popularrr aristocratic rule ( tyran.ny )

to middle-cIass democracY. Peitho in AeschyJ-us, is the

means by which opposing claims about ttow the Society should

conduct its affairs can be reconciled. Which brings the

Peitho of Aeschylus very cl-ose indeed to the Pei ho of

Parmenicles.

It is in the earLy 5th centurY that Peitho has become a

political concept , a means of solving political probJ-ems.

It is in the early 5th century that Pej-tho is first used in

contexts which consistdntly allow the word to be rendered as

I'Persuasionl in English. This meaning co-exist's wi-tn the

the physical

appeal to

world and the affairs of

older meaning of the pol¡ter to command obedience which is an
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inherent quality certai¡r persons. There is a seriousof

inprobì-em involved these conceptualizations :

If nothing can be denied to Peitho, how can
person who acts under persuasion he said to
',¡i l-lingfyz This problem v¡as picked up
Gorgias and became one of the seminal- ideas of
o\^/n theory of rhetoric. (1)

the
act
by

his
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CHAPTER 5

SOME COMMENTS ON EMPEDOKLES.

THE HISTORTCAL BACKGROUND

Empeclokles \^/as a Sicilian Greek, a somewìrat younger

Contemporary of Parmenides, whose pupil the tradition

aSSertS him to have been. The traditional biograpl"ry of

Empedokles j-s abJ-y suilìmarized by Guth rie, Kirk and Raven,

and Wright.(1) SriefIy, the tradition informs us that

EmpedokleS r¡/as a phi tOSopher-Sage , Seer , wonder-v/Orker , and

a democrat involved in the struggle against tyranny and

o 1 igarchy .

I4egne Graecia general.ly, incJ-uding Sicily, \¡ias

politically unstable in the 5th century B.C. Tyrannies rose

and fe11, being reptaced by otigarchies or democracies. The

internaL politicaL tensions created by the constant

manoeuvering of wOuld-be "Ieaders of the peopterr tO attain

autocratic political po\¡ter in conflict with both the

proponents of oligarchical rule and the supporterS of

democracy exacerbated the tensions between the various

sections of the community. The inter-polis connections of

the aristocracy and the increasing gulf between rich and

poor in these economicaì-Iy prosperous communities probably

contributed to the endemic political instabitity. (2)

I
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II

THE LIFE OF BMPEDOKLtrS

Kirk and Raven provide a most concise sunmary of the

tradition which surround.s the tife of Empedokles:

Empedocles, Iike Pythagoras and Heraclitus, \¡¡as a
favourite subject for apocryphaÌ biographical
tales. A considerabte number of them, drawn from
numerous sources, are preserved by Diogenes. For
the nost part. they are concerned either witfr his
political activities or v¡itfr his death, and it is
the former group alone which may perhaps contain a
germ of truth. He is said to have been an ardent
democrat, to have broken up some otherv/ise unknown
organization called the Thousand, and to have
refused the king-ship of his city (see Diogenes
Laertius VIII, 66 and 63, DK3IAI). Here at least
v¡e do seem to have something other than a
misguided embellishment of his ol¡/n words in his
poems; indeed v¡e might al,most concl-ude f rom his
þoems that his views rtere aristocratic rather than
democratic. It would be unwise, however, to
accept even these stories at their face value;
they do no more than testify to a probably genuine
tradition that as a democrat he took a leading
part in the politics of his city. He htas
evidently also an accomplished orator: Aristotle,
in his tost dialogu e Sophist , apparently cal-Ìed
him the inventor of rhetoric (Diog. L. VIII 57,
DK3IAI), and Gorgias is said to have been his
pupi 1. FinalJ-y, his f ame as a doctor , which is
suggested by his o\^¡n words in f ragment j.l-2, is
proved by the numerous references to him in later
medicaL writings. (1)

Empedokles t f toruit v/as probably about the middle of

the 5th century B.C.
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III

THE POEMS OF EMPEDOKLES.

Fragments of tvro of Empedokles poems survive. The poem

entitled On Nature is a cosmology, whiJ-e thatconventional-lY

known aS the Purifications is concerned with the soul-.

There is

relationshi-p

considerabte schol-arly conf l-ict about the

between the thought of the two poems ' a

r"¡hich is effectively oul-]ined by Guthrie(1) and

by Kirk and Raven:

controversy

sunmarized

The dependence of EmPedokles t

Parmenides is v¡etl--displayed by

expressed by Kirk and Raven:

On the basis of the fragments alone it
j.s possible to reconstruct the system of
Empedoctes wittr greater confidence than most of
the Presocratic philosophers all-ow. The chief
difficulty in his case is of quite a different
order. Whereas the poem Qn Nature is primarily
concerned to give a physical explanation of the
universe and its contents, and in the process
seems to leave no room for an immortal soul-, the
Purifications is based upon the Pythagorean belief
in transmigration. The resulting conflict betvreen
the tl^ro poems has been resolved, iû modern times,
in a variety of !\¡ays. [,]hi te some scltolars ,

including both zeller and Burnet, are conteilt to
conclude that Empedocles held simultaneously
beliefs that are not only incompatibte but
actually contradictory, others have argued that
the t\^/o poems must belong to separate stages of
Empedocles t life whil-e the former of these t\^¡o
vièws is far preferable to the latter, it still
J-ays undue stress upon the alleged incompatibil-ity
of the two poems. (2)

work on the thought of

Guthrie(3) and concisetY

Empedocles was not only complying'øitn the
Parmenidean canons but doing so consciously and
deliberately. It might even be maintained that
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this compliance is the basis of Empedocl-es t

system; for these few fragments, besides affording
an eloquent indícation of Empedocles' dependence
on Parmenldes, can be made to serve also as an
introduction to his cosmol-ogy.

Parmenicles had maintained that reality cannot come
from unreality nor pluratity from an original
unity. Empedocres meets both demands
simultaneously. There never was, he replies, âû
originat unity; there were rather four eternally
distinct substances, zeus, Hera, Aidoneus and
Nestis, or Fire, Air, Earth and Water. These
bet\^reen them fil-1 the whol-e of space, leaving no
place in the universe for the non-existent void.
All- things consist of these el,ements, or
irreducible forms of matter, iri various
proportions. I¡llren a thing is said to come into
existence or to perish, all that has really
happened is that one temporary combination of
these i-ndestructible elements has been dissolved
and another been establ-ished. Change in fact is
nothing but a re-arrangement; and to account for
the mot.ion in space which aLone could effect such
a restiuff J-ing, tr^ro motive forces, Love and Strife,
take their place along r^¡itfr the el-ements as the
only ultimate realities. so al1 four of the
parmenidean demands are duly met, and already, irt
meeting them, Empedocles has evolved the
essentials of his system. In f oJ-lowing his
cosmotogy through the peculiar cycle which he
imposed upon it, 'úIe sharl be merel-y firring in the
details of an outline that has already emerged- (4)

This study v¡ill accept the view of Kirk and Raven that

there is littte, if ârY, "incompatabiJ-ity'r between the two

poems. The study witl assert that Empedokl-es is concerned,

views asin part,

expressed

Empedokles

hexameters. His

forced than

difficutty

language is

to re-state and clarify Parmenidest

in the "ûùay of Seemingrr.

\¡rrote i-n the epic tradition,

composition is, however, freer

Parmenides t ; the sage appears to have had

in expressing himself than Parmenides,

1n

and

eprc

less

less

whose

notoriousl-y dif f icult and obscure.
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IV

EMPEDOKLES AND PARMENIDES

Contemporary schol-arship is

a fundamental difference bet'"¡een

the former's faíth in theivatidity

unanimous in ascribing, as

Empedokles and Parmenides,

of sense-perception as a

the fatterts supposed

1S
to

reliable guide to the truth and

rejection of that path to knoweldge. So, Guthrie:

Parmenides' outright condemnation of the senses
countered by the claim that all alike are aids
knowledge and none is to be preferred. (l)

Also, Kirk and Raven:

One of the first questions Empedocles had to
tackl-e r^ras rrhether or not the senses are a
reliabl-e guide to the truth. In these important
verses, which are shown by the rest of the
fragment to come from the introduction to the
poem, hê is as deliberately contradicting
Parmenides as he is elsewhere obeying him.
Clearly the sort of cosmology on which he is about
to embark demands, âs indeed any cosmology must,
faith in the validity of sense-perception. So
far, therefore, f rom folJ-owing Parmenides in his
condemnation of the senses, hê instructs his
readers to make ful1 but discriminati-ng use of
them, taking care to employ eactr sense for the
appropriate purpose. ( 2)

This assertion of a contradiction of Parmenides by

be rememberedEmpedokles is open to some criticism: it r¿iIl-

that it hras shown above that Parmenides did not reject the

validity of sense-perception. When Parmenides spoke of rrhow

seeming things it was required acceptably that they be al-1
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indeed being" ( Parmenides I , 3l--33 ) that is , appearances

must rrave reality - he vras asserting the validity of sense-

perception. Parmenides merel-y asserted that the

intell-ectual perception of rt iSrr I¡/aS a neceSSary Condition

f or an understanding of the sensibl-e cosmos. when

Empedokles states that

Itisimpossibtefortheretobeacominginto
existence from that which is not, and for what
existstobecompletelydestroyedcannotbe
ful-f i lled, nor is to be heard of ; f or when and
whrere it is thrust, then and there it will bre.

(Empedokl-es, 12 (B), I¡Iright)

he is affirming Parmenides t conclusion about the nature of

ilisw in the ,tv,lay of Truthtt. sj-nce schotars whto have

asserted that Parmenides denied the validity of sense-

perceptj.on are manifestly incorrect, it is also manifestty

incorrect to perceive Empedokles t posit.ive assertion of the

valiclity of sense-perception as a contradit ion of the

parmenidean position. Empedokles is re-stating the

Parmenidean position in terms which are l-ess dlfficult' and

obscure than Parmenidest own compositions. Where Parmenides

as is affirmed by the schol-arly consensus on Ìris Style

was depend&nt on traditional epic imagery, of re-workings of

it,forhiscomposition,Empedoklesappearstohavebeen

relieved of many of such formal consüaints on the langauge

availabte to lrim, possibry by the increasing use of \^rritten

Ianguage bY the time of his ftoruit.

Empedoktes was tess concerned to explain the

intellectual perception of the cosmos , Parmenides t rrway of

Trutfr'r, than he ltas concerned to explain the cosmos as
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perceived by the senses: Parmenides "Way of Seeming". And

here Empedokles does differ from Parmenides, in that he

replaces, âs the basic stu.ff of the cosmos, Parmenides t

phenomena, "Lighttr and rrNight", with the sullstances,rrFlrerr,
ilWAtef * , ,,g¿¡¡¡,, , ' and uAif [. FOf pafmenideS, the

proposition that the cosmos \¡ras an unchanging unity

clranges which are perceived

would

in theonly be maintained if the

sensible cosmos \^rere on}y apparent, a function of phenomena

rather than substances.

of the physical cosmos

For Empedokles, tlre essential unity

could be maintained if his four

elements coutd be shown to be indestructabl-e, û€ither

perishing nor coming-into-existence; as Parmenides had shown
i

that becoming and passing-away were J-ogicaIly impossible,

Empedokles had merely to re-state Parmenidest proof:

A twofol-d tal-e I shall tel-I: at one time it grew
to be one only from many, and at another again it
divided to be many from one. There is a double
birth of what is mortal, and a doubte passing
a\ray; for the uniting of all- things brings one
generation into being and destroys it, and the
other is reared and scattered as they are again
being divided. And these things never cease their
continual exchange of position, ât one time atl-
coming together into one through love, ât another
again being borne ar¡/ay from each other by strifets
repulsion. (So, insofar as one is accustomed to
arise from many) and many are produced from one as
it is again being divided, to this extent they are
born and have no abiding life; but insofar as they
never cease their continual exchang€, so far they
are forever unaltered in the cycIe.

But come, hear my words, for learning brings an
increase of wisdom. Even as I said before, when I
$Ias stating the range of my discourse, a t\./ofol-d
tale I shall tell-: at one time it gres/ to be one
only from many, and at another again it divided to
be many from one fire and water and earth and
measuretess height of air, with pernicious strife
apart from these, matctred (to them) in every
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direction, and love anong them, their equal in
length and breadth. Contemplate her with the
mind, and do not sit staring dazed; slre is
acknowledged to be inborn also in the bodies of
men, and because of her their thought.s are
friendty and they work together, giving her the
nanne Joy, as well 4s Aphrodite. No mortal has
perceived l-ìer as she whirls alnong them; clo you
though attend to the progress of my argument,
which does not mislead.

AIÌ these are equal and of like â9€, but each iras
a different prerogative, and its particular
character, and they prevail in turn as the time
comes round. Moreover, nothing comes to birth
Iater in addition to th.ese, and tìlere is no
pass ing aI¡/ay , f or i f Lhere $/ere continuous Iy
perishing they would no longer exist. And what
would increase this whofe, and. from where would it
come? Ho\^/ would it ne completely destroyed, since
nothing is v¡ithout them? No, these are the only
real things, but as they run through eactr other
they become different objects at different times,
yet they are throughout forever the saJne.
' (Empedokles, B, 17, Wright)

That is to sây, aII perceptible things are composed of

the four elements, eacÌt thing being composed of these

elements in differing proportions. The four elements

together, in their entirety, form the one, the cosmos. The

increase or decrease,cosmos cannot , following Parmenides,

it cannot become

constituent

greater or less than itself, so neitfier can

its elements come-into-being or pass-avtay.

It is necessary to note that the prime movers of the

sensibl-e

Aphrodite,

cosmos were conceived by Empedokles to be

rrLovetr , and N_e:icqÊ, rstrife". Aphrodite is

responsible for the mixture, Or joining-together of the

elements in order to form the objects which are perceptibte

in the sensible u¡orld, wÏriIe Neikos is responsible for the

disintegration of the objects of the sensible world into the
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basic elenents. In other words, Aphrodite is responsible

for apparent coming-into-existence, while Neikos is

responsible for apparent passing-away. There is, in

Parmenides t thought, a complete absence of concepts

invoJ-ving violence or the implication of viol-ence. For

Empedokles, Neikos is as necessary to the function of the

sensible cosmos as is Aphrodite. For Parmenides, all the

appearances of the sensibre world are the responsibirity of

Aphrodite-Peitho: rrthe goddess who steers alt things"

(Parmenides, L2) . Compare Empedokles:

f rom the combining of \^/ater, eartfr, air and
sun came the forms and color of mortal things
which have no\^r arisen, f itted together by
Aphrodite.

(Enpedokles, 60, (7I) Wright)

f t is apparent that Parmenides t steers\^/oman and the

Aphrodite of Empedokles are the same figure witn the sarne

general functions, except that Empedokles has added Neikos

to hj-s schema to explain death, decay and dissolution. The

Aphrodite-Peitho of Parmenides is the Aphrodite of

EmpedokJ-es. For Parmenides, one prime mover is sufficient

for the sensible cosmos and the objects of the sensible

cosmos are mere appearance caused by the mixture of the

phenomena, ttlightrr and ltNighttt . Empedokl-es , Ìlo'*rever , hetd

that his cosmos, where

There is no part of the whole that is empty or
overful-I

(Empedokles, I0 (13) wright)

and the elements, themselves neither coming-into-being nor

passing-al¡/ay,
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lrlhen they have been mixed in the form of a man and
come to tfie air, or in the form of the race of
wi }d animals , or of pl-ants , or of birds , tlten
peopre say that this is to be born, and when they
separate, they call this again ill-fated death

(Empedok1es, l3 ( 9 ), I¡,Iright)

fulf if led the conditions of the Parmenidean rrisrr. The

acldition of a second prime-mover does not affect the

integrity of Empçdokles t model and explains, iri terms at

once physical and moral, how the SubstanceS of the elements

act together to produce the format.ion and dissotution of t.he

things of the sensible cosmos. Parmenides hel-d that

'rpersuasive truth.r' \^Ias a sufficient cond.ition for unity and

"Strif err Ìras no pl-ace in his cosmos. For Empedokles, the

function of rrl,overr is to join things; the function of

trstrif e" is to force things apart. Aphrodite, the

Aphrodite-Peitho of Parmenides, is responsible for unity;

Neikos is responsible for disunity. Both are motivating

forces in Empedoklest cosmos. And these motivating forces

are not value-neutral: the Sage refers tO rrstrifetS hatesrl

(Empedokl-es, I6, Wright) , rrevj-I strifesrr (Empedokles, 26 ,

V,Iright), 'rperfect loverr (Empedokles, 47, wright), rrbaneful

strifer' (Empedokles, 77, Wright), 'rthe perfect harbours of

Aphroditer' ( Empedokl-es, B3 , Wright ) . Neikos is the rrbadrr

principte of the cosmos, Aphrodite is the ttgoodrr principle.

Against Parmenides t notion that '!persuasive truthrt

could bring " justice and 1a'",¡rr to men, Empedokles , more

realistical-Iy, regarded rrstriferr as a necessary eviI. Both,

however, celebrate the positive power of Aphrodite-Peitho.
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CONCLUSIONS.

There is onl1" one reference to peitho in Empedokres:

It is not possible to bring (the divine) close
r¡itnj-n reach of our eyes or to grasp him with the
hands, by which the broadest path of Persuasion
for men leads to the mind.

(Empedokles, 96 ( 133 ) Il'lright)

Here Empedokles states that the divine can only be grasped

intellectually, unlike other knowledge, which is more easity

comprehended, âS it is based on data provided by Sensory

perception. I'Peithorr is used to describe the process of

comi ng-to-understand . This view of Peitho recalls

ParmenideS: rrPersuasion attends on truth" ( Parmenides , 2 ,

5 ) : it demonstrates that for Empedokles, aS for Parmenides,

Peitho is the power to convince by logical argument. Since

for the Greeks at this time, it was not regarded as possibLe

to ilkno\¡¡il a falsehood, as Guthrie reports ( 1) , Peitho is

connected only witfr I'truen propositions for Empedokles. Of

Aphrodite Empedokì-es says:

Contemptate her with the mind.
(Empedokles, B (17) wright)

That is, Aphrodite is the divine, unknowable by sensory

perception. Peitho isrrtrue argumentrr bY means of which

rftruLhrr is grasped, oT an aspect of truth; the relationship

is similar t'o Peitho as an aspect of Aphrodite in Hesiod'

\/

And it r,¡as shown above that the Aphrodite of Empedokles is
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to be identified with the rrsteerswomanrr of Parmenides. The

Hesiodic Aphrodite-Peitho is the prime-mover of Empedokles'

cosmos. However, it must be stressed that pei-tho is an

aspect of Aphrodite. Perhaps the notion should properly be

expressed âs, Peitho is the \nIaY in which Aphrodi-te acts:

peitho is not a synonyrn for Aphrodite. Empedokles employs a

number of synonylns f or Aphrodite: Kypris, rtCYPrusrr

Aphrodite's traditional place of origin; Phi lotes ,

"Friendship"; Gethosuné ÍJoyrt ; and Harmonla nunionrr.

Peitho is conceived as a po\^Ier inherent in the concept' of

Aphrodite. It Rây, then, b€ concluded in summary, that the

prime-mover of Empedokles' cosmos is to be identified witft

the prime-mover of Parmenidest cosmos, and that peitno is an

important characteristic of that prime-mover-

It remains to discuss the political implications of

Empedoklest philosophy, bearing in mind the received

tradition that Empedokles had a bias in favour of democracy,

and also recalling that, as Guthrie says:

for Empedokles the moral and religious order
v/as as important as the physical . . . (21

It ütas shown above that Empedokles t prime-movers Aphrodite

and NeikoS , are f ar f rom being value-f ree .concepts:
Aphrodite is rrgoodrr ; Neikos is rrbadrr. Applying these

concepts to the political institutions of Empedokles t

period, it is possible to reconstruct the reasoning behind

his political atti-tude.

Tyranny and oligarchy are politicatly divisive: in a

tyranny the full means to political decision-making are
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restricted to one person only, the tyrant, v/hile in an

oligarchy the fuf:- means to political decision-making are

monopolized by an éfite group. Under both systems of

government the butk of the populace are exclucìed from the

means to potitical. decision maì<ing. The polis is divided
)

into those with political pol¡Ier and t.hose r"¡i-thout: th€

polis demonstrates a state of political disunity. The

underJ-ying fund.amental pol¡/er causing disunity, Neikos , is
rrbadtr . Therefore, tyranny and oligarchy are rrbadrr . On the

other hand, democracy gives ful-l political rights to all

citizens*, and no citizen j.s excluded from the means to

poJ-iticat decision-making. All citizens are politicaJ-1y

equal ; there is only one poì-itical class: the polis

exhibits a state of unity. The underlying fundamental power

causing unitY, Aphrodite, is rtggodrr . Therefore, democracy

is ttgssfltt. In practice, Aphrodite is at !üork in the non-

democratic polis , causing a tendency to\^tards democracy,

tov/ards unity, whi Ie Neikos is at work in the democratic

poIis, causing a tendency towards oligarchy or tyranny,

towards disunity.

Now, .Empedokles clearly asserts that understanding the

nature of the cosmos brings witfr it the poh/er to maniputate

phenomena( 3 ) :

You will learn remedies for il1s and help against
old âg€, since for you alone shall I accomptish
all- these things. You r,¡ilt check the force of
tireless winds, wÏticlr sr^Ieep over land and destroy

* The Greek concept
Introduction.

of citizen is discussed in the
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fields with their blasts; and again, if you wisht,
you wil-1 restore compensating breezes. After
bl-ack rain you v¡il-l bring dry v/eather in season
f or men, ancì too afler sufiìmer dryness yotl wi Il
bring tree-nourishing showers (which live in air),
and you wil-t tead from Hades the life-force of a
dead man.

(Empedokl-es, l0I, (f1r) wright)

It is therefore clear that trmpedokles asserts tlre

possibliity of resisting, def eatíng, Neikos , whj-cÏr 1Sor

responsible for death. AS this is So, the anti-democratiC

force for disunity in the polis can be combatted, and pro-

democratic politicat action is legitimat.ed.
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CHAPTER 6

PEITHO IN LATE 5TH CENTURY ATHENS

I

INTRODUCTION

Thj.s clrapter wi 11 examine the conceptions of Peitho

expressed l:y a number of composers i¡ho v/ere ContemporarieS

in the 2nd half of the 5th century B.C. at Athens. They are

the ptalr\^rrights SophokJ-es ( 495-406 ) and Euripides ( 480-¿06 ) ;

the fristorians Herodotos (484-424) and Thoukydides (47I-

40f ) ; the philosopher Demokritos (406-36I) ; and the sophi-st

Gorgias ( 4BO-3S5 ) . ( I ) It is intended to present a

representative selection of the occurrences of peitho-words

from the extant r¿orks of each of these composers in an

effort to discover how each of them perceived Peitho. A

general view 9f the way in vrhich Peitho was perceived in

this period wilt be deduced, and the reasons for this

perception wilt be retated to the historicat context of the

Ìatter half of túe 5th centurY B.C.
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fI

A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF

ATHENS IN THE 5TH CENTURY B.C.

The Greek defeat of the Persians, and the pre-eminetrt

part played by Athens in that defeat, changed the nature of

political rel-ationships in Greece generally, and in Athens

in particular. The unity of the Greek r¿orId had been

expressed i-n rivalry both in peacetime , for example, ât the

various religious ga¡nes , and in r¿arfare. The Persian

invasion changed the workings of this rival-ry by provoking a

large-Scale alliance to resist it, and paved the $/ay for the

At.henian hregemony. ( I ) The mi Iitary successes of the

fledgeling democracy at Athens legitimated the democratic

form of government. MiJ-itary usefulness in effect defined

citizenship: the military was the assembly under-arms. The

citizen r¡¡as, by definition, a warrior; the r,/arrior was, by

definition, a citizen. As Vernant puts it:

Military organisation is continuous with, and an
extension of, civic organisation the city is a
community of vtarriors ( 2 )

This community arrived at political decisions collectively.

For some time, until the rise to influence of Kleon in 429

8.C.,

The nobles remained the sole repositories
prestige and power, but from the time
Kleisthenes onwards they had to win support
arguing for it against their rivats in front

of
of
by
of
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the peopl-e rather tlran being able to count on
support automaticall-Y( 3 )

from a ctientship. Thus the voting on Athenian policy

decisions, including decisions about war and peace, \Àras

determined by the rank and file of the polis' armed forces,

inc luding , by the late 450s B. C. , tÌìe thetes the lov/est

income class, who served as rornlers in the navy' (4)

From this time until the Spartan victory over Athens at

the end of the Peloponnesian war in 404 B.c. (5), the

Athenian aSsembly consistentty voted in favour of the

expansion and maintenance of Athenian hegemony, by warfare

if necessary. Active service provided the poorer citizens

witfr an income, and the fruits of victory \^/ere profitable.

The v/ealthier citizens and the older families, the '$¡ould-be

oligarchs, on whom the burden fell of providing l-iturgies,

capital levies for warships and other community needs,

tended to be anti-war and pro-Spartan. The conflict between

rich and poor witfrin the polis had developed another

dimension, involving external policies as r¿el-L as internal

politics.

The growth of democracy led to increasing importance

being pl-aced on Success in public debate, oD the ability to

s$/ay the assembly to!ùards a particular decision- The

sophists began to teach the techne, skil-I, of ef f ective

public speaking. The informal éfite who dominated the

Athenian assernbLy depended for their prestige and influence

in the community and the assembl-y on their abi lity to

persuade the assembled populace. As Buxton says

rj

ìt

t
,!.

'ú

'
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Faith in public argument lay at the rool- of the
Athenian democracy. It is no coincidence that the
short-lived law forbidcling. the teaching of the art
of words ( Àdyr..,v f{,ay¡v y'¡ steiaxeuvl was passed
not under the democracy but under the lrrief regime
of the Thirty Tyrants. (6)

The importance of public debate meant that the

succeed in public debate l¡/as highly prized.

coul-dtechrnique of succeeding ln public debate

to learn it.

establ i shed

utterances,

ability to

If the

be taught,

The élite,

status and

resented the

numbers of men would willingì-y pay

wlro tended to clepend on their

prestige to give weight to their

ef f ective use of the ne\^/ technique, which

status witnin t-he po\'üer of anyone witn the

for instruction in rhetoric so l-ong as Athens

put political

abi l-ity to pay

remained under

democratic government. The teaching of rhetor j-c i-tself

became a subject

power r¡hich gives

importance.

for political debate. And Peitho, the

rhetoric its effectiveness, gained IN

III

PEITHO TN SOPHOKLES.

Of the few occurrences of the noun pe j-tho in Sophokles,

t!,/o appear in fragments quoted by Plutarch. Taken out of

their intended Contexts, it is uncertain hot¡ these fragments

r^rere intended to be understood '¡ithin the plays (whichever

they were) that they came from.
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the Peitho of evil deeds makes its
( Pl-utarch, Life of Ataxerxes

way quickì-y
28 , FR. B7O )

as Pepe expJ-ains

The Greek stresses the evit itself not as the
end but as the source of persuasion This is

a general notion, the attraction of evil
itself , an attracF.ion which v/as seen to function
in terms of Tf eLAr"S ( I )

The second fragment states

Awful is the face of Peitho
( Plutarch, De Herodoti Mariqnitate , 854)

that peitho isand apparently tells us nothing more than

impressive.

Erotic Peitho figures in tlre Trachines within a magical

context. Deianira, the wife of Herakles, finding that her

hûsband has fatlen in love with lole, sends him a robe

steeped in what she believes to be a love-charm: the liquid

is in fact a poison. The chorus, unkowing of the mistake,

declares its approval:

Thence may he come full of desire steeped in love
by the Jpecious device of the robe on which
Persuasion hath sPread her charm.

(SophokJ-es, Trachiniae, 660-662, Jebb) (2)

As Pepe says, rrPeitrro here contributes to the magical

aspects of love", (3) met witrr in Pindarts Pvthian IV

(Chapter 4, Section VI) and the magical necl<lace presented

to Pandora by Hesiodts Peitho (chapter 2, section III).

The El-ektra presents us witrr another type of Peitho.

Klytaimestra has claimed that AgamemnontS death v¡as

accompl-ished with the aid of Dike, rrJustice" ' rn her

response , El-ektra asserts:
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There was no justice in it;
'twas the lure (Peitho)

Of a vile wretch that hurried thee along
Thy lover t s.

( Sophokles , E.l-ektra , 56l_-562 , Storr )

Erotic Peitho is here conflated v/ith Peitho as the result of

persuasive speech. The relationship between Klytaimestra

and Aegisthus \^/aS an erotic, adulterous union; as a product

of thi-s rel-ationship Klytaimestra is responsive to the

verbal Suggestion Of her paralngur. rrThus she v/as not an

agent of justice but only responding to her own

psychological state" . ( 4) Peitho is not here presented as an

irresistilnfe force, but as a pov/er to which response is

voluntary: the person persuad.ed is held to be responsibte

for hís or her actions.

Philoktetes is a play t'in which Sophokles explores the

various means whiCh men can adopt to secure the ends

they desire" . ( 5 ) The means highlighted are Bia, rrForcerr ;

Dolos , I'Deceit,' , and Peitho, rrPersuasionrr . Phi loktetes , the

custodian of the bow and arrows of Herakles, had been

marooned by the Greeks when en route to TroY. An oracle

tells the Greeks that without Phil-oktetes and the bow Troy

will not be taken. Odysseus and Neoptolemos ' the Son of

Achiltes, are sent to bring Philoktetes to Troy. Odysseus

outtines their strategy:

Entangle Philoctetes bY deceit.

Neoptolemos replies:

Irlhy not persuade him rather than deceíve?

To which Odysseus resPonds:

't.
¡



Bia is useless because Phil-oktetes possesses the bow: no

explicit explanation is given in the play for the rejection

of Peitho. In the event Dolos, Bia, and Pei-tho are a1l

resorted to in the course of the action of the play. The

"dist.inction bet\^/een Peitno and doLos is maintained

t.hroughout the PIaY. " (6) Peitho is apparently rejected as a

potentiall-y successfuf strategy by odysseus because

peitho is trr. resutt of a straight-f orward
Fresentation of a case A person is persuaded
when he is tol_d the truth and responds to it
without any physical coercion The Philoctgtes
tike parrneniãe! t "way of persuasionfr recognizes
only one kind of peitho, ví2. j-nfluence obtained
by truthful language. (7)

Because Phi loktetes has been maltreated bl': the Greeks ,

Odysseus regards him as not amenable to Peitho, which is

treated as strictty distinct from Dolos throughout the PlaY.

The play ends with the deified Herakles appearing to enioin

Persuasionts vai-
( SoPhokles ,

Tlree I cannot di
( SoPhokles ,
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n, and f orce of no avai l-.
Philoktetes , lOl-I03 , Storr )

Philoktetes to go to Troy; Philoktetes

sobey (.ruÐ"¿aro
responds:

)

Phi loktetes I447, Storr. )

peitho has been slrown, bY way of the fail-ure of both Bia and

Dolos, to be the only valid means to influence ends'

Response to Peitho is a voluntary decisíon based on the

truth of a case. concurrently, the Ìast-cited quotation

demonstrates that the Homeric sense of "obey" is stiI1

present in the use of peitho-words.
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fV

SOPHOKLES' CONCEPTION OF PEITHO

It can, thren, bê concluded that sophokJ-es conceived of

peitho as a powerful force, and not always a force for the

good: a force r¡hich can be magically* induced. The

response to Peitho is voluntary and requires a

predisposition to be influenced by Peitho. Peitho is a form

of obedience for v¡hich one is personaJ-Iy responsible; when

produced by a knowledge of the true facts of a case, it is

the best means of inftuencing personS to a desired end.

Clearly, Sophokles distinguishes bett¡een peitho induced

by evil itself or for evil purposes and Peitho which follol'rs

on truth. The latter , rrgoodrr , Peitho is not , however , the

aIl-poü/erful governor of the cosmos of Parmenides, but' a

rrbest possiblett means to an end.

EURIPIDES ' USE OF PEITHO.

Buxton tells us

V

Euripides is a dramat j.st of bewi ldering variety
and puzzling contradictoriness. Far more than
Aischytos or soprrokles, he defies reduction to a
simple formula. (1)

* Magic: follor¿ing Lessa & Vogt, ttâ variety of ritual
automaticallY or
supernatural means't. ( I )

methods wherebY events can be
mecÏranisticallY inf luenced b1r
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There are, Ìrowever, consistencies in Euripi-des t thought as

expressed in his plays. Euripides t consistent-ly

unfavourable depiction of Peitho, may, as Pepe suggests,

indicate a growing dissatisfaction not only witft
that traditional idea of peitfro but r¿ith the ne\^/
prominence attached to it by fifth centuiy
thinkers. (2)

Despite the uniformly disapproving depictions of Peitho in

Euripidest work, Lhere are differences in the Inlay in which

Peitho is portrayed. In the Helen, Menelaus says t,hat he

cannot know if Helen has remained chaste while residing in

Egypt. He1en asserts:

Rest sure, unsullied hath my couch been kept

Menetaus repties:

Of this wlrat proof ? (Peitho)
(Euripides, Helen , '195-796, tüaY)

This banteri-ng reply implies that e-er'!hq cannot function

without empirical evidence. There is no way by which

Menelaus can verify the truth of Helents statement,

therefore he cannot be persuaded of its veracity. Again

Peitho is portrayed as a characteristic of truth, where

truth can be understood as 'empiricalty verifiable factt.

The passage highlights a type of case where Peitho cannot

function, a timitation of Peithots power and usefulness.

Agamennon, in the I I ia at Aul s , is ind.uced to

sacrifice his daughter, Iphigeneia, to appease the wrath of

the goddess Artemis. To bring rphigeneia to the place of

sacrifice he writes a lying tetter t'o her mother
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Klyta j-mestra, saying that lphigeneia is to be married to

Achilles. Agamemnon says

Yea,
Such

this I counl-ed should persuade my wife
framing of feigned spousals for the maj-d

Pepe

(Euripides, Iphiqeneia at Aul-is, 104-l-05,
way )

claims that'rPeitho is here equivalent to delusion

since it is achieved by outright falsehood". ( 3 ) Pei ho is

in this passage, based, not on empiricalty verified facts,

but on a deliberate lie.

The Troades, presents us'øitfr another significance of

Peitho. After the capture of Troy, Helen has spoken i¡l her

defense to Menelaus; the chorus of Tro jan r^/omen caLls on

Hekabe to speak against Helen:

Shatter her specious pJ-eading (Peitho); for her
'"¡Of dS

Ring fair a wantonts words; foul shame is
this.
(Euripides, Troades , 967-968, !{ay. )

Peitho is here the pors¡er of winning speech, the consequence

of the operation of effective rlretoric. Pepe tells uS that

the lines "accept as a matter of course that Helen can both

speak persuasively and be morally bankrupt."(4) This may be

true ; the context does not make this cl-ear. The lines

certainly express outrage at the apparent contradiction

between persuasive speech and the al.Ieged moral faul-ts of

the speaker. In much the salne way a person might take the

existence of corruptì-on for granted but be outraged on

encountering a particular instance of corruption.

The Hekabe presents us with an explicit, rather than

implicit, perception of Peitho when Hekabe seeks leave to
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exact retribution f or lrer son t s murder Doubting the

sìJccess of her plea, she invokes Peitho:

!'iherefore, O wherefore, at all ot.Ìrer lore
Toil men, as needeth, and make eager quest,
Yet Suasion, the unrivall-ed queen of men,
Nor price r¡¡e pay, nor make ado to learn her
Unto perfection, so a man might srray
His fellows as he woutd, and win his ends?

(Euripides, Hekabe , Bl4-819, Way)

As Pepe }ras it,
n

This paean to 'TrtLA¿i centers on only one aspect of
it, the power it exercises in the affairs of men
since it transforms desire into accompfislrment
There is no question of good and bad sorts of
frc,Lqú úùith them (these l-ines) she (Hekabe)
abandons her previous moral- standpoint ancl
proclaims the autonomy of the will in human
affairs. It is frofiì this standpoint that Hecuba
lionizes retß,i since it permits the freest and
surest exercise of the wiIl. (5)

I/'Iith the power of Peitho, one can inf luence others in order

to aclrieve desired ends; the matter of val-ue- judgement of

those ends is not in question.

The Orestes asserts a view of Pe tho as mere

manipulation of the demos:

For when an evil heart with winning tongue
Persuades the crowd, ill- is it for the state

( Euripides , Orestes , 907-908, IrüaY)

Politica] Peitho is here presented in a distinctl-y

unfavourabl-e J.ight.
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VI

THE trURIPTDEAN V]EW OF PEITHO.

Euripides' view of Peitho is ambivaJ-ent; he accepts the

Parmenidean perception of Peitho as a product of the

demonstration of the truth of the case, but sttows, ift the

Helen (795-796, quoted above), that this type of Peitho has

limited applicabil-ity.
generated by deliberate

Peitho is shor¡n as abl-e to be

falsehood in the Iphigeneia at Aulis

( 104-105 , quoted above ) , while the moral probi-ty of the

persuader is portrayed as irretevant to the effect of the

persuader's words at Troades , 967-968 (quoted above).

Peitho is asserted to be merely a means to achieve an end in

the Hekaþe (BI4-819, quoted above), and those ends are not

ar'"rays to the good of the community (Ofgqle_q, 907-908,

quoted above).

Euripides is, as implied by the way in which he

portrays Pei.tho highly cr j-tical of the otder view

espoused by Parmenides, AeschyJ-us, Empedocles and Sophokles

- of Peitho aS either a definite force for good or at teast

a rrbest possiblerr method of prOcedure. In fact, EuripideS

may even be suspected of having consistently portrayed

exceptions to the rule, of Peithos t benef ic e.nt ínf luence,

in order to demonstrate that Peitho is val-ue neutral , able

to be effective regardless of the moral probity of the
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persuader, the means of persuasl-on, or

the persuasion is directed. truripides

the moral efficacy of public debate.

the end toward which

had little faith in

VII

THE USE OF PEITHO WORDS TN HERODOTOS

Herodotos is the first prose-ltriter to be discussecl in

this st.udy. A citizen of Halicarnassus (an ethnically mi-xecì

traditionally Dorian foundation on the Carian coast of

Asia Minor r¿hich rs/as d.ominated by Persj-a until its

liberation by the Greek coalition in the course of the

offensive against persia) Herodotos resided at Athens for

Some time before his migration to the Athenian foundation of

Thuria in Magna Grae rcia. The theme of his

conflict between Greece and the East. (1)

Histories is the

Herodotos telLs us that after the Persian defeat at

Salamis, ttre Athenians set out to raise monentary and

military support from the as yet uncommitted poleis. Andros

vras the first to be approached, and refused. The Athenians

asserted that they had the aid of thlo great gods, Peitho and

Ananke, implying that if the Andrians could not be persuaded

they would be compelled. The Andrians replied that they had

their ol^fn gods, Penie and Amechanie trPovertyrr and

rrlmpotencêft, and were thus unable to pay. ( Herodotos

Buxtonts superficial conment on the passage states:

B.l-rr )
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witn a mode of political
spoken arguments as opposed

Pepets more thoughtful anaÌysis tell-s us

Ananke
Peitho
Peitho
ananke

represents the necessity of force
signifies the avoidance of Ananke The
of this scene is realty the peitho of
. . . its effectiveness can only resuft from

the power of ananke. (3)

Pelth_q is the product of another power, in this case Ananke.

Ananke is rrNecessity" , with connotations of force, and is

related t.o Bia, trForce'r, which has connotations of viol-ence.

AS ',^/aS Shown abOve, (Chapter 4, SeCtiOn X) Peithg Can result

from the influence of Aphrodite, of Pr.omathia or of Ate.

ilPersuasionrr is hardly an appropriate sense of the Peitho

that results f rom Artanke: one 'robeysrr the f orce of

necessity, one is not I'persuadedrr by it. The peitho of

Heroclotos B. l-1I is 'rObedience" rather than rrPersuasionrr .

Other than in the above passage Peitho only appears in

Herodotus in its verbal form. Pepe has categorized the

occurrences of verbal forms of Peitho in Herodotus as

rrtypesrt. rrsuccessful Persuasiontr functions because the

subject is predÍsposed, either by conscious desire or

emotional state, to act in accordance with the prompting of

the persuader. (4) nn example of this general type of

successful persuasion is at 6.35, where Miltiades,
t'impatient of the rule of Pisistratusrr, ',¡/as easiJ-y persuaded

by the Dologkoi to assist them. This predisposition to be

perSuaded is So dominant that even persuasion rrfounded on

deceit and liesr is successful.(5) Examples of successful
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persuasion with intent to deceive are at 5.9'/, where the

Athenians, having been ordered by the Persians to restore

the tyranny, ü/ere easily persuaded by Rristagoras ( "there
'r^/as nothing that he did not promise in the earnestness of

his entreatyrr) to support the Ionian revolt; and at B. l-l-0:

Thus spoke Themistocles with intent to deceive,
and the Athenians obeyed him; for since tre had
ever been esteemed wise and now had shown himself
t.o be both wise and prudent, they !üere ready to
obey \,\¡hatsoever he said.

(Herodotos , B.l-I0 , God1ey)

Note that peitho is translated as rrobeyr: to be persuaded is

stil-1 perceived as being I'obedient'r to t.he wil-1 of the

persuader.

Unsuccessful- peitho as an attempt to avert evil is
protrayed j-n a number of episodes. Pepe explains:

There is a definite pattern to these episodes. A
person decides on a certain course of action.
Before he actually performs it, there appears a
f riend or counsellor, 'n/ho attempts to persuade him
against the action by warning him of its ruinous
consequences. The r^rarner fai Is to persuade and
the predicted disaster ensues. (6)

There are numerous examples of this category; some are at

1 . B ; 
.L 

.7I; 4. 83 ; 9 . I09. The point of these episodes is the

moral culpabil-ity of the person who refuses to be persuaded.

Parmenides t Peitho which rrfoll-ows on truthrr also

appears in Herodotos; persuasion of the truth of a case on

the basis of empirical evidence is found at 2.l-50 and 3.I2.

At 2.L5O Herodotos accepts the Egyptian explanation for a

movement of earth because he had heard of a similar instance

in Assyria. The reason given for the weakness of Persian

skulls relative to Egyptian skul-]s is "readi ly believed'l
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the difference of skull--strengths \^ras

(3.f2). Herodotos also has numerous

action:

empi r icat ty

examples of

some are atpeitho

3.7 4; 6. 66 ; and 9. 116.

VTII

HERODOTOS' PERCEPTION OF PEITHO

Herodotos fOllorn¡S tl^/o Of the received perceptions of

pei.tho: the traditional view of peitho as "Obedienceil and

the Parmenidean view of Peitho aS t.he product of empiricaf

investigation. The t\^¡o views are not incompatil:le: taken

toget.her, tlrey could be expresSed aS rrone who is perSuaded

is obedient to truthrr. Whereas Parmenides onlv recognized

aS Peitho the Peitho which results from an investigation and

Iogical consideration of data, Herodotos accepted that

Peitho could be the result of a number of motivating forces.

Anan]<e, Dolos , and. the at.tractions of an end to be

achieved by wrongful actions resuÌt in Peitho, and the most

impgrtant precondition for the success of Peitho iS, in

Herodotost view, the subjective disposition of the person to

be persuaded. However, Herodotos makeS it clear that he

regards that Peitho which is founded on truth as

intrinsically preferable.

In 6.6, Xerxes ís persuaded to undert.ake the invasion

of Greece, by means of deCeit, bY those wlro had personal

as persuasion to commit. a wrong
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advantage in mincl. At 6. 1"0, Artabanes attempts to persuade

Xerxes to abanclon the invasion. The gist of the argument is

fj-rst, caution of persuasion founded in deceit, and second,

caution in accepting persuasion before examining the data;

the careful examination of contrary opinions is the best

met.hod of deciding a course of action.

The examples cited from Herodotos clearly show that the

subject of Peitho is regarded as morally responsible for the

decision to accept or reject Peitho. Peitho founded on

carefully examined d.ata minimizes the chance of coming to a

wrong decision. !'Ihile there are many kinds of E9É!9, that

Peitho whj-ch is founded on trutlr is preferable.

IX

PEITHO_TdORDS TN THOUKYDIDES

Thoukydides' prose History of the Peloponnesian [¡ùar has

only one instance of the noun Peitho:

But v/e find ourselves confronted by a further
difficulty,

in that we have to convince (Peitho) you.
( Thoukydides , History of the Peloponnesian

War, 3.53.4, Buxton)

rr. . . peitho appears to be used as what v/e should
call an abstract noun.''(I)

This occurs in the speech of

Lakedaimonians, and wilI be

Otherwise, Peitho appears onlY

Pepets description:

the Pl-ataeans before the

further examined below.

in its verbal forms. In
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Thucydides l-imits (his use of verbal forms of
Peitho) in the main to the context of politics;
states attempt to persuade one ariother and the
statesman attempt to persuade the people to a
cert.ain course of action. (2)

Unlike the

categori zed

explain the causes

of Peitho which can be

Herodotos, Thoukydides

of particular historicat

generalized and

uses Peitho to

events

rrtypesrl

from

the Athenigns built their fl-eet, ât the
instance (Êîl¿cc¿ú ) Themistocles

For exampì-e

(Thoukydi-des, Histo of the
Peloponnesian War I. 14, Smith)

Themistocles, moreover, persuaded (ð¡retr¿ )

them
also to finish the wal-l-s of the Peiraeus

( r.93, smith)

They blamed Pericl-es for traving persuaded
$teíoqrTL)

them to go to war
(2.59, Smíth)

So the Mytilenaeans sent envoys to Attrens
in the hope that they might persuade

lÍeL6€UL.ú )

them to recall their fleet
( 3. 4, smith)

The _S-yracusans sent envoys
('ÍSt1bac ¡ the Lacedaemonians
war with the Athenians openl-y

(6.73, smith)

to
in

. t.o persuade
prosecute the

their behalf...

Thoukydides gives no psychoJ-ogical expÌanations about

the vray in which Peitho ü¡as achieved, and he gives no

reasons for the success of Peitho or reasons v/hy it r,ías

hoped that Peitho might be successful. There are no

statements about the nature of Peitho and the mode of

reportage adopted by Thoukydides does not describe the act

of Peitho. Therefore the above examples of Ttroukydidest use
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of Peitlro-worcls do not permr-t

withinconceptual framework

Peitho that has been undertaken

tlre kind. of analysis of the

which Thoukydides percei-ved

in previous sections of this

study.

rt can, however, b€ noted that the first three of the

above examples refer to instances where a high-status

individual has advocated a course of action before an

assembly which has acted in accordance with his wishes.

These i-nstances call to mi-nd the Homeric assemblies and 'the

dominance/obedience sense which was s}tol/n above (Chapter 1)

to obtain in peitho-usage there. Seen in this light, the

first example quoted in this section (3.53.4) wil-l bear

further examination. The Plataeans \^/ere a defeated pp_!ie:

if the word peitho is being used in a dorninance/obedience

sense, it would certainly be ttdiff icultrr for the Plataeans

to Peitho an enemy that r¡/as so cl-early dominant. It I¡Ias

shown above (Section III, on Sophokles and Section VII, on

Herodotos) that the Homeric usage of Peitho to mean

something like rrobeyrr was still- current amongst Thoukydidest

contemporaries. It appears that in Thoukydides this meaning

of rrobeyrr is the primary sense of Peitho-words.
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,¿\

PEITHO IN DEMOKRITOS

Demokritos Calne from Abdera, a Thracian polis whrich was

also the birthplace of Protagoras,(1) and travelled widely

in the Near-East. He \^/as the pupi 1 of Leukippas , and the

tradition adds other teachers, including Zeno, tfre pupil of

Parmenides. This section does not propose to deal with the

philosophical System of Demokritos but only with the two

fragments that refer to Peitho.

The sÌìorter of the two fragment tells us

Often Logos is more productive of
gold is

(DK 68 B 51, after PePe)

Logos is 'rthe l¡tord by which the inward thought is expressed"

or rttre inward thought or reason itself". (2) Guthrie

renders it as "deductive reasoningrr, while warning us that

the word I'does multiple duty in Greek and cannot be

adequatety represented by a single English equivalentr'.(3)

Pepe explains: rf The meaning of Logos in conjunction witft

pe:Ltho Seems to be reasoned, enlightened discourse aS in

fr.IBI"(4)
The man who emploYs exlrortation and the Peitho of
Logos will turn out to be a more effective guide
t" afgfg ttran the man who employs Nomos and
Ananke. For the man who is prevented by Nomos
¡rorn aoing wrong \^Ii11 probably do \¡trong in secret,
wtrereas the man who has been led tov/ard duty by
Peitho wi I1 probably not commit a vtrong either
secretly or openly. Therefore the man wÏro acts

Peitho than
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understanding and knowledge
time brave and right-thinking.
lBI, after eepe)

Nomos is tran usage , custom, convention, : a posfuive

enactment, Iaw ordinance". (5) Guthrie tetls us

a new generation (sth century thinkers) has
divorced nomos from phvsis, (nature, reality) as
¡n¡hat is ariificatty contrived from what is
natural, and. sometimes what is false Ithough
comrnonly believedl from v¡hat is true its more
important uses are t\^ro: (i) usage or custom based
on t.rad.itional or conventional beli.efs as to r¡hat
is right or true, (ii) Ialnls formally drawn up and
passed, whichr codify 'right usaget and elevate it
into an obligatory norm backed by the authority of
rhe state. (6)

Pepets analysis of these Demokritean fragments asserts

In both fragments peitho is the product of logos
This reasoning seems to paralÌe1 the Socratic

postion that virtue (arete) resides in knov¡ledge.
Democritus does not maintain that the agent v¡ho
knows the right action witt inevitably perform it.
His emphasis is in the other direction, that there
can be no sure guarantee that the agent witt
perform the right unless he understands why he is
to do it, and furthermore that the agent in
possession of this knowledge is not likefy to
commit a wrong. (7)

Fragment 51 tells us that Demokritus

various causalit.y for Peitho, and clearl-y

recognlzes a

indicates his

But one can

remember

opinion that reasoned argument is the pref erabJ-e mode of

achieving Peitho; the fragment also implies that Peitho is a

goal \^/orthy of aCÌrievement. Fragment lBl is a quite

explicit re-statement of the Parmenidean position: law, in

the sense of codified custom, iS an insufficient basis for

civic morality and the aut.hority of the state does not make

it so;

show,

one cannot compel people to act rightly.

via that Peitho thatrrfolÌows on truthrl
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that Dike is subject to Peitho - that tÌìere is a fundamental

unity (ot reason or purpose) beyond differing opinions which

und.erlies varying attitudes to rrcustomrr , and to fo1]ow this

unity, rather than the superficial rules of Nomos backed by

Ananke is desirable. This rrunityrr, tlre reason why people

have,oTshouldhave,abasicpurposewhichcanunderliea

variety of behaviours, can be demonstrated by reasoned

discourSe: once this rrtruthrr is shown, PeitÏto t¡i1t fol-low:

the basic Þurpose of a particular cluster of behaviour

patterns for exailìple, varying forms of worslrip of a

particuÌar phenomenon witt be perceived and followed and

the opposite rropinions l about the \^/ays of behaviour

disregarded. peitho based on reasoned discourse, rather

thran Nomos backed by computsion, is a basís f or ri'ght

behaviour and Political unitY'

However, Parmenides, bY means of his stress on Peitho,

only implied the irrelevance of Ananke for moral behaviour;

as Pepe says

what is unique in the Democritean usage is
significanceofthiscontrast(betv¡eenBeitho
enánfe) for moral behaviou¡ and the rel-iance
consequent !,¡eakeningl of uóro) on ananke' (B)

the
and

I and
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XI

GORGIAS AND PEITHO

Kennedy. provides a most concise sunmary of the life of

Gorgias:

Gorgias l¡/as born shortly before 480 B. C. in
Leontini Sicily and lived there for much of his
1ife. He may have studied witn Empedocles and
certainl-y was f ami tiar with the phi tosophy and
rhetoric of the time. His only definite
phitosophical work, On the Nonexistent or On
Nature, is to be dated to the late 440s. In 427,
he \^/as sent as an ambassador by Leontini to
Athens, and subsequently he seems to have visited
the city repeatedly or even to Trave settl.ed there.
His extant rhetorical pieces and fragments date
from the late fifth and early fourth centuries.
Sometime after 380, he removed to the court of
Jason at Fherae in Thessaly, where he died at the
age of at least one hundred and five. (1)

Guthrie adds a little more detail.

Tradition says he l¡/as a pupi-t of Empedocles, and
this is likely, tlrouglr he could have been only a
few years younger. Plato (Meno 76C) connects his
name r¡itn the Empedoclean theory of pores, and he
would also o\¡¡e to Empedocles an interest in the
arts of persuasive speech and of medicine.... When
he cane to Athens in 42'7 , on an embassy from
Leontini, he was already about sixty, and took the
city by storm witrr his novel style of oratory, âs
well as earning large sums by special performances
and cl-asses for the young. (2)

Gorgias hlas, then, the pupil of Empedocles, who was the

pupil of Parmenides. It is to be expected that his thought

will Ïrave strong connections with the thought of Parmenides.

In accordance witfr the scope Of this study, the evidence of

PIato and other later commentators about the thought of

Gorgias will not be taken into account. Evidence for the
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thought of Gorg ias about Peitho will be restricted to his

ipsissima verba. Following Pepe, thre r¿ork of Gorgias r¿hich

wi}l be discussed will- be the Helen, because of its general

and theoretical nature,(3) and only the use that Gorgias

makes of Peitho will be discussed.

pepets sunmary of the argument of the Helen is

succinct:

Hel-en has been severely criticized for deserting
home and husband to foll-ow Ïrer paramour to Troy'
Such criticism is not justified, since Helen
cannot be adjudged responsible for this act. This
claim is substantiated by a fourfold, all-
inclusive scheme of possible sources of
motivation:
(A) She acted under the influence of divine

fate.
(B) She acted under the compulsion of Þiè'
(C) She acted under the peitho of logos.

(D) She acted under tlre infl-uence of eros'

All four cases preclude the personal culpability
of Helen, since in each case an irresistible,
external- influence is ultimately the cause of her
desert.ion. ( 4 )

That part of the speech which deals with the Peitho of Losos

is as follows:
(B) But if it was speectr which persuaded her and
deceived her heart, not even to this is it
difficult to make an ans\^¡er and to banish blame as
follor¿s. Speech is a powerful lord, whictr by
means of the finest and most invisible body effect
the divinest works: it can stop fear and banish
grief and create joy and nurture pity. I shall
ãfror trow this is the case, since ( 9 ) it is
necessary to offer proof to the opinion of my

trearers: I both deem and define arl poetry as
speech witrr meter. Fearful shudderíng and tearful
pity and grievous longing come upon its hearers,
änO- at the actions and physical sufferings of
otlrers in good fortunes and in evil fortunes,
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through the agency of words, the soul is \^/ont to
experlerrce a sutfèring of its ov/n' But come ' r
shal-1 turn f rom one argument to another ' ( l0 )

Sacred incantations sung \^/ith words are bearers of
pleaSure and banishers of pain, for, merging with
ãpinion in the soul, the pãter of the incantation
is wont to lreguile it ancl persuade it ancl alter it
try v¡itcfrcratC. There have been discovered t\n/o

ait= of witchcraf t and magic: one col-lsists of
errors of soul ancl the otner of deceptions of
óp:-.tiot . ( 11) Atl who have and do persuade
pãopre of things do so by moulding a f al-se
ätgr*..rt. For if atr men on atl subjects had'

<both> memory of things past and <awareness> of
things pt.s".tt and foreknowledge of the future '
sp"eðn ñourd not be simirarly similar ' since as

things are nov/ it is not easy for them to recafl
the past nor to consider the present- nor to
preoiãt the future. so that on most subjects nost
*ãtt take opinion as counselor to their soul ' but
since opinion is slippery and insecure it casts
those emptoying it lnto slippery and insecure
successes. (r2) vühat cause then prevents the
conclusion that Helen simitarly, against her will,
might Ìrave come under the influence of speech'
i"ét as if ravished by the force of the mighty?
For it v/as possible to see how the force of
persuasion prãvaits; persuasion has the form of
ir.."==ity, but it does not have the same power'
For speech constrained the soul, persuading it
which it persuaded, both to believe the things
said and to approve the things done' The

persuader, like a constrainer, does tl" l¡¡rong and
the persuaded, like the constrained, in speech is
rrongry charóed. ( l3 ) To understand that
p.rsú.3ion, tñen added to speech, is wont also to
i*pte"" the soul- as it wishes ' one must study:
first,theworclsofastronomerswÌìo'substituting
opinion f or opi.tiott, taking ar¡/ay one but creating
a.nother,makewhatisincredibteandunclearSeem
true to the eyes of opinion; then ' second '
logicaIly necesJary debatès in which a single

"p.ããrt, 
-tritten titrt art but not spoken with

t?utfr, bends a great crowd and persuades; (and)
thircl, trle 

- vernáf disputes of phi losophers in
which the swi-ftness of thought is - afso shown

making the belief in an opinion subject to easy
crrangé. (r4) The effect of speech upon the
condition of the soul is comparable to the power
of drugs over the nature of bodies ' For just as

differentdrugsdispeldifferentsecretionsfrom
the bocly, .tO- some bring an end to disease and

others to life, so also in the case of speeches '
some distress, otlrers delight ' some cause fear '

)
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make the hearers bol-d, and some d.rug and
the soul ¡,¡itfr a kind of evil persuasion.

(Gorgias, Encomium on Helen Kennedy)

As Pepe points out, there alread,y existed a traditional
accounl that attributed Helen's action to peitho,(5) the

Aphrodite-Peitho which will be familiar from the work of

Hesiod. 'rFor

Iogos". ( 6 )

assimiìatea

Gorgias, peitho is associated excfusively with

Gorgias has taken this erotic Peitho and

it, with at1 its erotic and magicat

connotations, to his ov¡n context. De Romilly points out

The influence of poetry, âs Gorgias describes it,
is ...of a magical nature. (7)
Gorgias, in the Helen, insists on the wonderful-
por¡¡er of speech, and he does so by using two
simites comparing speech with poetry on the one
hand and magic on the other speech is cl-ose to
poetry: ¡Poetry I consider and call speech r¡itfr
rhythm he comlrines al-l the expressions that
can be used for magic and witchcraft the spel1
of words is firmly assimilated to witchcraft. (B)

Gorgias begins his analysi-s of the Peitho of lo_gp_s by

others
bewitch

asserting its por¡/er and claims

its capacity to manipulate

assimilates this capacity to

that this pohrer

truman emotions.

derives

He

from

then

the capacity of poetry to

magic andemotionalJ-y sv/ay an audience. Turning to
witchcraft, Gorgias identifies the supernaturaf power of the

arguments ofwords of the incantation with the power of the

rhetoric: tfle magico-erotic Pej-tho of Hesiod is assimilated

to rhetoric by way of the words of incantations

to restrict the functions of peitho within logos
and to retain the fuII erotic panoply of pe_llho
together with aIl its transcendence and
irreversible power. ( 9)
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Now, Gorglas

knowledge or truth

and this conc]usion reappears in the Helen, ât Chapter II

where he says

All who lrave and do persuade people of things do

_so by moulding a false argument.

Doxa, I'opinion" , is all that \^Ie have to base our arguments

O0, So that alt arguments are based on the opposite of truth

and knowledge, on Doxa. In the absence of perfect

knowledge, action is based on opinion, not on knowledge,

therefore to persuade Someone is to convince them of the

valÍdity of an opinion. It can be seen that Gorgias does

not accept Parmenides t assertion that the fundamental truth

which underl-ieS differing opinions is knowable: all Gorgias

leaves us witfr is opinion. The power of Peitho is based on

the improbability of objective knowledge

So that on most subjects most men take opinion as
counsellors to their soul

and as opinion is of unreliable validity, so is the

resultant Peitho. Peitho, for Gorgias, does not rrfollow on

truthrr, but follows on speech.

Gorgias goes on to assimilate the irresistible force of

Peitho to that of Ananke

Persuasion has the form of necessity btlt it does
not have the salne Povter

That is, the subject of an act of persuasion is convinced

that the thing that Peitho motivates the subject to do is

necessary, wlrereas this may not be the case. Compulsion and

persuasion are equated because tlre result of these forces is

denied the possibility of

in his On the Nonexistent or

objective

On Nature,
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the same: the subject is constrained to a course (of

thought or action).

Tïre po\^Ier of Peitho to change opinion is demonstrated

witfr examples from Scienge, rhetoric, and. phitosophy. The

natural scientists are able to persuade people to substitute

one opinio¡r for another; the opinions of the natural

scientists are merely opinion in the guise of truth, v/hicfi

people are persuaded to accept as truth. The cleverly-

formed logicat arguments of the rhetor. ician persuade their

audience by means of the art of composition regardless of

thei r truth or val-ue. In the oral debates of the

phi losophers , changes of belief are \^¡rought by a Peitho

which resuÌts from the philosophers' quickness of intellect.

Successful peitho is based, therefore' on the appearance of

truth, technical excellenCe of Composition of l¡tords ' and

int.eltectuar agi 1itY.

The po\^rer of Logos to produce Peitho is compared wittt

trle po',¡rer of drugs to affect the body

The effect of speech upon the conditions of the
soul is comparable to the power of drugs over the
nature of bodies.

Just aS different drugs have different effects, So do

different forms of speech. Since Peitho is the result of

speech, the result of some logoi is to

drug and behritch the soul with a kind of evil
persuasion.

According to Pepe, the association of Peitho with

enclrantment, bewitctrment, and drugs is designed to
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clellneate a form of covert, irrational influence,
cÌearl-y separate f rom compulsion. In this wây,
lqpq and p_qlllq both remain aml:ivalent and
amoral. ( l0 )

llecause Gorgias has shown a bacl Peitho amongst l-tisThat is,

examples

the form

he needs to separate it

of Ananke in order that

from that

the Peitho

Peitho which lras

of

stlfl perceived as morally neutral. Agal-nst

f-qgos can be

this view, d€

Romi 1l-y asserts

Now,

Gorgiast magic is technical. He \,rants to emuÌate
the pohrer of the magician by a scientj-f ic analysis
of language and of its influence. He is the
theoretician of the magic spelt of words. (11)

in the first sentence of the Helen, Gorgias aver s that

AIetheia, rrtrulhrr is a desirable attribute of Logos. Yet he

goes on t.o claim that all Peitho resufts in Ðox'e rropinionrr,

an apparently irreconcilable contradiction. In likening the

action of Peitho to the action of drugs, Gorgias pointed out

t.hat the action of drugs is sometimes good, sometimes bad.

If r¡/e assume that Gorgias hel-d Aletheia to be a good, then

it follows that when Peitho Índuces a Qqxa r^¡hich is close t.o

Aletheia, that Peitho is good; and if Peitho induces a Ðç¡e

which has harmful consequences, that. Peitho is t¡ad. Pepe is

simply r¡/rong to state that Gorgias tried to hotd Logos and

Peitho to be ambivalent and amoral. On the other hand, in

assert ing that the magic of rtsacred incantationsr' , as a

method for influencing events by supernatural means, is a

kind of Peitho by equating the poI¡/er of a magical spe1l

il,

,

witfr the por¡/er of rhetoric, Gorgias is not saying that rrfle

ia¡ants to emutate the pol¡/er of ttre magician", hIê iS claiming

{
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that Logos possesses that po\^/er. Gorglas perceived Peit.ho

v/ithin a magical context because Peitho had trad.itionally

been perceived in a magical context, ât Least since Hesiodts

periOd Some 400 years earlier: magic \^IaS Simply one of the

\^rays in r¿hich Peitho functioned.

XII

THE CONCEPT OF PEITHO IN GORGIAS

WTrereas Parmenides had isolated the persuasive polrer of

rtrutfirr logiCal argument or empirical demonstration - and

raised this pov¡er, Aphrodite-Peitho, to the position of

governor of the senSible Cosmos, the Cause of cosmic unity,

and Empedokles essentially maint.ained this position, Gorgias

perceived Peitho, not as a povter inherent in al-I nature, but

as the product of effective speech.

Truth, for Gorgi-as, is merely a desírable at'tribute of

speech ; persuasi.on is the product of ef f ective speech.

Gorgias makes no connection bet\nreen truth and persuasion'

Persuasion is the purpose of speech, and is the result if

that speech is effecti-ve. Effective speech combines the

appearance of truth witfr intelleçtual povter and sl<i11ed

composition and is of a magical potency in índucing,

changing or modifying opinion. Truth is a desirable, but

not necessary, condition for effective speech.

I

ìr
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The power of qe].lhe is the po\^/er to constrain the soul

to believe certain things said or to approve certain things

done. Peitho induces tlre subject to a course voluntarily;

Ananke induces the subject to a course by compulsion:

Necessity and persuasion are equivalent powers, but of

different natures; peitho is, like Ananke, âû irresistibte

force. "Obediencerr is a sense of Peitho applicable here.

Whil-e Peitho can be good or bad, and al-\^Iays induces a

Doxa, that
preferred.

Doxa which is closest to Aletheia is to be

not been entirely discarded, but it has become a ¡best-

possiblet case. The phenomenon of Peitho can be good or bad

according to the means by which it is gained or the end to

which it is employed.

XIII

CONCLUSION

The evidence presented in this chapter has shot¡n that

the later 5th century B.C. in Athens Sav/ little consensus

about the place of Peitho in the life of the citizen,

although some traditional ideas about Peitho v¡ere still

current. 'rObedience'f remained a conmon sense of the word,

in the context of obedience to the wilt of a persuader;

indeed the stress laid by Gorgias on the irresistibílity of

Parmenidest Peitho that rrfoflot¡s on truthrr has
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Eg_ilho might encourage the notion that this was st'ill the

primary meaning of the word-

Peitho succeeding as a result of the operation of magic

was sti1} a bommon conception, judging by its appearance in

both Sophokles and Gorgias. This kind of dir e-Peitlro,

imposed by magical pol^Ier, iS only met r¡itfr in erotic

contexts in the work of the composers examined in this

study, althouglt Gorgias attempted to narro$/ its application

by applying it to persuasive spee.ch in a general- sense.

Gorgias retains the conception of Aphrodite-Peitho in the

tradition of Hesiod, ParmenideS, and Empedocles, but

constrains it within the real-m of Logos -

T}re assertion of Parmenides that rrtruthtr resulted in

Peitho was still accepted, altlrough .the Parmenidearr

implication that only the l<ind of Peitho that rtfollowed on

trutfrrr hlas true peitho was nO longer regarded aS valid in

the second half of the 5th century. That Peitho which was

the product of iltrutltrr , that iS, resulted f rom logical

deduction or empirical investigation, seems tO have been

regarded a5, a morally Superior, rrbest possiblett CaSe ' even

though Euripides portrayed the idea as one of limited

applicabi IitY.

Peitfro v¡as sometimes regarded as tfle product of Ananke;

that is, persuasion was perceived as sometimes being

effected by means of the threat of compulsion. Yet Peitho

'Ì¡ras also held to be opposed to Ananke ' a Contradictory

opposite means to the actrierrment of end.s. The vier'¡ of
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Gorgias , ttrat Peitho and Ananke \^/ere s imi lar but dist-inct

powers does not appear to have been general'

Another contradication in the ideas about peitho which

'\¡/ere Current during thiS period v/as the contradiction

between the assertion that a person had moral responsibility

for having been persuaded and the assertion that Peitho was

irresistible. This problem does not appear to have been

resolved. A related problem \¡/aS examined by Gorgias: if

Peitho is irresistible, how can the subject of Peitho be

considered a wilting agent? Gorgias asserted that the

action of Logos on the Soul not only persuaded the subject

to believe the words of the persuader or to commit the act

suggested by the persuader, but constrained the subject to

approve the belief or the act: therefore the subject was

willing1y persuaded and the irresistibirity of Peithg

maintained.

Peitho r./\,ras generally accepted as often produced by

undesirable means, or directed to the purpose of undesirable

ends, ot both, but hlas stiIl regarded as being morally

preferable to 7$anke as a way of achieving ends. That is to

say Lhat, despite persuasion being sometimes effected by

means whiCh htere regarded as undesirable, Or for ends which

h/ere regarded as morally reprehensible, it was still

preferable to compulsion. peitho v/as not aÌ\^/ays regarded as

\/AIUe-neUtf al . Ananke, rrcomptllsiontr , and' DOI-OS , trd'eceittt ,

forexample,hlereregardedasmora]-Iynegativemeansto

aclrieve ends. Sopholcles regarded Peitho as a rrbest
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poss iblerr means to an end ; Euripides port rayed Peil-ho- as

value-neutraf ; Herodotus perceived Peitho as value-neul-ra1

unÌess based carefully examined data, when he Sai,{ Peitho aS

morally positive; Demokritos asserted Peitho to be moral-l-Y

positive; for Gorgias, Peitho is value-neutral. Taking tlre

work of the composers discussed above overall, the general

view of q-g4he hel-d ín the latter half of the 5th century

\¡ias that Peitho was value-neutral-, ln that it could be

wrongfully produced or used for wrongful results as well as

clesirabty produced- for desirable results, and that Peitlro

\¡,/as morall-Y Positive, in that it was alwa Ð preferable to

Ananke, Dolos, and Bia as a means to achieve encls.

The pov/er of the archaic aristocracy had expressed

itsetf in high status which implied the povier of compulsion

as a means to achieve ends. The tyranny had been instal-led

by armed force, mai-ntained by armed force, and overthrown by

armed force. The otigarchy which had attempted to gain

control after the defeat of the tyrant attempted to achieve

its ends by means of compulsion. under the democracy

potitical ends could be achi-eved by means of persuading the

assembled cit izen body that those ends v/ere desirabl-e '

During the first half of the 5th century, the distribution

of magistracies by lot and the continued operation of

government by democratic meanS accustomed increaSing numbers

of non-aristocrats to participation in public affairs ' with

the advent of the sophists, those citizens who could afford

to pay for instruction by Gorgias and other rhetoricians

-i^
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v/ere able to acquire lry study that f aci l-ity i-n oraf

communication which had previousty been the product of a

l-ifetime of l-eisured famii-iarity wj-th the ora] tradition.

This broke the monopol-y of ef f ective public-speaking

previously held by the eupatridae. Disagreements about the

personal morality of those v¡ho had become effective pubJ-ic

speakers, the moral- value of the means by which they

persuaded the assembly, and the morality of t.he ends totn¡ards

which that persuasion was bent, led to some dissatisfaction

r¿itfr Peitho as a mode of political operation. peitno v¡as,

lrowever, despite its aJ-Ieged shortcomings , generally

regarded as preferable to compulsion as a method of

achieving political- ends. And despite its alleged

shortcomings, the po\^/er of Peitho to affect human affairs

L¡as unquestioned. peitho \^¡as an important moral factor in

political life and thought in 5th century Athens, âû

j-nt.egral part of the democratic mode of government.

L
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RECAPITULATION.

This study has shown that Peitho r¡/as a concept which

clearty evotvecl over time. By rigidly excluding evidence

which is not contemporary with each text examined, the

stages in the development of the concept "Peithorr have been

highlighted. These stages have been shol¡rn to be co-incident

witfr changes in the social, economic, and political factors

existing in Greek society. Al-though it has not been

possible to show a direct cause-and-effect rel-ationship

between changes in the use of Peitho and changes in the

society, it is clear that as the political- institutions of

Greek society changed, so did the \^¡ay in which Pei.tho was

perceived change.

In the Homeric period, tlìe decisions of the assembl-y

are reached on the basis of the status and experience of the

speakers, rather than on the basis of the content of their

speech. The assenìb1y is depicted as rrobeyingrr, or I'paying

attention torr high-status speakers. peitho-words are not

used directly by one ind.ividual to another as this usage,

implying as it does a dominance/obedience relationship, is

regarded as an affront when applied by one individual- to

another, because the word means, primarily, rrobediencetr. In

this warrior-society the implication of "obedience" to

another indívidual- was an insult to a high-status male.

The noun Peitho first appears in Hesiod, where it

occurs tv¡ice as the name of a goddess. It has been shown

that this goddess is t'Obedienc€", characterized as both an
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aspect of Aphrodite and as a sibring of a number of deities

which personify conditions and processes desirabl-e for human

existence. One striking factor in Heslodts characterization

of Peitho as an aspect of Aphrodite is its connection wittr

magic: the magiCal 'rgolden necklacetr presented to Pandora.

This association of Peitho with magic was to persist,

becoming an integral- part of Gorgias t conception of Peitho.

Another point of interestt in Hesiodts characterization of

Peitho is its depiction of Peitho aS a quality inherent in

certain individ uaIS, a 'rcTlarismatt. ThiS perception of

Peitho aS an inherent quality reappears in Pindar, but does

not appear to have been a part of the percept

current in the later fifth century.

ion of Peitho

The period of Hesiod was distinct from the period of

Homer. Economically, food-supplies v/ere at least adequate

in normal seasons in the Homeric period, whil-e the Hesiodic

farmer was often forced to scratch out a living on marginal

l-and and still often have to supplement his income by means

of trading activities. SociaIly, population movement

increased the frequency of contact wittr strangers in the

Hesiodic period. Political-ly, the swaggering, self -

confident bravado of the Homeric basileis had given In/aY to

the temperate, rrbeguilingil speech of the Hesiodic basileis,

white the gifts offered to the Homeric basileis as a mark of

respect and gratitude for r¿ise judgement had become bribes

paid to corrupt judges in the Hesiodic period. Nev¡ deities,

unknown as suclr in the Homeric period - Peitho itself is one

lfflrr,
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exarnpl-e appeared in the Hesiodic period, âS the Greeks

attempt.ed to conceptual-ize abstract qual-ities and express

relationships between such qualities. The appearance of the

new deities r¡/as a probabJ-e response to a general sense of

unease resulting f rom the unsettled social- and poJ-iticaÌ

relations of the period.

For Hesiod, sexuality was a force to be feared; Peitno

!\ras a characteristic of that force. However, unless Hesiod

r¡/as invotving himself in a contradiction, Pei.tho as such was

not feared, being perceived as a power beneficial to human

existence.

The early Archaic period, characterized as it k¡as by

increased social change and political unrest, saw the
j-ntroduction, in Sparta, of the social and political order

which rras to become f ami liar f rom the Sparta of historic

times. During this period of political- disruption Alkman

composed his prescription for proper conduct. Peitho, as an

integral part of that prescription, had become a directly
political concept. "Forethought'r generates "Obediencê",
rrGood Orderr', and rrsuccessrr, although the way in which

Alkman perceived Peitho as operatinq in the pol-iticaJ-

process escapes us.

The late archaic/earIy classical period saw potitical

conflict within poleis become more defined than it had been

in the early archaic period, when the poì-itical struggle had

been perceived as involving rrthe peoplerr against the
rraristocratsr'. Now the aristocratic elite was being

lit¡,
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chal-l ngecl by an etite of wealth, the 'roligarchs", both of

which opposed, and \,,/ere opposed by, the demos. Althoü9h, as

has been shorn/n, Peitho was not onlv an erotic concept f or

Pindar, his poìitical conceptual-ization of Peitho I¡i as not

def ined. Pindar, the friend of powerful 'taristocratstr, l¡/as

an upholder of traditional , I'aristocraticu val-ues, and his

perception

begins with

of Peitho \^/as in the tradition which f or us

Hesiod. Peitho is a (usually erotic) form of

charisma. But the politicaf turmoil of the period reacted

in the thought of Parmenides to produce a concept of Peitho

aS the product of l-ogicaÌ argument and the l¡/ay in which the

cosmos functioned, whi le Peitho \¡/as , more prosaicaf ly, f or

Aescfiyl-us, a powerful but non-viol-ent method for Solving

political conf Ìict, a rrpersuasiverr method.

The second hal-f of the 5t.h century (therrclassical"

period) had seen the frequent fail-ure of politicat Peitho to

produce what v¡as perceived to be desirable results.

Political 'rpersuasionrr had been successfully applied by

persons perceived to be unv¡orthy, bY means sometimes

perceived to be contrary to conventional morality, and for

ends which were often perceived to be undesirable. Yet the

Parmenidean tradition of an aIl-powerful Peitho continued

through Empedokles to Gorgias, and the Parmenidean concept

of peitho as the product of empirical investigation and

togicat argument Ltas stiÌ1 important in the ideas of

Herodotus and Demokritos . The action of Peitho r^/as sti 1l-

perceived as magicat in its ffect. It had been discovered
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that the abil-ity to apply Peitho r¡as a skill r¿hich could be

taught and tearned, and. the perception of Peitho as a form

of charisma, âD inherent quality, iS absent from this

period. Peitho v¡as generallY Perceived as a morallY

positive force, if onty because it operates without

violence, but it \¡ias clearly Pe rceived that Peitho was not

atways a force for good. This is not a contradiction;

Peitho towards a harmful end, or one which is perceived to

be undesirable, I¡¡aS perceived to be morally pref erable to

coercion towards that salne end.

This Stud.y set out to examine the word/concept

npeithorr, rather than the more generaf topic of

ilpersuasiontr, PerSUaSiOn Can take many fOrmS; one may be

persuaded through flattery, Seduction, Iogical discussion,

by threats, of empirical evidence, and so forth; a1l- of

these modes of persuasì-on are attested in the ancient

literature. However, the topic of this study, with its

f ocus upon a particuJ-ar word, can only be pursued by

examining passages where that word actually appears. One

can only examine the meaning of a ',tord in the context of the

use of that word. So no attempt has been made to examine

instances of rrpersuasionrr in ancient Greek l-iterature- OnIy

Peitho , and some instances of the use of its verbal forms,

has been examined. The resutts of this study have shown

that the ancient Greeks, in tTre periods examined, perceived

Peitho to mean rather more than is conveyed by the English

word rrpersuasionrr, and that this perception of Peitho $/aS

ill
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not Static, but changed aS the potitical and. economic

circumstances of the society changed. Peitho evolved from

its beginnings aS a Homeric status marker only those wíth

high slatus could dominate the assembty; through its

conceptualization as a general reti-gious notion witht

particular references in magico-erotiC tife; its earl-y 5th

century conception as an end of politi-cal action, in the

sense of reconciliation betvreen opposing social and

political factions; to its rrcl-assicaltr, late 5th Century

conception as a learned skill with words applied to achieve

a particular end.

The primarY meaning of Peitho appears to have been

ilobedience'r in the sense of induced obedience as contrasted

with competled obedience. At. different periods in the

history of the word this primary meaning rnlas overlaid with

various senses of meaning as the social and politiCaI

context of creek society changed. By the end of the sth

century Peitho had become the method by which free citizens

reached agreement with each other, ratTrer than obedience to

a acknowledged suPerior.

¡
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